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ABSTRACT 
The present study is an attempt to establish children's literature as an important area 
of inquiry in literary and cultural studies, with specific references to local works in Hong 
Kong. It argues that children's literature is a unique genre that reflects and mediates oiir 
society's deepest longings and empowers us with hope. 
Chapter One explores Lukacs' concepts of alienation, longing and form, and argues 
that in the alienated contemporary society our deepest longing is incorporated into the idea 
of the child. Bearing both nostalgic and forward looking dimensions, the idea of the cliild 
brings forth the new form of children's literature which expresses our cultural sensibilities. 
Chapter Two elaborates on the relationship between longing and form from a local 
socio-cultural perspective. The review on the history of children's literature iii Hong Korig 
illustrates how the development in the idea of the child reflects evolving cultural needs such 
as the building of a local identity, which in turn, leads to the development of a local 
children's literature system. 
Chapter Three explores the nature of children's literature as a genre of longing and 
argues for the mutual existence of aesthetic and pedagogical values. The dialogical 
possibilities offered by quality children's literature is highlighted. 
Chapter Four studies specific individual works and examines local works ofthree sub-
genres -- autobiographies, short story and fables - written iii the present decade. Analysis 
on the two autobiographies on childhood shows that nostalgic longing for childhood can 
empower us with a soul-affinning form and helps iis to face the present life. Another 
reading of a short story which deals with tlie longing for home reveals that children's 
literature is capable of freeing tl!e reader from realistic constraints, thus allowing us to 
rediscover hope and project a utopian vision of better worlds. Lastly, two groups of fables 
which expose the longing for utopia are examined and their power to alert and impel us to 
reflect on our relationship with the alienating reality is demonstrated. 
The final chapter concludes that children's literature is not only a genre of longing, 
but also a genre of hope that mediates with our culture. It is a site where communication 
between adults and children takes place and its liberating quality presents possibilities for us 
to recreate and re-invent our culture with our children. 
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"Something vanishes, someone watches it pass ... and goes on living, and is 
not destroyed. Yet the memory lives on for ever: something was there, 
something has gone, something might have been ... once upon a time“ 
(Georg Lukacs, Soul and Form 64). 
Why study children's literature? 
Whenever I tell people that I work in the field of children's literature, most of them 
would raise their eyebrows and hurl this question at me in amusement. Children's books, 
for them, are kid's stuffs that do not deserve serious attention. Whosoever still read 
children's books out of his/her own initiative and enjoy them beyond the age of fifteen would 
be charged of arrested development, of being a Peter-Pan figure who refuses to grow up. 
To avoid drawing myself into a long argument, I am often induced to reply half in jest with 
a standard answer, "Well, I am a child myself." My baby face always seems to convey to 
them the face value of the answer and allow them to walk away in satisfaction. 
The confession of being a child myself is only the beginning of a long story. I took 
interest in children's literature primarily with a child's heart to enjoy the fun and beauty that 
stemmed from the stories, but then gradually the subject matter proved to be deeper and 
richer than mere child play. The study branched increasingly outward to "adults' concerns," 
covering the fields of poetics, aesthetics, history, culture and even metaphysics, illuminating 
me as a literature student on the linkages among them. 
The present study is an attempt to establish children's literature as an important area 
of inquiry in literary and cultural studies, with specific references to local works in Hong 
Kong. It would be shown that beyond its search into issues that concern children, children's 
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literature is indeed an important territory where some of our society's deepest longings, 
worst fears and most fruitful reflections on questions of life can be found. 
I. LIFE AND FORM 
Before examining the relationship between children's literature and the adult world, 
let us first address a fundamental question underlying all literary study: How is literature 
related to the questions of life? To answer this question is to explore the relationship 
between form, or more specifically, art forms, and life. 
Georg Lukacs expressed his views on this issue lyrically in some of his earlier works, 
which would be taken as the point of departure for the present stiidy.' The history of 
Lukacs' own explorations on the relationship between art and life is illuminating as it 
represents the reaction of a sensitive intellectual towards problems of culture which are still 
immanent today. As Lee Congdon points out in The Young Lukdcs, the history of his early 
work reveals changes that had been crucial to Lukacs' personal and intellectual development: 
he changed from a pessimist who despaired over the tragic nature of life to someone who 
lived his life in hope with a utopian vision. The utopian vision persisted and later became 
the backbone for his exploration in dialectics. As the full history of Lukacs' intellectual 
odyssey is not our ultimate concern, the following section would only concentrate on several 
concepts he developed in this early period, namely alienation, longing and form. Our aim 
is to see how these concepts are a testimony of how a cultural critic would posilion 
himself/herself in relation to literary works and l;he society at large. Unlike his later works, 
Lukacs' early works were written in a lyrical style and have an appeal beyond lhe rational 
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force of their argument. The inspiration they evoke alerts us to some cen(ral problcmaiics 
in our own culture, and empowers us to engage ourselves with the problematics as besl as 
Lukacs did. 
1. Liikacs and alienation 
Georg Lukacs, of Jewish origin, was born to a bourgeois family in Budapest, 
Hungary, on 13 April, 1885. Perhaps better known for his work on Marxist aesthetics and 
philosophy, Lukacs wrote some of his most illuminating literary expositions before liLs 
conversion to Bolshevism in 1918, which have turned out to be all the more interesting as 
they record ajourney of the mind filled with intense struggles and complex negotiations with 
fundamental issues of culture. 
"Every human being of substance has just one thought; one may ask whether thought 
can ever have a plural," says Lukacs.^ The "single" thought of Lukacs could be summed up 
as the struggle against alienation, which, recognised as a key problem in western cullurc, 
would now be intensified by the author's personal experience and the specific Hungarian 
social context in which it is manifested.^ Lukacs described his condition at home as 
"absolute alienation" (Entremdung).^ His mother placed all her attention on the elder son 
while his father was too obsessed with work; and his family's bourgeois way of life repelled 
Lukacs. As a Jew, he was sensitive to the rise of anti-Semitism in Hungary and fel[ al odds 
with the cultural provincialism found in the inainstreain Hungarian culture. With this 
background, Lukacs became the heir "of a very old and expanding tradition - pagan and 
Christian, mythical and metaphysical, religious and secular - that is thc lot ()f man fo be 
fragmented and cut off, but haunted in his exile and solitariness by the presenlimen(. of a l()s(_ 
condition of wholeness and community" (Abrams, Natural SupemalNra(isin 313). 
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Marks of this struggle against alienation can be found in his earliest work on drama, 
Hi^ry ofthe Evolution ofModern Drama in which he paid particular attention to tragedy. 
To Lukacs, tragedy portrays the dialectics of human struggles and the true alienated condition 
of man. Of all contemporary dramatists, he admires Ibsen most. The alienated relationship 
between man and woman as portrayed in Ibsen's work becomes for him the paradigm of 
human alienation: "Eternal, irreconcilable adversaries; they who were intended for each 
other, the man and the woman, art and life" (Lukacs, cited in Congdon 22). 
In this light, human alienation is perceived as the result of a process of cultural 
degeneration. Hence, in The Theory of the Novel Lukacs recreates an ideal mythic past, 
iiamely the Homeric world, a time when the human soul and life were thought to have an 
inherent bond. Life was fulfilment and people shared the "utopian aim of every philosophy" 
(29). Thus conceptualised, this is a world of "integrated" civilisation where the "totality of 
being" would remain possible, because: 
;E]verything is already homogeneous before it has been contained by forms; where 
forms are not a constraint but only the becoming conscious, the coming to the'siirface 
of everything that most depths of that which had to be given form; where knowledge 
is virtue and virtue is happiness, where beauty is the meaning of the world made 
visible (34). 
As one commentator points out, in totality one is allowed to have "maximum development" 
of our unique potentialities in due time (Markus 8). Unfortunately the progress of 
civilisation brings new awareness and new problems. Life's essence is objectified by culture 
in the process, and meaning is no longer immanent to people. 
Culture once possessed a quality that transcended the merely individual and 
subjective (because it belongs to the essence of culture that it is the common 
treasure ofmen); now there is nothing that can transcend the discrete moments 
of solitary individuals. There were once relationships between people; now 
there is complete loneliness, the complete absence of relationships (Lukacs, 
Aesthetic Culture 15). 
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2. Longing and Form 
While alienation always threatens to take over, human beings are constantly being 
separated from one another. But inseparable to this problematic of alienation is the sense of 
longing, understood as an embodiment of the awareness of our own "lack" in our own being 
and hence the desire for companionship, togetherness and the "totality of being." Longing 
for Liikacs is the natural inclination to be-long somewhere so as to eradicate the sense of 
estrangement. He develops this concept in the highly personal work of Soul and Fonn,- a 
book of individual critiques on works of various writers and philosophers tied together by 
the common theme about "the unbridgeable void between one human being and another" 
(107). Life, for the modem individuals, has been caught in a state of perpetual longing. 
This content of longing is nostalgic because we long for a golden past, a time when life was 
still "authentic" and the human soul was not yet alienated from our daily experience. The 
breakdown of totality leads to chaos, and death, as the symbol of ultimate alienation, reigns; 
thus goodness and love, "the categorical imperative ofgreatness and self-perfection," become 
impossible (174). We are driven away from any authentic fulfilment of life and left only 
with longings for an absent utopia. Lukacs describes longing as the search for some "lost 
home" that no one, not even himself, knows about: "The past -- tbat which has been lost to 
us - has become a value because we create what has been lost to us, a way and a goal, out 
of its never-having-existed “ (94). 
Longing can breed hope or despair. Longing gives Lukacs a vision and motivates him 
to yearn for a better world where the warmth of community may purge alienation. However, 
at times when longing becomes too intense and the possibility of fulfilment seems too clini, 
despair sets in. 
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Torn apart by the forces of alienation and longing, Lukacs devoted himself to the 
Study of form, an organic attempt to restore order to the chaotic world and rekindle the 
possibilities of meaning. For Lukacs, form is a complex and multi-facet concept. On one 
hand, Lukacs describes form as Weltanschauugen, being a priori in nature and derivative of 
human consciousness. This usage of form shares some common characteristics with Plato's 
eidos, the concept of eternal form. It is a timeless concept that has affinities with the 
"metaphysical realities of the soul" (Congdon 26) and aspires to a universal standard of 
beauty. The a priori nature of form is universally shared and manifested through works of 
art, thus enabling human comradeship. This accounts for the communicative function of 
literature and its affective power. On the other hand, when Lukacs uses the word in a 
specific context, such as the discussion of particular works of art and literature, he adopts 
the Aristotelian sense of form, referring to the arrangement and organisation of elements 
(matter) in things. A piece of art radiates a sense of beauty through its specific way of 
arranging constituent elements. In this context form is a product of culture and has a 
historical dimension, embodying specific sensibilities of different ages. Very often when 
Lukacs uses the concept "form" both senses are evoked. 
The relationship between literary form, alienation and longing is intricate. Human 
alienation and longing are represented in literary works and their presence alert us to our 
genuine condition: "Every written work leads toward great moments in which we can 
suddenly glimpse the dark abysses into whose depths we imist fall one day; and the desire 
to fall them is the hidden content of oiir lives" (Soul and Form 113). At lhe same time, 
form mediates with the human condition. Literature, as a self-sufficient form that can create 
both meaning and be used as a means of communication between human beings, has the 
positive function of offering momentary contacts between "life" and "soul," and the beauty 
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that stems from such ephemeral contacts re-ignites our hope for authenticity. Literature, as 
Caiios Fuentes says, is indeed a utopian operation.^ 
Form, as such a utopian operation, has its own socio-cuItural dimension. Literary 
form, says Lukacs, is both aesthetic and social: "Form is the truly social element in 
literature... the connecting link between creator and audience, the only category of literature 
that is both social and aesthetic" (Art and Society 36). The content, production and 
reception of literature are basically social in nature and could not be separated from history 
and culture. As Lukacs argues, "not individual great men, but the necessities of the age 
bring forms into existence," literature is a reaction towards and mediation of humanity in 
culture {Youthful Works 318). A history of changes in literary form therefore reflects the 
changing culture of that particular society. In this way the problem of alienation and the 
struggle with longing constitute a "metanarrative" rooted in the larger context of culture, and 
in that light literary studies is to be viewed as an instance of cultural studies. This dynamic 
socio-cultural aspect of form opens up a new area of enquiry pertaining to genre studies, 
which can be developed into an important approach as it combines the best of literary and 
cultural studies. Such a possibility would be explorexl with reference to children's literature 
in the following section. 
II. GENERIC FORM 
Genre studies, historically approached, is the branch of literary studies that deals wkh 
the evolution of literary forms with reference to its synchronic and diachronic context. Its 
significance in literary studies is pointed out by Tzvetan Todorov: 
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Genres are the meeting place between general poetics and event-based literary history; 
as such, they constitute a privileged object that may well deserve to be the principal 
figure in literary studies" {Genres in Discourse 19-20). 
Todorov's view echoes that of the Soviet thinker Mikhail Bakhtin, whom he has studied 
dosely.7 In The Formal Method in Literary Scholarship Bakhtin argues that "poetics must 
begin with genre" (175). Indeed, genre represents a collective effort to create meaning and 
give form to life: "[E]very genre that is an essential genre is a complex system of ways and 
means of apprehending reality in order to complete it while understanding it" (181). Genre 
and reality are mutually dependent of each other: changes in genres are often mediations of 
socio-historical changes while transformations in reality are parameters for changes in 
formal, generic development. Bahktin uses the concept of "chronotope" to describe the 
"intrinsic connectedness" of space-time relationship within a particular literary genre (The 
Dialogic Imagination 84). Drawing examples from the history of European novel, he argues 
that new chronotopes are experienced every time new litera17 forms come into being. In a 
different attempt, Raymond Williams suggests in Marxism and Literature that new art forms 
always emerge with changes in the "structure of feeling" of a society. The appearance of 
new forms, thus, is to be perceived in the context of cultural-historical changes and analysed 
in close connection with the rise of a new "practical consciousness." 
The emergence of new genres is a slow and accumulative process. New sets of 
criteria are constantly invoked to define a particular genre as new forms emerge to replace 
or displace old ones. The criteria are historically determined by new works with constituent 
elements that differ from those of the past. When certain elements become a dominant 
feature in many works, a new criterion is formed. They may be based on formalistic 
qualities (e.g. a sormet), subject matter (e.g. detective stories), authorship (e.g. gay and 
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lesbian literature) or even readership (e.g. children's literature). 
The transformation of genres is also closely linked to the history of human longing. 
In every epoch and society there are specific genres that best represent the longing of its 
people. More specifically, longing is manifested in the development of a new consciousness 
that best represents the cultural sensibility of a particular time and space, which would in 
turn give rise to a new genre. Two highly simplified examples will suffice to illustrate my 
point. Romantic poetry aired the longing of 19th century Europeans, who wished to redeem 
the bond with Nature, thus invoking a highly intensified private vision in face of the 
hegemony of reason prevalent in western civilisation since the Enlightenment. It was the 
development of the consciousness for feelings that triggers the formation of the new generic 
principles of Romantic poetry. The New Fiction (or the new poetry and new drama) of the 
May-Fourth period in modern China, on the other hand, carried the longing of the Chinese 
intellectuals who wished to shatter the obsolete language of the classics and envision a new 
life through a renewed consciousness. Longing was manifested in the idea of a new nation, 
which then gave rise to the powerful new genre of the modern vernacular fiction. 
What do we associate with longing today in the contemporary wotid? Onto what 
objects (or subjects) do we project our longings? And in what form are they manifested? 
Contemporary culture seems to be under an unprecedental crisis under global capitalism. It 
is commonplace now to note that people today have to cope with the disorienting impact of 
a postmodern culture. Lyotard declares the end of all grand narratives as the Enlightenment 
project collapses in a range of social and political failures, while Jameson laments that the 
disappearance of human subjectivity is characteristic of the current mode of "depthless" 
culture. Communism, that great dream of utopia, has been shattered globally, if not in 
name, at least in essence. All of a sudden humanity is being ambushed on all sides; nuclear 
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war threats, environmental risks, revitalised nationalisms, civil wars, postcolonial problems... 
all waiting on iis, like birds of prey. Apart from all these pending problems, technology and 
media have been changing the world so rapidly that our traditional concept of time has met 
great challenges. We witness changes in a single decade that used to take a liundred years 
and we feel, more than ever, a troubling awareness towards future life. But instead of 
blindly holding sweet hopes for the future, the cultural problems at hand seem to have turned 
iis into skeptics who would seek comfort in some versions of a nostalgic golden past. This 
orientation to imagine the future while reminiscing about the past leads to crucial 
developments in the idea of the child, hence shaping the unique forms of children's literature, 
the genre in which longings in the contemporary world are significantly registered. 
m . IDEA OF THE CHILD 
"Longing is the bridge that connects the past and the future." Not surprisingly 
longing in contemporary world turns upon a subject, the only subject that we still hold hopes 
of totality, the subject who links up our past and future - the child. ln Sociology of 
Childhood, Chris Jenks studies the development of the idea of the child in the western 
context, and suggests that "in the child man can see his immediate past but also the 
immortality of his immanent future" (11). The idea of the child bears both a nostalgic and 
a forward looking dimension. The paradoxical idea can be analysed froin two perspectives: 
that of the child and the concept of childhood. While childhood is a temporal concept that 
refers to an early stage in human development, a child, on the other hand, refers to a human 
being with specific attributes, often endowed wilh the potential for beUennent and growth: 
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Despite all the unpleasantness we experienced as a child, childhood is not 
unfrequently described as the happiest period of our lives; being a child now means being 
innocent and good. Childhood life is compared to the authentic life mankind once enjoyed. 
Lukacs has written a beautiful passage on the fate of man, which can be read as an allusion 
to the longing for child and childhood as well: "Something vanishes, someone watches it pass 
. . . and goes on living, and is not destroyed. Yet the memory lives on for ever: something 
was there, something has gone, something might have been ... once upon a time" {Soul and 
Form 63). He further distinguishes between two aspects of longing. One is nostalgic and 
alludes to a lost home; the other is future oriented, registering a "profound sense of union 
which yet is eternally a being-separate" (92). Longing for childhood is an activity of 
nostalgia; there is a lost "home" situated in a history which we have outgrown. As Lloyd 
deMause affirms, the idea of childhood as a lost utopia is found frequently in literature, 
myths and fantasies.^ On the other hand, longing for the child is a forward looking act. 
We place hopes, project our inner wishes and subjectivities onto the child, envisioning in 
them some form of authentic communal selfhood which might have belonged to us. 
Although childhood and children have existed as long as humanity, the notion of the 
child assumes a mature shape only in the modern society after several centuries of 
fermentation. While a detailed examination of the Chinese experience will be given in 
chapter two and three, what follows is a brief summary of the situation in the west. 
As Phillippe Aries demonstrates in Centuries of Childhood, the western idea of the 
child was still highly ambiguous in the 18th century. The child was a mini-adiiU and had no 
status of its own. Rousseau, in Emile, revolutionised the idea of the child by recognising the 
child as a unique individual, important in his own way of seeing, thinking and feeling. In 
spite of this, children occupied a very marginal status in society then. The high birth rate 
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and high child mortality rate combined to give the impression that children were insignificant 
little creatures that thrived and died easily. Only those lucky enough to grow up were 
counted as complete human beings. Living under a social agenda drawn up by adults who 
paid little attention to children, children were given limited resources for full social 
development. Romanticism did arouse some interest in children as they were hailed as 
models of innocence and perfection, but it was not until the dawn of the twentieth century 
that children became the focus of renewed attention. Several influential thinkers, particularly 
Freud and Piaget, stressed the continuity of human life and identified childhood as an integral 
stage in our development. Both psychoanalysis and the theory of cognitive development 
argue that childhood experience was emphasized for its influence on our selfhood formation. 
Social-economic factors also contributed to the development of the idea of the child. The 
increased division of labour in the 20th century gradually freed child labour and "prolonged" 
the length of childhood as children were no longer forced to enter into the adult social world 
at an early age. What followed was the spread of literacy through the continual 
institutionalisation of education apparatus such as the school. The dominant ideology of 
progress in the modern society orients human beings to building a culture which cares more 
for the future than the past; and children, being inheritors of our future, are given more 
resources and attention. Children gradually become an important stratum iii oiir society. As 
a result, discourses on the child surged and the idea of the child is enriched. 
With the development of the idea of the child, a new genre - children's literature -
is bom. Karin Lesnik-Oberstein argues in Children 's Utera(ure: Criticism and the Ficlloncil 
Child that the rise of children's literature in the west is closely tied to the historical 
construction of the idea of the child, ln the nineteenth century, for the first time in literary 
history a genre is predominantly concerned with childhood life and depicts children as 
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protagonists. Most importantly, children's literature is meant to be read by children; thus 
the subjectivities created for the implied reader in the texts are oriented towards the idea of 
the child shared by the authors and the reading community. Although many works of 
"adult's literature" also include children as protagonists (e.g. What Masie Knew by Henry 
James) or discuss childhood (especially in reminiscences, as in Tolstoy's Childhood, Boyhood 
and Youth), it is in children's literature that a society's values and projections towards our 
posterity are more clearly seen. The uniqueness of the genre may well be approached from 
the perspective that children's literature is the site where the past (childhood longings), the 
present (the reading child) and the future (hopeful projections on the child) meet and 
negotiate with each other. 
IV. LONGING AND HONG KONG CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
The present thesis aims to establish in detail the socio-culturaI implications of 
children's literature in view of its significance for cultural studies as a site where the longings 
of the Hong Kong society towards our past, present and future meet. The need to 
communicate our feelings and share with others our future communal ideals becomes 
particularly urgent and critical when a society is experiencing uncertain changes which 
threaten the continuation of the status-quo. Uncertainty, rather than clesh'uction, is the key 
to Utopian projection. In times of destruction, such as wartime, people's resources and 
energies would be oriented primarily towards coping with immediate hardships in reality. 
But it is during periods of uncertainty that idealisations and nostalgic moves are made 
because things of the past and idealised objects are able to give people a sense of security. 
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As a last colony struggling to cope with the challenge of uncertainty posed by the question 
of 1997，Hong Kong stands on a point of historical rupture never experienced by any other 
people. What we face is not only a political question, but also a cultural crisis, in Lukacs' 
sense of the term. As future holds no certain promises for us, we turn, both to the past and 
the future for solutions. But unlike the native inhabitants of other countries with a richer 
repertoire of cultural artifacts through which collective memories, desires and longings could 
be mediated, Hong Kong people has much less to rely upon. Childhood and children are 
readily available subjects; childhood is one of the few community memories shared by all and 
the concern about children is a common trait held by us. The local children's literature has 
been active in the past twenty years and is one of the few art forms that emerge from this 
mutual bond. Children's literature can thus be read as one of the most representative genres 
in the embodiment of longing for Hong Kong today. 
The following chapters provide a critical account of children's literature in Hong 
Kong from a historical, textual and cultural perspective with the objective of understanding 
how our longing for an authentic life is shared and negotiated among adults and children 
through this relatively new literary-cultural form. Chapter Two is a brief review on the 
history of Hong Kong children's literature, which illustrates the close relationship between 
the idea of the child and the growth of the genre. Both Chinese and western influences 
would be taken into account and brief analyses of some representative works in each era 
would be given. Also to be explored is the process of the formation of local identity, in 
close connection to the cultural formation of the idea of the child and its related discourse. 
We turn in Chapter Three to discuss the nature of the generic from on the inore 
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general level of aesthetics and pedagogy, having analysed the relationship between the idea 
of the child and children's literature from a specific locai perspective. The aesthetic and 
pedagogical values of children's literature are investigated, with reference to concepts of 
clialogisni and "possible worids" introduced here as critical categories for the evaluation of 
children's literature. 
Drawing specific examples from the narrative texts of local childreirs literature in the 
last decade, Chapter Four studies how children's literature is used as a site for Hong Kong 
people to negotiate longings related to our past, present and future. A variety of local texts 
is chosen, including autobiographies, short stories and fables. The selected texts are analysed 
in such a way as to foster comparison and contrast. First, two realistic texts that deal with 
our longing for the past childhood are analysed in detail; this is followed by a close reading 
of short story that expands on the theme of home and identity. Finally, two fantastic texts, 
specifically fables, are studied for understanding the way they present our utopian ideals for 
the future. In each work under scrutiny the content of the idea of the child is investigated 
through textual analysis informed by the critical concept of dialogism. 
In the concluding chapter, the value and significance of childreirs literature are 
examined in specific relation to problems faced by the Iiong Kong society. The uncertainly 
posed by post-colonial condition and the high tension of life in a densely populated urban city 
have given rise to a range of social problems, many of which are related to fainily and 
especially children. In a way children are victims of alienation in our culture. Children's 
literature is a connecting link to strengthen coinmunical.ion between adults and children. 
Moreover, as a utopian operation, children's literature can also shed light on the minds of 
adults in solving the problems of our culture. The notion of children's literature as 
representing our deepest longing is reinforced and the possibilities of creating a culture with 
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oiir children together are explored. 
I have an extra, personal reason for conducting this study. In this age ofuncertainty, 
our children are often the most innocent victims. Ironically, children are not as happy as 
adults would like to thiiik: as one of the most powerless strata in society, they receive much 
stress and unfair treatment under uncertain conditions. They suffer unspeakable insecurities 
and share our ambivalences. But they still live and read stories, and laugh when the books 
give them joy. Soon they would grow up and brave the future with memories of the 
laughter. This study is a little wish of mine to analyse what books we have offered them in 
this decade. Maybe one day they would come across these pages, and upon reading them, 
engage in a little dialogue with me, with their past, in the future. 
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Notes for Chapter One: 
1. I am greatly indebted to Lee Congdon, The Young Lukdcs which has presented a 
convincing argument and a clear and concise history of young Lukacs. He identifies 
alienation as the major motivation force iii Liikacs' life and divides young Lukacs' life into 
three phrases, namely tragedy, utopia and dialectics. I have borrowed his argument and 
integrate it with ideas of Gyorgy Markus in "Life and the Soiil: The Young Lukacs and the 
Problem of Culture. ” My discussion on form is inspired by Stephen Chan's essay "Aesthetic 
Form and the Generic Properties of the Novel." 
2. Lukacs wrote this remark in the obituary for Leo Popper, one of his closest friends. 
According to Congdon, it was first published in the German language newspaper Pester 
Lloyd in 1911. 
3. Congdon gives a very good argument on the place of alienation ‘to Liikacs, life in The 
Young Lukdcs. The following section is largely a summary of his argument. 
4. Lukacs, "Gelebtes Denken" in Manuscripts, Correspondence, Diaries, 7 as cited in The 
Young Lukdcs (Congdon 4). 
5. Lukacs broke up with Irma in late 1909，after three years of turbulent relationship. 
However, they continued to exchange letters and Lukacs fell into siiicidai moods in the 
surnmer of 1910. He recovered and bid Irma final farewell; Irma married another man in 
1910, and committed suicide a year later. The reason for their separation was Lukacs' 
worldview, and as Congdon described, Irma was what Liikacs viewed as "life" while he 
himself is "art," and the two can never be united. "[A]s Lukacs saw it, the relationship with 
Irma had been the last temptation to enter life. Henceforth, he would devote himself entirely 
to his work, in full awareness that those devoted to the world of work (i.e., the world of the 
forms) were not permitted to unite with life" (47). Soul and Form was Irma's book. Lukacs 
wrote to Irma in 1911 that "Ifyou read tliiough it {Soul and Form], really read through it,... 
you know everything about me, the best part of my life, niore and better than I would be 
able to relate in any other manner... permit me to dedicate this book to you." For details, 
see Congdon 40-48. 
6. Carlos Fuentes writes in Myself with Others: Selected Essays that "Because literature is 
always in direct communication with the origins of the spoken being, at that very core of 
speech where philosophy, politics, ethics, and science themselves become possible. But 
when science, ethics, politics, and philosophy discover tbeir own limitations they appeal to 
the grace and disgrace of literature to go beyond their insufficiencies. Yet they only 
discover, along with literature itself, the permanent divorce between words and thing: the 
separation between the representative uses of language and the experience of the being of 
langue. L i t e _ r e is the utopian operation that would like to reduce lhat distance" (70-71). 
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7. Cf. Todorov, Mikhail Bakhtin: The Dialogical Principle. 
8. For elaborations on the idea of the child ’ see Jenks' Sociology of Childhood and Children ’s 
Literature and the Fictional Child by Karin Lesnik-Oberstein. 
9 Lloyd deMause, 'The Evolution of Childhood, ” in The History of Childhood (1-76). A 
shorter version of deMause's article can be found in Chris Jenks' Sociology of Childhood 
(48-61). 
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CHAPTER TWO: LONGING, HOME 
AND THE HISTORY OF CfflLDREN，S LITERATURE IN HONG KONG 
"A function of many literary histories has been to support feelings of 
community and identity “ (David Perkins, Is Literary History Possible 180). 
David Perkins ends his book Is Literary History Possible? with the following words 
of Nietzsche, who had been trained as a classical philologist: 
Only so far as I am the nursling of more ancient times, especially the Greek, 
could I come to have such untimely experiences about myself as a child of the 
present age. For I do not know what meaning classical philology would have 
for our age if not to have an untimely effect within it, that is, to act against 
the age and so have an effect on the age to the advantage, it is to be hoped, 
of a coming age {On the Advantage and Disadvantage ofHistoryfor Life 8). 
Indeed, who would care about the past if it should have no bearing on the present, or on the 
future? Literary history, in particular, is a "pragmatic" discipline. We write and read 
literary history with a specific purpose in mind: because we want to explain, understand and 
enjoy literary works. All literary historians have sought to represent the past -- to tell how 
it had come about, and to explain how literary works acquired the character they had and 
why the literary genres evolved as they did. In this way literary history is a key component 
of genre studies and the foundation of all literary criticisms: we can hardly understand a 
work of literature thoroughly without grasping its significance in the context of its history. 
This history never exists in isolation and is tied to the literary system, which is itself 
institutionalised amid the complex web of social facts and other variables (e.g. market force) 
of the social institution at large. To a large extent literary history is an integral part of 
cultural history. 
Such a complexity can hardly be fully mapped in critical discourse. In fact no history 
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is ever complete; generalisations, reductions, omissions and creations are inevitable. As 
Hayden White points out, although historical narratives present themselves as objective and 
reliable, they are in fact constructed representations. All histories are interpretations. 
Nonetheless these interpretations are essential, for literary history at its best must provide a 
critical perspective that enables us to identify and reconstruct the specific cultural sensibility 
that has given rise to different forms and works, through which we are to imagine and 
understand the past. To recall the argument on longing as presented in the last chapter, the 
job of a literary historian is to identify the idea that best represents the longing of that 
,I 
particular culture and scrutinises how its development gives rise to new forms and genres. 
In a contemporary setting, the idea of the child becomes our focus of longing and brings 
forth children's literature. 
By giving a brief review on the development of children's literature in Hong Kong, 
this chapter aims to argue that the formation of a local idea of the child leads to the 
establishment of children's literature system in Hong Kong. In fact the development of a 
local idea of the child and children's literature is a relatively recent phenomenon. Before the 
fifties the cultural representation of children in Hong Kong was predominantly an extension 
of the mainland China discourse and there was practically no locally produced children's 
literature. Therefore the chapter would begin by investigating the Chinese idea of the child 
and proceeds to identify the synchronic and diachronic condition that gives birth to a local 
discourse on the child, which, in itself, reveals the building of a local consciousness that 
registers subtle changes in the content of longing among Hong Kong people. Surely such a 
reconstruction of the past can only provide an interpretation viewed from a limited 
perspective but hopefully we would still be able to shed light on how we are to face the 
present and the future of Hong Kong together with our children. 
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I. THE CHINESE IDEA OF THE CHILD 
Although Hong Kong had become a British colony in 19th century, culturally 
speaking the enclave was predominantly an extension of mainland China until the 1950s. 
Therefore it would be useful to review the Chinese idea of the child and the subsequent 
development of children's literature in the early part of this century before one moves on to 
the later developments. 
Systematic writings on the idea of the child in China appeared only after late Ching. 
As traditional views on children were scattered, it would have been very useful had a book 
similar to Philippe Aries' Centuries of Childhood (a classic on the development of the idea 
of children in the west) been written from a Chinese point of view. An attempt in that 
direction is certainly beyond the scope of the present study, where a highly simplified view 
would be provided. Wu Ding (吳鬧)丨1111丨5£^7"《评6^0："6论/?/7"«；兒童文學硏究》） 
[A Study on Children's Literature], cites the ancient text which says: "A child is someone 
single and has not established a family yet" (1). In other words, the traditional idea of the 
child was ambiguous and dependent on a person's relationship with others. The defining line 
between an adult and a child was drawn neither by age nor by their individual nature, but 
by the social institution of marriage. In Legacies of Childhood: Growing up Chinese in a 
Time of Crisis 1890-1920, Jon L. Saari concludes that childhood was a time of crisis in the 
Chinese tradition. As Saari argues, "Neo-Confucian philosophical understanding of human 
development was that childhood was the setting for an either/or struggle to become a moral 
being, in which the odds were on the side of losing" (8). This reinforces the suggestion by 
many scholars that Chinese children were regarded merely as "mini-adults" who did not have 
any autonomous identities. In 1920，as Zhou Zuoren (周作人），the pioneer who first 
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advocated the writing of modern Chinese children's literature, wrote: 
Most people in the past cannot understand a child in a correct way. They 
either treated him as a mini adult and stuffed him with holy books, or viewed 
him as an incomplete little man who knew nothing and ignored him (Wang 39, 
translation mine). 
The result was that few works were written especially for children.' As Dorothea Hayward 
Scott points out, 
It was only in the twentieth century that the special educational and 
recreational needs of children were recognised and provision made for them 
in China. Until then, as has been shown thus far, children were treated as 
little adults and had to make do with what, they could cull from the popular 
literature and entertainment of the times, which fortunately was abundant and 
readily available to everyone (109). 
In a critical review of traditional popular texts for children such as San Zi Jin (《三字經》） 
and Li Dai Meng Qiu (《歷代蒙求》），Zheng Zbendiio (鄭振鐸） a r g u e d that such texts 
had led children to pursue two things only: wealth and virtue. The former was achieved by 
becoming a high ranking official, and the latter, by becoming a holy man, the synonym for 
a loyal citizen (Wang 377). It seems that the predominant traditional thoughts granted Iittie 
respect for the child; childhood was seen as a period to prepare one for the fulfilled life of 
adulthood, which would then occupy a legitimate and stable position in the family and 
society. Only adults, not children, could function to maintain the stability of a society which 
hailed the highest personal achievement in tbe holy man most capable of serving his country. 
One thing needs to be noted: children, as represented in most traditional Chinese texts, 
referred primadly to boys as giiis were accorded domestic roles and not expected to be 
literate, holy, or to serve the country. 
In the late 19th century, a revolutionary idea of the child emerged when China was 
forced to open its doors and western ideas infiltrated and upset the traditional ciiiture. 
Western discourses of the child entered China in the form of rewritten translation. Sun 
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Yuxiu (孫毓修）was the first person who translated, edited and retold a number of western 
fables for the Chinese readers in late Ching. As pointed out by Mao Dun (茅，‘盾），the 
fables were retold deliberately to adapt to Chinese readership as tlie general attitude towards 
western culture at that time was to utilise western knowledge while holding onto the basic 
framework of Chinese culture {7Jiongxue wei 77, Xixue wei Yong「中學爲體、西學爲用」） 
(Wang 396). 
A ripening domestic idea of the child paved the groundwork for the sprout of modern 
Chinese children's literature. The first conscious call for a revolutionary idea of the child 
came in May 1918, when Lu Xun ( 魯 迅 ） c r i e d "Save the children!" (「救救孩子」） 
in Kmngren Reji (《狂人日記》） [ T h e Diary of a Mad Man] in Xin Qingnian (《新靑 
年》）[New Youth]. Echoes of this call followed, and Xin Qingnian published a note that called 
for articles to discuss children's problems and women's problems in the same year (Mao, in 
Wang 396). When the May Fourth Movement broke out in the following year, 1919, the 
need of children's literature in relation to children's problems became part of the agenda. 
It was again Lu Xun who made the first step by calling for a revolutionary "child-centred 
culture" {Youzhe Bengwei 「幼者本{立.」)in ''Women xianzei zenyang zuo fiiqin 
(〈我#贤見在怎樣做父親))[How Should We Behave as Fathers Today]. Instead of 
binding the child-adult relationship to the patriarchal demands of filial piety, Lu Xun suggests 
that it should now be based on love (Wang 26). In this groundbreaking view, children are 
recognised as individual beings who have feelings and longings for freedom and should no 
longer be treated as properties of the adults. Elaborating on Lu Xun's idea, his brother Zhou 
Zuoren wrote ''Ertong de Wewcue''(〈兒童的文學〉）[Literature for children] in 1920. 
It was the first attempt to theorise and advocate the writing of literature specifically for 
children. Contemporary Taiwan scholar Lin Zhenghua ( 林政華 ) s u g g e s t s in his book 
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Ertong Shaonian Wenxue (《兒童少年文學》）[Children and Adolescent Literature] that these 
groundbreaking changes were deeply influenced by ideas from the west, and one such idea 
was the philosophy of John Dewey, the American educational philosopher who visited China 
in 1919-21. In h1s pragmatism, which opposes methods of authoritarianism: 
The world of children is not a world of fact and regulations, but a human 
world that reflect their own interests. The major characteristic of such a 
woiid is not the strive for a truth that 'corresponds with the outside world’， 
but emotions and empathy (cited in Lin 68, translation mine). 
The challenge this theory poses to the Chinese tradition is: instead of an incomplete being, 
the child is now recognised as an individual entity, who lives in a world with his/her own 
rights. 
In considering the changes in the idea of the child, interactions between China and 
the west have to be examined within with the socio-political context of the May Fourth 
Movement. Although the imperial political regime had shattered after the 1911 revolution, 
values of feudalism still persisted. The traditional idea of the child ruled by the authoritative 
mode of parent-child relationship was derived from those deep-rooted values. In light of the 
May Fourth Movement, which was essentially a revolution in culture that aimed at building 
a stronger nation, Lu Xun and Zhou's outcries on children were part of a larger nationalistic 
discourse that signified struggles against a whole set of feudalist values. Their longing was 
for a future mled by children free from the bondage of feudalism. 
A clearer and more comprehensive concept of the child continued to evolve in 
accordance with the development of a children literature systern. It is generally agreed that 
Ye Shengtao (葉聖口甸)was the first modern writer of Chinese children's literature with his 
collection of fables Daocao Ren (《禾@草人》 ) [ T h e Scarecrow] published in 1923. 
Meanwhile, to satisfy the growing demand for children's literature, translated works of 
western children's literature appeared. Giio Momo (享|5沬若),one of the earliest Chinese 
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writers of children's literature, spelled out clearly in his 1921 'Ertong Wenxue zhi Guanjian 
(〈兒童文學之管見〉)[Views on Children's Literahire] that a child-centred theory should 
be applied to children's literature. In his autobiography written in 1928, Guo recalled !iow 
his teacher punished him as a child by beating his buttocks. He lamented: "How the flesh on 
the boy's bocly trembled with fear beneath that instrument. How a boy's sense of shame and 
self-respect were trampled by others until not a single trace of them existed" (cited in Saari 
259). According to Saari, this passage is significant as it reflects a new view of treating 
childhood as "a time for the unfolding of a distinct personality in children, a time when 
children had needs of their own and a vitality to develop" (259). It was in the thirties that 
a more mature children's literature system with a larger number of writers came into place, 
including Mao Dun, Bing Xin ()水心），Chen Bochui (陳伯吹）and Zhang Tianyi (張天翼 
) e t c . This was approximately the time when the Sino-Japanese War broke out and the 
Hong Kong and mainland literary systems interacted most intensely. 
II. BEFORE THE SIXTIES: HONG KONG - MAINLAND INTERACTION 
1. Modern Children Magazine and Hong Kong-Mainland Interaction before 1949 
When a Chinese children's literature system slowly took shape in the main)and by the 
thirties, development in Hong Kong slacked vastly behind. The childreirs lilera(:ure system 
was non-existent, and the adult literary system, as suggested by a number of scholars 
including Wong Wei-leung,^ was an extension of the mainland literary scene. Wong traced 
• 
the local literary history back to 1858, sixteen years after Hong Kong beccime a British 
colony when the first privately-owned Chinese newspaper, Zhongwai Xinbao (《‘卜乂斗新報》)’ 
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was published locally (1). Despite the fact that the colony was exposed to the latest western 
ideas, Hong Kong still followed the footsteps of mainland China culturally and adhered to 
the traditional idea of the child at the beginning of the century. Although in the thirties 
several literary periodicals published works of both local and mainland writers in the 
vernacular language, the general literary development was slow and conservative. No trace 
of local children's literature at that time could be found. Children entertained themselves 
mostly by renting comic strips from shops and shared them with adult readers. Since the 
beginning of the century, publishers in Shanghai began to print comic strips. Rental shops 
popularised the medium to Hong Kong children in the 20s and 30s. 
The situation improved when the Sino-Japanese War broke out in 1937 and a flock 
of writers fled from China to Hong Kong as refugees, enriching the local literary scene. 
This direct input of mainland writers was a major force of Hong Kong's literary production 
at that time.3 Such vitality was interrupted within the period of 1941-5 when Japan occupied 
Hong Kong. But after that the literary scene bloomed again as Hong Kong's special political 
status allowed both leftist and rightist writers to live and write here; and the local literary 
space thus became a battlefield for the expression of conflicting ideologies. Among the large 
number of writers residing in Hong Kong at that time, only a few of them wrote specially 
for children. Occasionally children's columns appeared in newspapers though the numbers 
were limited/ The breakthrough came with the founding of a bi-weekly magazine called Xin 
Ertong banyuekan (《新兒童半月刊》）[Modern Children Magazine, hereafter abbreviated 
as Modem] in 1941. 
Modern was established in 1941 by Professor Tsang Chiu-sum ( 曾 昭 森 ） ’ who 
taught ill Guangzhou Lingnan Institute (廣州嶺南學院）.Its editor was Annie Wong Hing-
wan (黃慶雲），n i c k n a m e d Wan Jiejie ( 雲姐姐） [ S i s t e r Wan].5 Wong, born in 
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Guangzhou in 1920 but spent a large part of her childhood in Hong Kong, was a student of 
the Zhongshan University. When Japan conquered Guangzhou in the late 30s, she was 
transferred to the Lingnan Institute in Guangzhou, which then borrowed the premises of the 
« Hong Kong University for their classes. She became a student of Tsaiig and the editor of 
Modern. Anti-war messages were certainly among the thematic concerns of the magazine. 
Modern ceased publishing after 13 issues as Hong Kong fell into the hands of Japan. Wong 
fled to Guailin in Guangxi and continued publishing Modern. Modern resumed publication 
in Guangzhou in 1945, and moved back to Hong Kong by the end of the year. After the 
Communist took over the mainland, Modern moved to Guangzhou again in 1951. It changed 
115拟016 10 5^01�67"2>?办�膨7(1少先隊員》[Young Pioneers]- in 1956. Wong quitted 
Modern in 1959 (Lam 8). But by then Shao was not read by Hong Kong children anymore. 
A number of famous writers had written for Modem in its heyday in the forties. 
Among them was Xu Dishan ( 許 地 山 ） ’ who joined the University of Hong Kong as 
Professor of Chinese in 1935. He wrote two stories -- ”Deng Yinf {i '燈螢 >)and ”Tao Jin 
Nianf (〈桃金壤〉 ) - - a n d an unfinished biography, Wc> de rongnian (〈我的童年〉) 
[My Childhood] for Modern. Renowned writer Feng Zikai ( 豐 子 1 豈 ) h a d also written 
an article on ”Wo yii Xin Ertonf (〈我與《新兒童》� ) [ M o d e m Children Magazine and 
Me] when he visited Hong Kong in April 1949. Other writers included Jin Jin ( 金 近 ) , 
Huang Guliu (黃谷柳），H u Mingshu ( 胡明樹） e t c . (Ho, Appendix in Wong Hing-
wan's Gesheng Manlu 《歌聲滿路》 69-7(^. Yet many of them went back to the 
mainland after 1949. At that time, Modem�subscribers came froin all over China/) a fact 
which showed the affinity of Hong Kong and the mainland literary scene. 
Modern had considerable impact on many Hong Kong writers, who grew up reading 
it. Ho Chi ( {可紫/{可牛公柏），one of the major writers of local children's literature and 
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founder of the Sunbeam Publisher ( 山邊社）， s a i d he was an avid reader of Modern 
between 1947 to 1950, and had kept some of the magazines till the eighties (Ho, appendix 
in Wong Hing-wan's Gesheng Manlu 68). In a personal interview, another major writer in 
Hong Kong, A Nong (Chu P u - s u n ) ( 阿濃 /朱溥生） / pointed out that Modern was the 
first local attempt to publish a children's magazine. Later similar format followed and 
children's maga/ine became a major publishing channel of children's literature in Hong 
Kong. 
At the time Modern was also the only publication that targeted at children as its main 
audience and provided them with high quality literature. Some stories published in Modern 
were collected as books, such as Wong Hing-wan's Qing Yun Tonghuaji (《慶雲童話集》 
[Hing-wan Fables]. But,besides that, very few writers published bo,oks for children. In 
general the concept of children's literature was still not popular among the general public. 
Choices in children's literary works were limited; and the other option besides Modern was 
translated western children's literature printed by mainland publishers. An especially 
productive publisher was Shanghai Ertong Shuju (上海兒童書店 ) [ S h a n g h a i Children's 
Books] established by Zhang Yiqu ( 張 一 渠 ) i n 1928. Within 15 years more than 800 
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books were published (Qiu 105). Zhang later came to Hong Kong and died here in 1958 
(Ertong Wenxue Dashi Jiyao [A Chronology of Important Events in Children's Literature] 
《兒童文學大事紀要》19) . 
The distinction between adult and children's literature was also ambiguous. For 
example, the famous Xiaqiu Chuan (《暇球傳》）[The story of Xiaqiu], written by Gu Liu 
(Huang Guliu) and printed as a serial in the newspaper Hiia Shuang Bao (《華商幸艮》）from 
1947 to 1949, was read by both older children and adults. Ho Chi recalled reading Xiaqiu 
Chuan side by side with Modern (Ho recordings 1983)，while A Nong also categorised it as 
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the only "adolescent novel" ever published in Hong Kong.^ However, Xia’ which tells of 
the story about how a young adolescent Xiaqiu struggles for survival in Hong Kong before 
joining the communist guerrilla, is also evaluated as an important part of the adult literary 
production of this period. 
In fact, Hong Kong's children's literature system was still a subsidiary of the 
mainland's and not ready to develop an independent system on its own in the forties • The 
contents of the published works focused on concerns at a national rather than local level. 
For instance, issue 69 of 1Miodern (June 1946) included a mixture of translated works and 
original works. Excerpts of Chinese translation of Charles Dickens' Oliver Twist and the 
western fable "The Thre6 Little Pigs" were printed. As for the original works published, 
one, for example, was a story about how a child was starved to death in the post-war 
situation, and another dealt with the conventions of the Chinese national flag. It was not 
difficult to understand such an orientation. To most people, including the local inhabitants, 
Hong Kong was a temporary refugee shelter and the mainland was the real home. Mainland 
China was the focus of longing in a community which did not distinguish itself markedly 
from the larger Chinese population. Little efforts were exerted to develop an idea of the 
child or a comprehensive local discourse on children. Even in rare cases such as the 
declaration published in Wah Kiu Yat Po (《華僑日報》）on Children's Day of 1949，the 
discourse was addressed to the mainland rather than Hong Kong (cf. Appendix). The 
declaration, signed by 88 local children cultural workers including Sister Wan and Gu Liu, 
called for fulfilling the basic necessities of post-war Chinese children, including the child's 
right to live, to be treated equally and the right to education. The declaration did not 
mentioned Hong Kong at all: "Our immediate task is to focus on the liberation and happiness 
of Chinese children, and our greatest wish is to fulfill the minimal needs of all the children 
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in the world and progress to a state of happiness." Conceivably the stand as shown in the 
declaration was not uniquely "local" but reflected a concern that extended to the entire 
China.9 The local and the national did not seem to be clearly defined. Moreover, the 
declaration portrayed the child as being totally dependent on the adult. The child was not 
given a voice at all; the adults were “ faithful delegates" who would express their needs for 
them. This confirms Chris Jeiiks observation that "the child cannot be imagined except in 
relation to a conception of the aclult'" (10). If the declaration truly reflects the views held by 
the group of pioneers who were most concerned with children at that time, then one could 
deduce that Lii Xun's call for a child-centred culture was far from achieved. The adult was 
still the centre of attention; they were regarded as the powerful one who knew all the needs 
of children. Although the declaration sought to establish the survival rights, development 
rights and protection rights of children, their participation rights including the child's 
freedom to express opinions were denied.'^ The idea of the child in this period was still 
founded on a patriarchal basis. 
To sum up: Hong Kong children's literature before the fifties was largely an extension 
of the mainland nationalistic discourse of China. The content of longing as revealed in the 
Modem Children Magazine was oriented towards nationalism. The idea of the child remains 
traditional and vague as the child was regarded as highly dependent on adults. Since Hong 
Kong culture was still largely influenced by China and there was little distinction between 
the local and the national, the idea of the child also could not be identified as specifically 
Hong Kong. As a consequence chiklren,s literature as found in Hong Kong was largely 
produced by mainland writers, if noi. translation of western works. An independent 
children's literature system had yet to develop. 
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2. The Fifties and Sixties: Blooming of Children's Magazines and Textbooks 
In 1949 the Communist took over the mainland and sparked off another trend of 
immigration. Many fled to Hong Kong but some leftist writers also went back to China. 
The increase in population and the subsequent baby boom in the fifties led to qualitative 
changes in the original system. 
The local children's literary scene suffered a setback when Modern moved to the 
mainland. At the same time a large number of children's magazines sprang up in the fifties 
and sixties. The most influential one was Ertong Leyuan (《兒童樂園》 ) [ C h i l d r e n ' s 
Paradise Magazine] which started publishing in 1953 and only ceased in January 1995." 
Such a boom also reflected the unique struggles among different forces in Hong Kong, as 
they were supported variously by local (e.g. Christian), mainland and Taiwan capital.^^ 
Unlike Modem, most of these children's magazines emphasised pictures more than the text. 
Commercially oriented, not many were good publication outlets for quality children's 
literature. Nonetheless some of the magazines became a "breeding ground" for later 
writers. For instance, Ho Chi said working in the Ertong Bao (《兒童幸艮》）was instrumental 
in turning him into a writer of children's literature. Due to the lack of manpower, he was 
forced to read a lot of children's books and wrote 50,000 to 60,000 words for every issue 
(Ho recordings 1983). 
Official discourses for children also appeared in this era. The pending needs of the 
large number of children in Hong Kong became a social problem to be tackled by the 
government. The problem of education was most immediate and discourses on children's 
education became socially significant. In 1950 the Government publicised the "Ten Year 
School Building Plan" which focused on the promotion of primary school education” The 
increase in young population, in the long run, also meant the creation of a potential market 
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for children's literature. 
With the implementation of education policies, a large number of schools appeared 
and the children's textbook market thrived. Still few works of children's literature were 
produced locally. Comic strips, then produced locally, remained the major form of 
entertainment for children. Two important children's literature publishers, Chinese Christian 
Literature Council ( 基 督 敎 文 _ 出 版 社 ) a n d Siin Ya Children Education Publications 
(新雅見童敎育出版社）were established during this period. The former was founded in 
1951 and introduced many translated works into Hong Kong in the sixties and seventies. Sun 
Ya started off in 1961 as a publisher of supplementary textbooks but diversified to children's 
literature publication later in the seventies; since then, it has remained the largest local 
children book publisher until t o d a y . 
Another variable that favoured the development of the local publication industry was 
the presence of ethnic Chinese communities in Southeast Asia. In fact many adult literary 
periodicals were also exported to Southeast Asia at that time. This market was a relatively 
rich one and enabled the export of some works in book form.'^ The adolescent fiction of 
Kim Yi/Cheung Sit-chor (金依 /張燮初 ) w e r e some of the examples. This phenomenon 
ended only after the implementation of anti-Chinese policies in the sixties. 
If we compare the two adolescent novels by Huang Guliu ancl Kim Yi written in the 
forties and sixties respectively, significant changes can be found. Set in Hong Kong in the 
forties, the first part of Xiaqiu Chuan describes the poor miserable life of Xiaqiu and his fall 
into criminal gangs. At the end of the novel, the story tells of “the centripetal swing of the 
young hero towards Communist guerrillas" (Wong Wei-leung 11). The major action and the 
tone of the entire novel is centred on the mainland China. Yet Xiao Dang Jia (《,」\當家》 
) [The Little Breadwinner], written by Kim, has a completely different concern. Similar to 
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Xiaqiu, the story records the miserable life of a 12-year-old boy in Hong Kong and his 
struggles iti supporting his family. The tone is more optimistic as the hero is able to resist 
temptations of turning to theft and lives a decent life. Instead ofhaving a "national" outlook, 
Xiao Dang Jia is oriented towards a local Hong Kong life. If Xiaqiu Chuan projects a 
longing for a better life through the help of the communist party, Xiao Dang Jia shows the 
longing for a better life here in Hong Kong through individual efforts. 
The fifties was a "transitional" period: although local children's literature was still 
largely a legacy of the mainland Chinese system, the increasing rift between the mainland 
and Hong Kong and the internal changes in Hong Kong society prepared for the development 
of an independent local children's literature system. After the Cultural Revolution broke out 
in 1966，interaction with the mainland diminished and Hong Kong was left to develop on its 
own. 
m . RISE OF LOCAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE SYSTEM IN THE SEVENTIES 
1. Identity Formation 
In November 1994, Hong Kong Arts Centre held an exhibition called "Hong Kong 
Sixties: Designing Identity" in an attempt to reconstruct the historical identity of Hong Kong 
in 1960s. The following statement appeared in the exhibition pamphlet: 
The sixties marked a transformation of Hong Kong's image. In one turbulent 
decade, a somewhat squalid colonial backwater came to be seen as an 
industrious international metropolis, and its population, swollen by refuges and 
separated from China for the first time, grew to be identified as "Hong Kong" 
people (5). 
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As recorded by Joseph Chan and Lee Chin-chuan, "in 1961，less than half of Hong Kong's 
population was native born, but by 1971 that figure had climbed to 56.4 percent, and it 
continued to climb slowly through the 1970s" (cited in Snow 168). The refugee mentality 
of people who fled from the mainland to Hong Kong slowly subsided and was replaced by 
a desire to settle down on the island for life. The increased number of native births signified 
the establishment of numerous new families. A new generation, born and grew up locally, 
who had never known another home beside Hong Kong, sprang up. The community's 
"imaginary homeland" shifted from an anchorage in the mainland China to Hong Kong and 
a sense of identity began to find its roots locally in Hong Kong. 
Such a process of identity formation was catalysed by the 1967 riots, when a new 
emigration wave swept Hong Kong after social stability had been temporarily shattered. 
The majority who stayed were people who lacked the means to emigrate. By circumstances 
they were bound together by a sense of community, a will to fight the difficult times and a 
desire to continue to live here. The riots soon passed and Hong Kong prospered again. This 
first common experience of crisis after World War II brought forth a sense of identity among 
the Hong Kong people. This sense of local identity, combined with institutional and social 
changes, contributed significantly to the growth of a local idea of the child. Consequently, 
a commercial market and a cultural space for the development of children's literature was 
created in the 70s. 
Culturally speaking, what did it mean to be "Hong Kong people" with a local 
identity? Building an identity involved both cognitive and affective aspects. Cognitively it 
referred to the formation of a collective consciousness and subjectivity which was shared by 
people in Hong Kong. Affectively, it involved the recognition of an imagined community, 
a feeling of attachment to this piece of land where our roots grew. "Hong Kong our home" 
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was used collectively as a point of reference in our daily life. Home, to most people, existed 
not only in the past and present, but also in the future. In other words, a sense of continuity 
was embedded in the collective imagination of identity. One also felt a sense of pride for 
this piece of land, where we had toiled hard and enjoyed the return in a thriving economy 
in the seventies. The general sense of well being reinforced a sense of belonging. People 
in Hong Kong natura!ly wanted to continue this "heritage," no matter how short it had been. 
The significance of children then stood out because when Hong Kong people looked forward 
to the future, hopes were placed in our next generation, who would be masters of the fiUure 
world. Longing to maintain our home and identity was projected 'onto the idea of the child 
and manifested in the institutional production of discourse on children. 
2. Institutional Discourses on Children 
The seventies was the period when the idea of the child was discursively constructed 
through different institutional discourses, particularly by the Government. As mentioned 
earlier, education discourses on children began to appear in 1950s. But apart from that, 
discourse on children was negligible in the public sphere in the 50s and 60s. It was only 
during the 70s that a major change occurred. With increasing prosperity, Hoiig Kong was 
able to afford and implement large scale and long term plans, such as the substantial increase 
of education opportunities for the population. A series of government policies in the 
seventies defined childhood clearly and helped to institute a clearer idea of the child among 
the general public. For instance in 1971 the Government issued a new Education Ordinance 
with expanded education opportunities to replace the old one, which had been in place since 
1952. In the same year all school age children in Hong Kong started to enjoy free primary 
education. This was the first step to recognise that children have the rights to be educated 
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indiscriminately. In 1973 Hong Kong Government issued the "White Paper on Social 
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Welfare Policy" which stated that a children centre and a youth centre should be set up in 
every community of 20,000 people. This recognised the needs for children to entertain and 
develop themselves through participation in social activities. The policy of nine year 
compulsory education was established in 1979. Compulsory education was one of the most 
important forces that helped to shape the local idea of the child. Such a policy guaranteed 
that no children under a certain age, usually 14, would be outside the forinal education 
system. Theoretically there would be no more child labour. Although by 1977 already one-
fourth of the Hong Kong population were registered as students/^' this policy had the effect 
of separating adulthood from childhood into two distinct phases, in terms of the physical 
space (school versus work place), responsibilities (learning versus working) and the nature 
of developmental stage (immaturity versus maturity). Literacy, from then on, became a 
marker for Hong Kong's future generations. The local idea of the childhood obtained 
concrete content: children are definable by their role as students; a major part of childhood 
in Hong Kong are spent in schools and one of children's most immediate goals in life is to 
acquire literacy. The concept of childhood is thus publicly recognised. Or to put it in 
another way: the legally binding nature of the policy made it a crime for adults in Hong 
Kong not to recognise childhood and some of its rights. 
The International Youth Commission Evaluation Report in 1979 was another example 
of the discursive formation of the idea of the child. It set the direction of policies concerning 
children for many years to come. The report discussed nine aspects concerning the 
development of children in Hong Kong, including: laws and policies regarding the child 
before birth, children's education, personal and social development of lOcal children, the 
problem of child abuse, and child health, legal aspects concerning children, situations 
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concerning disabled children, environment and children, and the religious care of children 
in Hong Kong. Compiled by the Hong Kong I.Y.C. Commission formed under the 
Educator's Social Action Council, the report was the first semi-official attempt to pull 
together so many aspects in composing a full picture of the child in Hong Kong. This 
signified an attempt to "construct" the idea of the child systematically. Children was finally 
recognised as an important stratum in our society and children become an integral item in 
our social agenda. As the needs of local children were recognised and to a large extent 
fulfilled, a children's culture slowly took shape. 
，. 
Under a stable socio-economic-political environment, a local idea of the child was 
gradually built up in the seventies. The general tone of the discourses centred on a sense of 
content with the present defined through satisfaction upon looking back to the past and 
projecting to aii equally good, if not better future. A phrase well known by every Hong 
Kong household today is "stability and prosperity." Although this slogan was made popular 
in Hong Kong after the Joint Declaration in 1984，they had already become social norms in 
the seventies. Preserving these norms became important tasks, consciously or 
subconsciously, for educators and child workers. As Lukacs says, "the necessities of the age 
bring forms into existence" {Youthful Works 318). These new ideas become components of 
a new local idea of the child, which then seeks realisation through the new form ofchildren's 
literature. Children's literature, with its pedagogical function, bears the important task of 
conveying these norms and transmitting the heritage to our children. The specific sensibility 
of this era gave rise to the dominance of "realistic" narratives that were instilled with a sense 
of positivism. 
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3. Realism in Children's Literature 
An independent system of children's literature slowly emerged in the seventies. 
Although the number of writers was still limited, and children publication companies would 
print profitable textbooks oiily, new venues for the publication of children's literature were 
opening up. Apart from a few children's magazines which had persisted from the fifties into 
seventies (such as Ertong Leyuan and Xiaopingyou Huabao), children's section in the 
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newspapers such as Wah Kiu Yat Po and Sing Tao Jih Po (《星島》 ）became inajor 
publication channels (Wai & Yuan 30). This practice was to affect the development of 
genre in local children's literature tremendously. Due to the lack of space in the newspaper, 
short pieces of prose and stories became the most popular sub-genres. For example, A 
Nong's best selling book, Dian Xin Ji (《點心集》),originated as a column of prose written 
for Wah Kiu in 1974. Yet the most representative sub-genre of this decade was the realistic 
short stories written by Ho Chi in Wah Kiu. 
Ho, born in Macau in 1938, grew up in Hong Kong as a child. While most writers 
before him had come from mainland China, Ho is the first major local writer of children\s 
literature who was educated in Hong Kong. He launched his career by writing short stories 
for the weekly children supplement in Wah Kiu Yat Po in a section called "True Stories" 
from 1970 to 1975. The stories were later republished in three separate books titled Sishi 
Ertong Xiaoshuoji [A collection of 40 Children's Stories](《四十兒童小說集》），Ertong 
Xiaoshuo Xinji [A New Collection of Children's Stories](《兒童小說新集》 ）and 
Ertong Xiaoshuo Youji [Another Collection of Children's S t o r i e s ] (《兒童小說又集》） 
in 1975, 1978 and 1980 respectively. The 117 stories collected in the three books are all 
"realistic" narratives about children's daily life experience set mostly in their families and 
schools. Most of them end with a tone of optimism, and suggest that it is possible to solve 
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wrongdoings and difficulties in life through self reflection or guidance of the good natured 
adults. Although adults are still authority figures, they no longer represent absolute 
authority. For instance, in the story ”Da Haizi” (〈打孩子〉 ）[Beating Children Up], 
the father apologises when he realises that it is wrong to beat up his child. Children are 
recognised as individual entities different from adults, and they need love and respect. All 
the settings of the stories are in Hong Kong; China, whenever mentioned, is usually 
represented by guxihng (故乡郎 ) [mother land , literally "home of the past"]. Hong Kong 
has substituted China as the real home. 
To sum up: the seventies was a turning point -- culturally and economically -- for 
Hong Kong. As the first generation of post-war local births matured, the community's 
"imaginary homeland" shifted from the mainland China to Hong Kong and a sense of identity 
was taking shape. If nationalism bound Hong Kong people together in the forties and fifties, 
it was a sense of local identity that integrated the community in the seventies. This sense of 
identity and the longing to build ourselves a home in the future evoked various discourses 
on children. In short, the local children's literature system has at last detached itself from 
the old nationalistic discourse and laid its foundation firmly and independently on local soil. 
New venues for publication appeared, and realistic short stories and prose dominated the 
children's literary scene well into the next decade. All these paved the way to a more 
favourable environment for the establishment of a modern cultural production system in the 
eighties. 
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IV. THE EIGHTIES: FORMATION OF A MODERN CULTURAL PRODUCTION 
SYSTEM 
The early eighties was a time of relative stability and prosperity. Culturally speaking 
Hong Kong was detached from the contemporary mainland system and was influenced deeply 
by the west. The abolition of reach-base policy in November 1980 was an obvious example 
of drawing a distinction between mainland people and Hong Kong people. Mainlanders who 
entered Hong Kong without official permission would now be classified as "illegal 
immigrants." This policy, proposed by the Hong Kong Government, did not receive much 
resistance from the public. Moreover, in a study conducted in 1985, Lau Siu-kai and Kuan 
Hsin-chi discovered that almost 60 percent of the people they surveyed preferred to identify 
themselves as "Hong Kong people" {Xianggangren 香港人 )ra(her than as "Chinese" 
{Zhongguoren 中！國人 ) (2 ) . It could be generalised that the sense of identity which 
sprouted in the seventies continued to consolidate itself, and a strong collective self 
consciousness was developed to exclude "the other.“ 
1. Emergence of a Full-fledged Children Literary System 
The increased educational standard of the new generation and increased prosperity in 
the eighties opened up the local market for children's literature and enabled the birth of a 
full-fledge children literary system. An autonomous system of childreirs literature required 
at least the following elements to survive: cultural producers, mediators and consumers. In 
particular, cultural producers refer to the writers of children's literature; mediators are the 
publishing channels and consumers, the children readers. The outstanding developments in 
the early eighties were: firstly, the impact of increased "formations" in cultural producers 
and the effects of social "institutions;"" secondly, the increase in the number of publication 
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channels; and thirdly, the dominance of the market force in the children's literary system. 
The 1997 factor was another major force that affected the system in this era. 
A. Formation 
A significant formation in local children's literature system was the establishment of 
the Hong Kong Children Arts Society (只1^〔八3)香港兒童文藝協會 in 1981. HKCAS is a 
voluntary organisation founded with the following objectives: 1. to build and promote HK 
children's culture and art; 2. to assist members to exchange their experiences; 3. to study 
problems concerning HK children's culture and art; 4. to promote friendships among 
members; 5. to fight for the interest of its members; 6. to liaise with similar organisations 
worldwide (HKCAS, Gei Xiaopingyou 64). Its members were all children workers engaged 
in the children's literature and arts arena either as producer or adult-consumer. They came 
., » 
from different fields including education, publication, writing, library, music, dance, movies, 
television, arts and social work etc. 
As an institution that fosters the growth of children's literature, the formation of 
HKCAS brings forward an illuminating point: the society was set up not for children, but 
for adults who worked for them. In other words, this formation represents a collective effort 
by adults to intervene into the system and to build a future that they projected for children. 
Longing underlies its formation. 
Specifically, such an institutionalisation has the following effects. Firstly, HKCAS 
becomes a centre of information and mobilisation, in which children's literature producers 
(writers, illustrators and publishers) meet, exchange ideas and organise activities to promote 
children's reading.^^ Secondly, HKCAS legitimises the status of childreiVs art, especially 
children's literature in Hong Kong. The founding of a specialist organisation on children 
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cultural workers helps raise the consciousness for the development of a local children's 
literature, both locally and outside of Hong Kong. It also has a "canonical" effect in 
establishing some of the writers as "masters" of the local scene.^^ Thirdly, the establishment 
of such an organisation signifies the institution of a "voice" which could then have the power 
to negotiate with the social system at large.^" For instance, as a result of its intervention, 
the government has decided to establish a children's literature resource centre as part of the 
public library system in the near future. Fourthly, HKCAS directly participates in and 
mediates the literary system through the compilation of children's literature.^' 
Apart from the HKCAS, the system also enjoyed input of other formations, including 
voluntary organisations devoted to promote the well being of children like the Boys' and 
Girls' Association of Hong Kong. Libraries were also important formations because their 
presence were instrumental in extending the exposure of children to a wider range of children 
books. The establishment of children's literature awards by the Urban Council and other 
private enterprises were important means of discovering new writers.^^ These formations 
generated further discourses on children and helped consolidate the legitimacy of children's 
literature in society. 
B. The Children Books Publishing Industry 
The second characteristic development in the eighties was the increase in the nuinber 
of publication outlets for children's literature and the standardisation of practices in the 
publication industry. 
More channels and venues for the publishing of children's literature were opened up 
in the early eighties. Some newspapers, like Ming Pao ( 《 明 幸 艮 》 ） a i i d Wen Wei Pao 
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(《文醒幸|3》）’ added children/student sections. Several new magazines also provided space 
for works of children's literature. The Young Breakthrough ( 《少年突破》 ）and 
Breakthrough (《突破》），for instance, have open sections for children's stories. Poon 
Kam-ying (、潘金英），for example, first started her writing career in Breakthrough. 
Another important venue was a monthly newspaper called Sunbeam Monthly (《陽光之家月干1�� 
)targeted at young adolescents, children and youth workers. It was published by Ho Chi 
of the Sunbeam Publications ( 11-1¾¾ ) in February 1986，and remained in print for 68 
issues till I-Io's death in 1991. Besides being a newsletter for the Sunbeam Publications, it 
was actually an information centre for writers, publisher (Sunbeam) and readers, a venue for 
publishing new children's literature, and an experimental place for children to try out their 
skills in editing and writing. For the first time Hong Kong had an institutional space 
specially reserved for the promotion of children's literature. 
New publication venues also made possible the diversification of genres and subject 
matter. For instance, a writer was able to write fables in Ming Pao, prose for Sing Tao and 
daily life stories for Breakthrough. The less popular genres, such as children poems, could 
also appear in the Sunbeam Monthly. In fact three of the five texts analysed in the next 
chapter were first published through these venues. Ho Clii,s autobiography Tongnian de Wo 
( 《童年‘白勺我》 ）[Me as a Child] first appeared in Wa Kiu's newspaper column, Xing 
Deng de Shu (《姓鄧的樹》） [A Tree Named Tang] written by Irene Yim ( 嚴吳嬋霞） 
was printed in the Sunbeam Monthly and A Nong's fables came from a special coiiimn in 
Ming Pao. Problems faced by children as porlrayed in the works wcre no longer poverty; 
new themes like family breakup and emotional challenges appeared. Children were finally 
recognised as autonomous entities and in some texts, the traditional authoritative treatment 
of children was denied. The need for understanding children and the negotiation of the new 
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roles played by parents and children became popular topics in public discourse. 
Apart from the rise of new publication vemies in the media, a number of publication 
companies specialised in children's books also appeared in the eighties. The Crystal 
Education Publication (晶晶出版丨社 ），for instance, was one of the first companies that 
produced high quality colour picture story books for local children. This in fact was tied to 
several factors: the expanded local market, the increase in the number of bookstores and the 
advancement of publication technologies. With improved education opportunities, parents 
paid more effort to cultivate their children's reading habits. Special bookstores for children 
also appeared. For example, Infomind, founded by Mabel Leung (former Deputy Chairman 
of HKCAS) in mid-eighties, was a display counter cum bookstore which sold both western 
and local books for children. Oii the other hand, the advancement of publication technologies 
lowered the production cost and enabled books to be produced easily, fastly and cheaply. 
The increased purchasing power of Hong Kong people also contributed to the expansion of 
the book market. Some existing publishers gradually discovered the potential of the 
children's market in Hong Kong and began to set up children publication subsidiaries. One 
example was Hong Kong Ming Wa Publications which is a subsidiary of Man U Book 
Company. Set up in 1981，it published a series of local children's stories in the 80s. The 
Sunbeam Publications, set up by Ho Chi in November 1981, was another important 
children's literature publication channel. More than 600 books were published by the press 
since 1982’ including many translated and rewritten works of western children's literature, 
local works of different genres，and occasionally, works by mainland Chinese writers. 
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C. Dominance of the Market Force 
Although formations like HKCAS were established to foster the growth of children's 
literature, in fact the local system was dominated by the force of the market. The reasons 
for this include the lack of government intervention and the absence of criticism on children's 
literature. As compared to other countries, Hong Kong's government has done very little 
to foster the development of local children's literature. Taiwan, for instance, had established 
a "children's literature editorial group" under the education department to publish children's 
literature on a non-profit basis as early as 1950. There were even laws in 1949 which limited 
the sales of comic strips, regarded as the competitor of literature books, to certain licensed 
shops. On the positive side, Hong Kong writers were free to write anything they wish; but 
the negative side was that they had neither spiritual nor material encouragement. For 
children's literature, a cultural product which needs some basic social support to take off, 
this laissez-faire policy was probably more detrimental than beneficial. The second aspect 
was the absence of criticism. In countries such as the U.S.A., U.K., and PRC, criticisms 
from academic or professional specialists are a very important constituent in the children's 
literature system. However, there was almost no academic criticism of children's literature 
in Hong Kong. Although children's books occupied almost one third of local book sales, 
only very few book reviews were written on children's literature. In other countries a good 
book could have a very long sale life-span because even if it was ignored when it first 
appeared on the market, recommendations from critics could boost up its sales at a later 
stage. As a result local children's literature has to depend primarily on packaging and 
advertisement. Such a total dependence on the ruling of market forces brought a number of 
problems, and many of them till persist today. 
The size of the market is a major problem. As compared to Taiwan, which has 21 
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million people, or the 10 billion people in mainland China, Hong Kong has a very smaII 
market. Moreover, neither children nor parents in Hong Kong have strong reading habits. 
The result of such a phenomenon was threefold: first, there was low monetary return for both 
writers and publishers; second, publishers became conservative in the choice of writers, book 
gen,re and format; third, the tendency was for simplified versions and translated or adapted 
works to flourish. The quality of children's literature thus suffered. 
Although the local children's literature system had to face a lot of problems, the 
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scenario in the eighties could still be described as thriving. A complete literary system was 
gradually built up as people paid more attention to their children and project Hong Kong as 
their future home with their children. As compared to having just "one-half" of children's 
writer in the seventies, more than twenty writers were actively writing in the eighties.^^ 
More works were published and a market was opened. Yet aside from the appearance of a 
bright future, forces of instability were instilled into the core of Hong Kong society — the 
1997 factor. 
2. The 1997 factor 
In 1984 Britain and China signed the Joint Declaration which determined the future 
of Hong Kong after 1997: Hong Kong would have to return to China and become a Special 
Administrative Region. The Basic Law guarantees that the principle of "One Country, Two 
Systems" and the capitalist lifestyle of Hong Kong would remain unchanged for fifty years. 
This caused a great upheaval in Hong Kong and many faced the decision to stay or emigrate. 
The issue of identity had never been so real and urgent. Ironically this crisis has sensitised 
Hong Kong people's sense of belonging and a significant portion of children's literature 
written in the late eighties expressed an attachment to Hong Kong as home and a negative 
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view towards emigration. One example is Poon Kam-ying's short story named "Papa, I 
Wouldn't …，”（〈我不願意〉）which portrays a lonely and miserable life of emigration from 
the viewpoint of a little girl. Irene Yim's A Tree Named Tang, which narrates the story of 
a boy uprooted from his home and would be further discussed iii Chapter Four, was also a 
product of this period. 
Despite this uncertainty, Hong Kong enjoyed a strong economy and general prosperity 
in the eighties that was highly advantageous to the development of the children's literature 
market. The major blow came after the June Fourth Incident in 1989 when a new wave of 
emigration and economic recession took place. 
V. AMBIVALENCE IN THE NINETIES 
1. June Fourth, Emigration Wave and Other Adverse Conditions 
The June Fourth Incident in 1989 was a completely shattering experience for most 
Hong Kong people. Confidence and optimism towards the future dissipated though the 
attaclment to Hong Kong, our birth place, still remained. The questions whether "to leave 
or not to leave" and "to believe or not to believe (in the future)" popped up and many had 
a hard time deciding on the answers. Many people found themselves in a state of 
ambivalence: there was a conscious and unconscious will both to uproot and to ding to the 
sense of belonging to Hong Kong as home. Feeling lost themselves, adults no longer told 
children to accept the reality as it was; the general sense of content vanished and was 
substituted by doubts and the urge to find meaning in other places. Even though the 
economy of Hong Kong recovered from the blow, a heightened sense of instability reigned. 
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The direct aftermath of June Fourth towards the local children's literary scene was 
the loss of a number of children's writers' because of emigration. A Nong, for example, left 
Hong Kong for Canada because of June Fourth. Other active writers such as Irene Yim and 
Yuen Hoi Tong also emigrated to other countries for various reasons. They, however, have 
continued to write from overseas. Even the retail bookstore business was hard hit. Mabie 
Leung, for example, closed down the only local specialist children's book display counter 
Infomind and migrated to Canada. 
Emigration also brought a group of middle class, relatively well-educated families, 
who were potential buyers and readers ofchildren's literature, away from Hong Kong. This 
affected not only the retail book market but also magazine and newspaper publications. For 
example, Children 's Daily (《兒童曰幸艮》）， t h e only daily newspaper that was targeted at 
children, was first published in September 1989. Despite the high exposure and wide 
acclaim it received, it had to close down in one year's time. Of course its demise was due 
to a number of factors (such as a high production cost because of its full colour printing), 
yet it reflected the condition of a weak market at that time. 
1991 was a turning point for one of the most active children's publication houses in 
Hong Kong, Sunbeam. In November that year, its founder Ho Chi died of cancer. Although 
Sunbeam continued to publish books after Ho's death, the quantity had dropped from 50 to 
less than 10 new items per year. The market niche left by Sunbeam was quickly filled by 
other publishers. Holdery Publishing Enterprises ( 3蒦—益出片反社.)run by Wong Tong-to ( 
黃 東 濤 ) a n d his wife, set up in April 1991, was an active one. Meanwhile Siin Ya, 
which used to publish a large number of local narratives in the eighties, began to diversify 
their publications. Instead of publishing local works, which were hard to find, they 
diversified to publishing translated encyclopedias, which had a much higher marginal profit, 
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as well as children's stories by buying their copyrights. The output of active children's 
publishers of children's literature has altogether decreased. 
Keen competition from other popular genres such as coinic strips threatened the 
children's literature book market. According to the special report published by the Hong 
Kong Books and Stationery Society in 1995, the book industry was badly hit by the comics 
and as a result, less than 100 titles were published in 1991 (n.p.). 
The year 1995 is a sad year for Hong Kong's children's literature. Several outlets 
of publication with a long history closed down for different reasons. Wah Kiu Yat Po, one 
of the oldest newspapers in Hong Kong with an equally long history of children's section, 
closed down in January clue to financial reasons. The Yellow Bus (《黃巴二1二》），a children's 
magazine enclosed in the Sunday Weekly (《星,10天週干『》 ）wliich started printing in 
1994, was one of the most successful children magazines in recent years. IIowever, Sundoy 
Weekly closed down in March 1994 and the Yellow Bus had to follow. Luckily Yellow Bus, 
which uses lhe popular McMug cartoon figure as a selling point, managed to re-publish in 
a bi-weekly format in February 1996. Ertong Leyuan, the oldest children's magazine siiice 
1950, also ceased publishing. Ming Pao's Tongxin ban (〈童乂已、片反〉),the original site of 
publication of A Nong's A Nong Suo Gushi (《|坷1聽兑-故事》），closed down without any 
prior announcement on 1st January 1995. Young Breakthrough now targets clearly at 
adolescents and publishes more entertaining articles related to daily life rather than works of 
children's literature, while Breakthrough is edited with an ackilt audience in mind. 
One indirect effect of the shift to an image culture which is beneficial to the local 
children's literary scene in the long run is the enhanced status of illustrators. In the past, the 
standard practice was illustrators received a one-off payment at the first printing of the book 
but no more royalties for subsequent printings. In many cases, their names did not even 
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appear on the book. As the demand for high quality illustrations increases with the advance 
of better printing technologies, local illustrators' status and remuneration are raised and this 
indirectly improves the status and quality of local illustrations. For publishers, advancement 
in printing technologies meant a decrease in production cost of high quality works. They are 
now able (and required) to print more books in full colours with an attractive package. 
The HKCAS, which has been instrumental in creating a discourse on the child in the 
80s, continues to work in the field but with a slightly different focus. The Society decided 
to extend their membership to students in 1995 and aimed to encourage the reading and 
telling of stories. With the opening up of membership, the society would gradually allocate 
more resources to meet the needs of new members. But it is also an encouraging move from 
another perspective. The idea of the child as projected by the Society now is not only to 
work for the child, but with the child. 
2. Changing Ideas of the Child and the Return to Childhood 
The sense of ambivalence triggered off by June Fourth and the drawing near of 1997 
is complicated by escalating social problems. The disintegration of traditional families 
caused by the increasing number of divorces, and the subsequent pressure faced by both 
adults and children result in the loss of confidence in previous social goals. The rising 
suicide rate among students/children prompted a basic reflection of the idea of the child. 
Children's suicidal acts are a form of escape from the reality, a kind of protest, and a 
subversive action that changed the power structure between adults and children. In suicides, 
the traditional notion of children having to depend on the definition of adults was subverted 
as they have an imagined sense of power when they risk their lives as a sign of protest. But 
this is a protest too painful for a society to take. Realistic children narratives, once popular 
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in the eighties, no longer sound convincing. The general sense of content with tlie present 
status quo vanishes and is substituted by doubts and the urge to find meaning in other places. 
If the future lies ahead unknown, relatively speaking the past is at least knowable. 
Remembering childhood as happy, carefree and innocent seems to provide a way out of the 
present troubles. The sense of nostalgia is closely related to the concept of childhood. It is 
this ambivalence and dilemma in the cultural sensibility that causes nostalgia: for to indulge 
in the past is one way to illuminate the future. The impact of this on children's literature is 
the increasing popularity of literature that is written for both adults and children, with 
childhood as their common theme. McMug, written by Brian Tse and illustrated by Mak Ka-
bik, is an example. A number of books with similar themes of childhood are also 
p u b l i s h e d . 2 4 Details of how the McMug fables express the ambivalence in our society would 
be expounded in the next section. 
Discourses oa child thus have changed from those shaped by government policies, 
which advocates a more public idea of the child represented on the cognitive level, to a range 
of discourses that are relatively more private, invoking an idea of the child that is pieced 
together in the community memories of Hong Kong people. The changing idea of the child 
is characterised by the appearance of new themes. After June Fourth, democracy becomes 
one of the most sought after values. The revised idea of the child contains new views on 
adult-child relationship which is also related to democratic values. This is also manifested 
in children's literature. The relationship between authority and children has been changing; 
and this is also manifested in children's literature in general. This would be discussed in 
detail in the coming chapters. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The above account has attempted to reduce the highly complex and dynamic 
development of a genre — children's literature - in Hong Kong into a graspable 
representation by investigating its relationship with the development of the idea of the child. 
The analysis on more than forty years of development has yielded several important points 
which illuminate the understanding of our own cultural sensibility. First, the rise of a local 
consciousness and the building of a local identity have been an extremely important process 
to foster the growth of a local idea of the child, which in turn, allows the development of 
local children's literature. The second point concerns the changes in the idea of the child, 
which progresses from a traditional vague Chinese notion to a concrete westernised idea. 
We used to view children as submissive dependent beings, precious because they were to 
grow up to be useful adults. As children become a recognised stratum in the society, a more 
democratic idea of the child slowly displaced the traditional notion and children are viewed 
as individual entities who have their own rights and share a more balanced power relationship 
with the adults. In fact this change also mirrors the changing cultural sensibility of the Hong 
Kong society as our increased prosperity, increased exposure to western influence and the 
rise of a local consciousness have induced us to put more attention and resources to children. 
Recently, instable forces placed by the problem 1997 and a sense of ambivalence caused by 
the anxiety towards the future coax us to indulge in the past and idealise the idea of the child 
with a sense of nostalgia. The idea of the child is never a "pure" notion concerned with the 
welfare of the child, but also embodies the gravest longing of our society. Accompanying 
all these subtle changes is also the evolution of sub-genres in children's literature with the 
tendency to diversify from realistic short stories to other sub-genres such as the fantastic 
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fable. A spectrum of works from different genres would be selected and examined iii 
Chapter Four. 
Children's literature has always been written with the best intentions; in it we 
express our hopes and project a future for our children. The history of children's literature 
is thus a particularly useful record because by examining the chronicles of our high hopes, 
we would know how far (or how close) our society has moved away from (or toward) them. 
When Hong Kong returns to China's rule in 1997, the increased cultural affinity between the 
two places will be certain. The children's literature system in Hong Kong is bound to be 
influenced by or even assimilated into the strong and established system of China. The 
future remains unknown. This account, itself a reconstructed discourse on the idea of the 
child, is probably also another manifestation of the sense of ambivalence prevalent in our 
present society: by recreating the discourse of the child I have gone back to the past in order 
to illuminate the future. 
I 
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Notes for Chapter Two: 
1. Some scholars suggest that children's literature in China fermented before the 20th 
century. Wu Ding ( ^ } ¾ )，for instance, thinks that a lot of traditional Chinese literature 
can be "good materials" for children use. Hu Chongjin (占月從糸垩)，argues in Wen Qing 
Ertong Wenxue Goushen (《晚淸兒童文學钩沉》 ）[An Investigation into Children's 
Literature in Late Qing] that Chinese children's literature already existed in Qing. Famous 
social reformer such as Liang Qichao (梁啓超 ) h a d published views on children's literature 
in that era. But Qian Xiaobo (錢/」、伯）in ''Zhonggiio de Ertong Wenxue Xiang nali Zou” 
(〈中國的兒叠文學向哪里走〉 ）[Where is Chinese Children's Literature Heading To] 
suggests that children's literature in China originated in the translation of western works in 
early 20th Century. But it is widely accepted by contemporary scholars that a developed 
independent Chinese children's literature system only appeared after May Fourth. 
2. Wong Wai-leung (黃糸隹操），in the introduction to Hong Kong Literature in the Context 
ofModern Chinese Literature, says "it is generally agreed that Hong Kong literature, here 
referring to a body of literature written in Chinese and by Chinese authors in Hong Kong, 
constitute part of modern Chinese literature, and hence part of Chinese literature. ” He states 
explicitly that "Hong Kong is an extension of the Mainland in literature" (5). In an article 
titled ''Xiangang Weivcue Yanjiu de ji ge Wentr (〈香 _文學硏究的幾個問題〉 ） 
[Several problems in the study of Hong Kong LiteratureJ printed in November 1994 in "Hong 
Kong Literature, “ Liu Denghan (蓬1_]登翰)stipulates that "no matter one views it from the 
perspective of history or reality, basically Iiong Kong culture is a part of southern China 
culture.'' He also says “ one can find a deep Chinese huinanity tradition in almost every 
Hong Kong writer. ” The work of Lo Wai-luen also shows the activities, interaction and 
influence of mainland writers in the local literary scene especially in the 40s {Xianggang 
Wenzong《香港文縱》A Synchronic Review of Hong Kong Literature]). For a brief literary 
history of Hong Kong since 30s, see Hong Kong Literature in the Context ofModern Chinese 
Literature and Xianggang Sishinian Weivcueshi Xuexiban Ziliao Weibian (《香港匹]-十]节 
文毫史學習班資料臺編》）[Collection of articles of tlie Study Group on 40 years of Hong 
Kong Literary History:. 
3. For detailed discussion, see Wong Wai-leiing Hong Kong Literature in the Context of 
Chinese Literature, Liu Denghan '''Xiangang V/eiuue Yanjiu de ji ge Wentr [Several 
problems in the study of Hong Kong Literature] and Huang Aoyun (黃{敖'雲 ），"Zong 
Nanwen Wenxue dao Xianggang Weftxue''(〈從難民文學到香港文學〉 ） [ F r o m 
Refugee Literature to Hong Kong Literature]. 
4. One example was the Sunday children's column in Wah Kiu Yat Po. 
5. Wong is also the mother of Zhou Mimi ( ,1¾¾¾ ), an active local children writer. 
Wong, now 76 years old (1996), lives in Hong Kong and is still writing. She has already 
published more than 70 works for children, among them 40 original works and 30 translated 
works. Her latest work is Qinqin Xiaoshihou (《親親/」、時候》 )[Kissing Childhood], 
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published in 1994. For a brief introduction to Wong's works, see Ertong Wefvcue Dachuan 
( 《兒童文學大全》， ) [ A Primer of Children's Literature] (p. 533) and an article 
"Fang 'Wan Jiejie' Wong Hm^van^ (〈訪「雲姊姊」黃慶雲〉）by Lin Cuifen ( 林翠芬 
) i n Xianggang Wetvcue ( ( ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ) ). A brief description of Xin can be found in Xie 
Zhangqing ( f l i 'SW ) Xianggang Xinwenxue Jianshi ( - ) [A Brief 
History of Hong Kong's New Literature]. 
6. The article written by Feng Zikai [Modem Children Magazine and Me] was about the 
experiences of him and his daughter as subscribers of Xin in Chongqing when Xin was based 
in Guailin. The article was reprinted in Wong's Gesheng Menlu. 
7. The personal interview with Ah Non was conducted on 7th February, 1995 by me for the 
purpose of the present study. 
8. Ibid. 
9. The declaration starts this way: "The present age is being called 'Children's Century’. 
Although in China the call to 'Save the Children' has received little echoes, still we are glad 
to see a new China is arriving soon" {Wali Kiu, translation mine). In fact the first sentence 
is illuminating: the notion of the 20th Century as a "Children's Century" was suggested by 
the Swedish writer Elle Key and basically, a western call; whereas "Save the Children" was 
the appeal of Lu Xun, the famous Chinese writer (Wu 14) • The negotiation of Chinese and 
Western ideas characteristic of May Fourth is apparent in the first few words. 
10. "Contemporary" standard refers to the Convention on the Rights of the Child as adopted 
by the United Nations General Assembly in 1989. The inajor principles of the Convention 
has become binding law for more than 170 countries as their government have ratified the 
treaty. The Convention covers four broad areas of rights for children: 1. Survival Rights, 
which include adequate living standards, such as housing, food and health care. 2. 
Development Rights, including education, freedom of thought and religion, and access to 
information, plus the rights to play and leisure. 3. Protection Rights, which embrace both 
survival and development rights but also cover all types of cruelty and exploitation, arbitrary 
separation from family, and abuses in the criminal justice system. 4. Participation Rights 
include the child's freedom to express opinions and to have a say in matters affecting her or 
his life. 
11. The magazines included Shijie Ertom Huabao bi-weekly (《世界兒童畫報》）（1952); 
Hao Haizi Huakan bi-weeklv ( 《好孩子月刊》 ）(1952); Ertong Leyimn bi-
weekly ( 《兒童樂園》 ）（1953) Fuyou Ertong Zazhi (《福幼兒童雜誌》 
)(1953); Shaonian Zazhi monthly ( 《少年雜誌、》 )(1956); Ertong Zhiyou monthly 
( 《兒童之友》 ）（1957); Xiangang Hao Ertung bi-weekly ( 《香港好兒童》 
){\95iy~Xiao Pengyou Huabao ( 《小朋友畫報》 ）(1959); Ertong Bao (《兒童報》 
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) (1960) and Shaonian Bao (《少年報》 ）（1965). 
12. For instance, Haohaizi Huakan and Ertong Zhiyou was edited by Zhang Yiqu ( 張 一 一 渠 
) , founder of Shanghai Children's Books. Ertong Leyuan was printed by the Union Press ( 
友耳節1出版示土 ）’ which was supported by American capital (Wong, Lu & Tay 1). Fuyou 
Ertong Zazhi was published by Chinese Christian Literature Council. 
13. According to the Xianggang Jiaoyu Shouce ( 《香港敎育手幵仔》 ）[A 
Manual of Hong Kong Education] 23,000 children of school age were recorded as not being 
able to attend school (405). 
14. Popular products of Sun Ya in the early 60s included Chinese vocabulary learning cards 
and comic strips on historical fiction. Sale of supplementary textbooks, such as idiom 
stories, which were part of the primary certificate curriculum, also generated a large part of 
their revenue. The 1967 riots in Hong Kong, which hit the local economy severely, also 
affected the children's books market. In order to survive, Sun Ya stopped publishing books 
and began printing Christmas card and calenders. By the time it resumed publishing 
children's books in the mid seventies, a market of local children's literature was opened. It 
started gradually to publish original works such as children's stories. It changed its name 
to Sun Ya Publications in 1980 (Sun Ya n.p.). 
15. The information was provided by Chan Chong Chiu 働公照丨，Sales Manager of Sun Ya 
Publications in a personal interview with me on 20th April, 1995. Chan has worked in tlie 
publication industry for more than 40 years. 
16. According to the Xianggang Jiaoyu Shouce the 1977 census showed that the total number 
of registered students were 1,23,098，which was one-fourth of the total population (407). 
17. The word "formation" is borrowed from Raymond Williams. In Culture he defines 
formations as "the variable relations in which cultural producers have been organised or have 
organised themselves" whereas institutions refer to the relationship of the producers with 
"social institutions." The two concepts are closely related, and in some cases there are even 
causal relationships between the two. However, formations include special organisation 
forms like cultural "movements," which involve no physical institutions (35). This concept 
is important in exploring the dynamics of cultural phenomenon. 
18. For fifteen years the HKCAS has held a number of activities including talks, seminars, 
large scale story telling programmes, academic conferences, visits and exhibitions. Seminars 
and conferences are often chances for interested parties to meet and organise further 
formations. HKCAS itself was a result of such formations. Other formations may take the 
form of collaborative projects, for example, working alliances between writers and 
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illustrators, or in the form of personal liaisons with private correspondences and meetings 
that allow the exchange of opinions on the concerned subject. Large scale activities such as 
"The Joy of Story Kingdom," which involve hundreds of people with an eight day 
programme are also made possible because of this formation. 
19. HKCAS acts as a dynamic force that invites interactions with other systems, such as the 
adult literary system, thereby establishing the rights of its own existence. One example was 
the publication of the book Gei Xiaopengyou de Liwu (《給小朋友的禮物》） [A Gift (o 
Little Friends] which invited individual local writers to write a piece of literature for children 
to commemorate the Children's Festival in 1983. Such an attempt to invite input from other 
systems helps to establish the legitimacy of local children's literature. HKCAS has 
persistently held a number of exchange programmes with other countries, especially with 
mainland and Taiwan writers. Moreover, HKCAS assists in the canonisation of local works. 
Through compiling bibliographies (e.g. in August with RTHK, and March 89 for pre-school 
children) and organising awards, for example, the Best Children's Stories of the 80s, certain 
works were highlighted as good books and thus became part of the canon of the local 
children's literature. This sets the criteria for judging a piece of good work. 
20. The formation of HKCAS involves the articulation of a collective voice of a group of 
children's arts workers, a power that can negotiate and bargain with the system at large. 
Membership of the HKCAS before 1995 was quite exclusive. One needs to be a children 
cultural arts worker or a patron, in addition to the endorsement of at least l;wo existing 
members to become a member. Such specifications meant the Society is theoretically an 
interest body composed of a group of people who are concerned with chiIdreiVs art with 
vested interest. To put it crudely, their livelihood hinges on the continuation of a thriving 
children arts scene in Hong Kong. But the kind of power involved in this voice articulation 
may not be antagonistic to other systems. For example, as HKCAS is a society for both 
publishers and writers/illustrators, the society is not a union lhat would fight for better 
royalties for the latter. Moreover, HKCAS adopts a low-profile staiid on public issues and 
is seldom antagonistic to the government and rarely criticises public policies openly. Without 
a premise of its own, many activities of HKCAS are held in public venues (e.g. many talks 
are held in public libraries) with the support of the government. The presence of this voice 
itself exerts pressure on the existing system by calling for increasing attention to our children 
and local children's literary art production. However, the society has extended its 
membership to students and children in 1995. 
21. Throughout the years it has organised four awards -- Children's fiction awards in 1983 
and 1984, Children's poetry awards in 1986 and "The Earth is my Home" creative award 
in 1988 — and published the winning entries subsequently. HKCAS also published Gei 
Xiaohaizi de Lewii in 1983. Open Sesame (《芝麻開門》），published by HKCAS in 1989, 
won the Award for the Best Produced Books in Hong Kong that year. 
22. The first and most important award was organised by the Urban Council since 1981. 
A number of potential children's writers, such as Chan Hua-ying (pjg:]^:5J), was discovered. 
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Another award was organised by the HKCAS between 1983 to 1988. Sun Ya Publications 
also organised an award that consisted of three categories -- daily life stories, science fiction 
and modern fables -- which lasted from 1985 to 1990. 
23. Ho Chi had described himself as the only single "half" children's writer before the 
eighties in a recording dated 1983. The list was drawn by Ah Non in an article called 
"Zongtan Xianggang Ertong Weiuue Jinfang (〈綜談香港兒童文學近況 ) ) | A 
Summary of the Recent Situation of Hong Kong Children's Literature] in Wenyi (《文||》、in 
1986. It included Ho Chi, Lok Chiu Kwan-hung, Chan Man-wai, Wong Tong-toii, Song Yi-
sui, Irene Ng, Du Chim, Ling An, Fan Kim, Hang Ming, Lam Chong-ying, Hiii Hin-Ieiing, 
Ah Non, Poon Ming-chu and Poon Kam-ying, Huang Xin-yiin, Iia Yi, Luk Kuen, To Yin, 
Mui Chi, Shu Hong-shing, Siu-inak-chi, Tse Li-ling and Li-man, Siu Yi-kai, Liu Cliong-
shuen and Lee Oi-shiien. 
24. Recent books published on childhood include: Tongnian (《童年》）by various writers, 
Qin qin Xiao Shihou (《親親小時候》 ）by Wong Hing-wan, Xiao Tianshi de Tous/ii ( 




CHILDREN，S LITERATURE AS A GENRE 
In the last chapter we have used the case of Hong Kong to demonstrate how evolving 
cultural needs are related to the growth in the idea of the child, which in turn leads to the 
development of a new genre of longing, children's literature in the local context. We would 
now focus on investigating the generic form of children's literature. As a relatively "Iate" 
addition to the literary system and one which is still actively being developed, children's 
literature conjures up many heated debates, concerning its status, function and value. The 
present chapter aims to identify the nature and characteristics of children's literature and 
discuss some of the prejudices related to the genre. The dialogical properties of quality 
children's literature would be explored with reference to its value in opening up literary and 
pedagogical possibilities. 
I. DEFINITIONS OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
Literary scholars hold highly divergent views on the criteria to be used for defining 
children's literature. Their views are of three different orientations, with emphasis on textual 
characteristics, function and readership, respectively. 
Miles McDowell, for instance, seeks to define children's literature by their textual 
characteristics. Adult's literature is often taken as a hidden and superior point of reference 
under this perspective: 
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Children's books are generally shorter; they tend to favour an active rather 
than a passive treatment, with dialogue and incident rather than description 
and introspection; child protagonists are the rule; conventions are much used; 
the story develops within a clear-cut moral schematism which much adult 
fiction ignores; children's books tend to be optimistic rather than depressive; 
language is child-oriented; plots are of a distinctive order, probability is often 
discarded; and one could go on endlessly talking of magic, and fantasy, and 
simplicity and adventure (McDowell 141-2). 
The function of children's literature is another popular criterion. Zhou Zuoren 
proposes in Ertong Weiuue Xiaolun (〈兒童文學小論) ) [ A Short Essay on Children's 
Literature] that children's literatiire, as opposed to adult's literature, are simple texts to be 
taught in primary schools. Zhou's definition was put forth in 1913, a time when children's 
books were still unpopular among the illiterate general public. And it is a deep rooted belief, 
especially in the Chinese culture, that children's literature should be educational. For 
instance, in Ertong Weivcue Yanjiu [A Study on Children's Literature] the Taiwanese scholar 
Wu Ding draws up a list of functional criteria to delimit children's literature, suggesting that 
the genre refers to texts that enlighten children's thoughts and expand their experiences. In 
the west, studies in this century suggest that children's literature is a means of socialisation. 
Joel Texel argues this in "Children's Literature as an Ideological Text": "Children's 
literature is viewed as an important symbolic form through which a society attempts to 
communicate to its young centrai elements of the culture, as well as what Zipes calls 
discourses on socialization, and which I have labelled models of social action" (207). 
In contrast, Peter Hunt gives a most straightforward definition based on the writer's 
intention and readership. In Criticism, Theory and Children \s Literature, he considers a work 
of children's literature "a particular text written expressly for children who are recognizably 
children, with a childhood recognizable today" (62). Barbara Walls, who devotes herself lo 
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the examination of narratology in The Narrator's Voice, suggests that it is the child as 
implied reader that characterises modern children's literature. Meanwhile John Rowe 
Townsend takes a pragmatic turn and defines children's literature as "a book which appears 
on the children's list of a publisher" (9). 
To a certain extent these definitions reflect a common view held by a large number 
of people: that children's literature are less sophisticated and therefore inferior works as 
compared to adult's. The reasons are not hard to discern. In the first place, it is encoded 
in our culture that an unbalanced relationship exists between the "child" and the "adult. “ The 
child, underdeveloped, is a lesser being. The child is socially powerless and cannot have a 
voice. Their presence are defined in relation to adults (Jeriks 10). On the level of social 
discourse where power struggle takes place, the child is largely a construction of adults to 
"express, formulate and project ideals and ideas about themselves and not themselves" 
(Lesnik-Oberstein 26). To borrow Edward Said's term in analysing the Occidental-Oriental 
relationship, one might argue that the adults enjoy a "positional superiority" over children. 
Consequently, literature written for children are often recognised as a lesser literature. A 
brief look at the historical origin of children's literature would reveal to us another factor that 
explains its subaltern status: that the system of children's literature has emerged as "fissures" 
from adult's literature in both the western and Chinese context and is therefore considered 
dependent upon the adult literary system. 
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11, A BRIEF REVIEW ON THE HISTORY OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
Scholars like Townsend and Dorothea Hayward Scott have speculated that western 
children's literature appeared in mid-eighteenth century whereas Chinese children's books 
emerged only in the late nineteenth century. Traces of children's literature can be found in 
the oral tradition and the adult literary system before the former developed to a full fiedge 
system in the written form. It is easy to comprehend why children's literature first appeared 
as an oral artifact, of which fairy tales and folk myths were the earliest forms. In an era 
when books were expensive and literacy was still limited to the privileged minority, it would 
be natural for most children to get their first "literary" experience from listening to tales. 
As Jack Zipes suggests, most western fairy tales were originally folk tales, which adults 
related orally to children and adults alike by the fireside for entertainnienl . Story telling was 
"an oral narrative form cultivated by the common people to express the manner in which they 
perceived nature and their social order and their wish to satisfy their needs and wants ” [Fairy 
Tales and Society 5). Sometimes children were allowed to enjoy the stories though the adults 
were the primary target audience. Violence and sexual elements were found frequently in 
the tales. While western children cuddled beside the feet of their mothers at home to hear 
stories from neighbours, Chinese children would mn to the streets in order "to listen to 
master storytellers whose entertainment consisted of every kind of tale drawn from a vast 
repertoire of literature dating back to the tenth century B.C." (Scott 1). The target audience 
of the stories were again dual: ”the storyteller was at once a public entertainer and a teacher 
who, with his cunning skills, stirred the imaginations of young and old alike, while instilling 
the precepts of Chinese society deep within their minds" (Scott 6]). This practice could be 
dated as far back as the second and third century. 
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It was only in 1812 when the Brothers Grimm compiled their first collection of 
literary fairy tales that folk tales were gathered, transcribed and printed systematically. The 
violent and sexual elements in the fairy tales were later censored by literary collectors who 
rewrote them (Tatar 3). Meanwhile, as literacy grew, children's books gradually developed 
a market of their own. In Written for Children, Townsend documented that before the 18th 
century, children books were written in strong didactic tones, with such representative 
examples as "courtesy books" of the 15th century and puritan tales of the 16th century. The 
latter were told to children in order to "rescue them from hellfire. “ For entertainment, 
children read books that were originally intended for adults; examples included religious 
fables such as Bunyan's Pilgrim\s Progress (1678), or adventure stories lilce Defoe's 
Robinson Crusoe (1719) and Swift's Gulliver Travels (1726). The first significant publisher-
cum-writer of children's books in England was John Newbery (1713-1767), who was able 
to incorporate elements of entertainment into his books. His best known publications were 
A Little Pretty Pocket-Book (1744) and The History ofLittle Goody Two-Shoes (1765). In 
1789 William Blake published the Songs of Innocence and opened the door of poetry for 
children. Ballads, verses and nursery rhymes followed. It was only in the 19th century that 
children publications appeared in large numbers and many canonical texts, including 
translation and creative works, were produced in that period. Examples included Grimm and 
Andersen's Fairy Tales (1846) and Lewis CarroH's classic Alice 's Adventures in Wonderland 
(1865). Children's fiction gradually diversified into different genres like school stories, 
adventure stories, animal stories etc. A ready and thriving market continues to support 
Anglo-American children's literature and today, children publication is already a highly 
institutionalised and professional industry.^ 
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Children's literature was also a late comer in China. Hu Congjin (胡從經 ) a r g u e s 
in Wan Qing Ertong Wetuue Goushen (《晚淸兒童文學鈎沉》 ）[An Investigation of 
Children's Literature in Late Qing] that Chinese children's literature emerged in the late Qing 
Dynasty. They were mostly didactic literature that taught vocabularies and morals. Scott 
echoes the view, confirming that "literature written especially for children (apart from school 
primers) did not exist in China in any appreciable way until the end of the nineteenth 
century" (1), Early modem Chinese children's literature developed out of such generic 
forms of the adult literary system as ancient myths, fables or poetry (Wu, 61-73). Baihua 
Xiaoshuo (白1善小說)[vernacular fiction] like Xiyou Ji《西遊記��[�0口0167 to the West] 
by Wu Chengen (吳7承:恩 ) i n the Ming Dynasty gave rise to many popular stories that 
fascinated Chinese children. But literature written specifically for children was a more recent 
phenomenon and very much inspired and influenced by the west. In fact the first major 
group of children's literature included translated fables and children's stories first published 
in periodicals such as Shaonian Zazhi (〈少年雜誌〉）[Youth Magazine].^ The greatest 
contributor of that time was Lin Shu (林系予 ) , w h o translated at least 170 works between 
1893 to 1924, including Defoe's Robinson Crusoe and Rousseau's Emile. Even the 
renowned writer Bing Xin 0水/已、)said she had been greatly influenced by Lin's translation 
(Chen Zidian 61).^ 
The first modern writer of children's literature in China was Ye Xingtao (葉聖口甸）， 
who wrote Daocao Ren (《禾哲草：人》）[The Scarecrow] in 1923, a story that borrowed its 
form from the western genre of fables. The thirties was a most thriving period for Chinese 
children's literature as a large number of writers and children publications appeared/ 
However, the children's literature market suffered a great blow as war started, first the Sino-
Japanese war and then the civil war. When the communist party took over in 1949，a 
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number of children's writers fled the mainland. The development of Chinese children's 
literature then split into three streams as the socio-political condition varied in the mainland, 
Taiwan and Hong Kong. It was not until the 1980s that favourable conditions for the 
development of children's literature could be found in all three regions. In the mainland, 
development was adversely affected by numerous political movements, among them the 
Cultural Revolution, and for thirty years the mainland literary scene had little exchange with 
the outside world. It was only in the late seventies as political atmosphere relaxed that the 
mainland Chinese children's literary scene, supported and supervised by the stale, thrived 
again. Taiwan's government, on the other hand, had given much support for children's 
literature development as early as the 50s. Its children publication industry had a good start 
as a result of the human resources and capital that came from mainland before 1949. After 
forty years of development, the children's publication in Taiwan is still a flourishing 
industry. Several important and attractive children's literature awards are organised by 
government and commercial enterprises every year and research onchildren,s literature is 
abundant.^ Relatively speaking, Taiwan has witnessed a vibrant development among the 
three places. The situation of Hong Kong has been examined in the last chapter. Unlike the 
case of mainland and Taiwan, local development of children's literature has largely been 
determined by the market force that arised out of demographic changes and cultural needs. 
The prosperous scene in the eighties suffered a drawback in the nineties and uncertain 
factors, such as the phenomenon of brain drain caused by the 1997 problem, infiltrated into 
the system. 
As a result of its historical origin, children's literature is widely regarded as a 
subordinate branch of adult's literature with a marginal status. The earliest works of 
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children's literature in many countries were simplified versions of famous adult works, or 
the rewritten "left-overs" of adult literary system such as fairy tales that were no longer read 
by adults. Although the situation has undergone much changes and most children's books 
are now original works, the conception that children's literature is dependent on the adult 
system still persists. And apart from the aforementioned cultural and historical reasons, 
common prejudice concerning the literary value and function of children's literature also 
contributes to its inferior status. To McDowell, for instance, children's literature are 
regarded as works of a less sophisticated form: shorter, simpler and with much use of 
conventions. For adults who do not bother to read children's literature, they would easily 
jump to the conclusion that it is of less literary merit. Moreover, the widely accepted 
assumption that children's literature is written for pedagogical purpose seems to undermine 
its literary value. Can a piece of work burdened with pedagogical concerns be a good piece 
of literature? Very often literary and educational values are considered mutually exclusive, 
hence the common belief that from an aesthetic viewpoint, children's literature has little 
literary merit. 
These views are often unfair and inaccurate and they reflect a lack of understanding 
of the nature of children's literature. It is a fact that under the structure of our present 
society, the hierarchial relationship between children and adults cannot be changed. Children 
have to depend on adults and adults are endowed with the responsibility to raise and protect 
children. Yet even if we cannot abolish the hierarchy, we can decide on the nature of the 
relationship. Children are not lesser beings; they are human beings living in another stage 
of life. Adults and children demand mutual respect, from each other. As Lukacs says, 
literature is a "connecting link between creator and audience. “ Children's literature, instead 
of being a lesser genre, is endowed with the important mission of communication between 
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adults and children. 
There is also a fallacy concerning the view that children's literature is of lesser 
literary value than adult's literature. Even if it emerged as a fissure from the adult literary 
system, it does not mean it would be a simplified "copycat" version of adult's literature. 
Children's literature is a unique genre of its own that demands detailed exploration. One 
would hardly use exactly the same criteria to judge a poem and a play, though both of lhem 
can be good pieces of work that move us. Likewise, we cannot use the same set of criteria 
for assessing adult and children's literature. We have to contextualise and adjust if 
necessary. Children's literature, as a genre, has its own rules and limits, restraints and 
constraints. It has to use a simpler language and are generally shorter in length but that does 
not mean its quality suffers. For some cases, conventions are used because they encourage 
a child to stretch his/her imagination, enters the "possible woiid" conjured up by the text, 
and obtains a vicarious experience of reading. Abiding to one's own generic requirement 
does not make it inferior; actually it is challenging to create a beautiful piece of work tliat 
confirms and transcends the convention. 
As the conflict between the pedagogical and literary functions in children's literature 
is a complex issue that has been widely debated, we would offer a detailed discussion in the 
following section. 
in . AESTHETICS VERSUS PEDAGOGY 
The conflict between pedagogical and literary functions of literature is not a new one 
in the history of literary criticism. Plato, in Republic, has expressly stated that literature 
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should serve an educational purpose. Its counterpart view in ancient China is “ Wen Yi Zai 
Dao” (「文以簞&、直」）[literature should contain morals]. Such views contrast sharply, of 
course, with the 19th century western dictum of "art for art's sake," with Oscar Wilde as one 
of its leading advocates. This resists didacticism in literature by arguing that a work of art 
has an intrinsic value and need not become a tool of education. Such a debate is repeated 
in the discussion over children's literature with even more vigour because we feel a stronger 
moral obligation towards childreiiL 
Should children's literature seek to teach or amuse? For centuries educators, 
publishers and critics in the west and China have been debating this issue furiously.^ Two 
schools of thought developed, each accusing the other of overseeing the well being of 
children. On one side critics believe that it is good to educate children througli reading but 
undesirable to expose them to too much nonsense; on the other side we hear that it's not right 
to spoonfeed didactic stuff to children because it would kilJ their imagination and stifle their 
freedom of thought. In between these opposing views are people who would argue that 
children's literature is to educate and entertain, but argue and fight to find out the "market 
share" of each value. 
In many ways such a debate seems futile, not because the issue itself is worthless, but 
because it has been turning towards a less meaningful direction. The centuries-long debate, 
equipped with a set of opposing, mutually exclusive vocabularies, has always been considered 
in the light of ethics. To teach does not necessarily kills fun, and to amuse does not mean 
fun without restraints. Pedagogy is to be differentiated from didacticism, and literary 
pleasure is different from unthinking sensual stimulation. It would be more fruitful if we 
can jump out of the tangled debate and re-examine the issue anew from a basic angle — that 
of the aesthetic dimension. 
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Jan Mukarovsky's Aesthetic Function, Norm and Value As Social Facts has something 
to offer us here. The book deals specifically with the problem of aesthetic phenomena as a 
social product in relation to man. Art, for Mukarovsky, plays a crucial role in shaping our 
sense of reality and attitude towards the world. To analyse this relationship, Mukarovsky 
distinguishes among three terms: aesthetic function, norm and value. 
Aesthetic function is "one of the most important agencies in human affairs" and a "co-
determinant of human reaction to reality" (95). It involves the perception of a certain 
property -- the ability to focus attention on itself and gives pleasure -- in an artistic object 
or activity. Although this function can be found in any activity or object, its intensity helps 
to differentiate a work of art from other objects: in a work of art the aesthetic function 
necessarily dominates. 
As "regulator of the aesthetic function," the aesthetic norm refers to the socially 
agreed standard that defines art, "a process which is constantly being renewed" (95). It 
exists as a social and historical fact of the collective awareness and changes through time. 
Conflicting aesthetic norms co-exist and constantly compete with one another; and the history 
of art is the "history of revolts against reigning norms" (33). A piece of art is considered 
mediocre if it observes all aesthetic norms without any breakthrough. Hence the aesthetic 
norm is more often violated than observed. 
Aesthetic values are the "molecules" of aesthetic norms. These values, when 
stabilised, become the aesthetic norm. To Mukarovsky, aesthetic value also mediates between 
man and the world. Man is connected to the world through the aesthetic value and it 
"directly affects the emotional and volitional relation of man to the world." All three 
concepts are closely tied to "social facts," the historical and social conditions of the reality 
that change constantly through time. 
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Let us illustrate these concepts with specific reference to children's literature. Take 
C. S. Lewis' The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe as an example. This established 
children's literature classic is regarded as a work of art because it draws attention to itself 
and gives pleasure when we read it. Although it can also be used as anthropological material 
to tell how British children spend their holidays in the fifties, its attraction as a literary story 
outshines its other functions. As an artistic form, it is imbued with aesthetic values; making 
possible what Lukacs calls an orderly arrangement of raw materials from life. It does not 
only offer entertainment by giving us sensual pleasure but creates meaning and affects man's 
relation to the world. The Lion is considered a work of art because it confirms some of the 
basic norms of oiir society: it has a good plot and brilliant characterisation. Moreover, its 
description of the children protagonists in the story is based on his contemporary social facts, 
which give a sense of realism and immediacy to the readers. However, Lewis offered us 
more than simple conventions: instead of sticking to a completely realistic or totally fantastic 
fairy tale world, he combines the two genres and narrates a story in a realistic setting with 
a magical tendency: through the wardrobe one walks into the world of Narnia, a microcosm 
of our own reality. This technique follows the tradition in Alice in Wonderland but Lewis 
is able to expand it and creates a tangible story world imbued with themes that reach deep 
into the issues of good and evil. In this way the story is to be read as an extraordinary 
allegory of life that prompts us to reflect upon important questions of life. 
These three aesthetic concepts, as crucial factors in the formal amlysis of art, do not 
exist in isolation but co-exist with extra-aesthetic functions, norms and values. As 
Mukarovsky observes, in some forms of art there is a gradual transition or oscillation 
between the aesthetic and extra-aesthetic function. For literature, "the competition is between 
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the aesthetic and the communicative functions" (71), Pedagogy is a communicative act of 
education. The debate in the present context can thus be conceptualised as the competition 
between the aesthetic and pedagogical functions. 
The oscillation between the two functions exposes the basic dynamics of various 
aspects of development in children's literature both diachronically and synchronically. One 
aspect is the rise of children's literature in a specific place or the different developmental 
paces of children's literature in various countries. When children's books first appeared in 
both the west and in China, they were not regarded as an art. Before the 18th century, the 
west made "no clear distinction between instruction and entertainment in children's literature. 
Most stories and poems written for children were designed to convey useful information or 
moral advice" {Encarta, n.p.)- In other words, the pedagogical functions of the children's 
books dominated and aesthetic functions were regarded as secondary. An example is 
Aesop's Fables. Although originally written for adults, children were allowed to read the 
book because the fables carried good morals. However, as time goes by, the borderline 
between the aesthetic and the extra-aesthetic is redefined when the aesthetic norms change 
with the transformation in collective awareness (and social facts). With the development of 
educational psychology and the rise of specialised textbooks, people relate to the aesthetic 
function in children's literature more easily as compared with the past. Children's literature 
is recognised as such when the aesthetic values in certain works are recognised to be 
dominant and the pedagogical values deemed secondary. Now Aesop's Fables is considered 
a children literature classic not because of its morals, but because it is fun to read. 
Once the aesthetic norms are established and a specific work recognised as a piece 
of art, Mukarovsky says the aesthetic functions would suppress all other extra-aesthetic 
functions. Similarly from the modem point of view, the aesthetic function of children's 
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literature would outshine the pedagogical function because the primary nature of all art forms 
is to provide an aesthetic experience. 
Mukarovsky also points out that the aesthetic function can supplant some other 
function which the object or activity has lost in the course of its development. This means 
that if an initial function diminishes with time, the aesthetic function takes over. An obvious 
example is relics. The original pragmatic function of a chair in the imperial palace of 
Beijing would be supplanted by its aesthetic function now. An example from children's 
literature is The Diary ofAnne Frank. As a Jewish girl who had to go into hiding under 
Narzism, Arme Frank wrote a diary which was meant to record her own hopes and 
frustrations, and functioned as a personal dialogue with one's own self. After she died, the 
original function of her diary was taken over by the aesthetic function; soon, the work 
became a modern canon in children's literature. As Mukarovsky says, this feature often 
causes "cultural conservatism in the sense that it preserves for a future period human 
products and institutions which have lost their original, practical function, so that they can 
again be used, this time in a different practical function" (22). Interestingly this 
characteristic overlaps with the aim of the pedagogical function, which is to "preserve" 
values and knowledge by transmitting them to children. This shows that aesthetics and 
pedagogy share some common traits and are not antagonistic to each other. 
The compatibility of aesthetics and pedagogy is further reinforced when Mukarovsky 
suggests that aesthetic values are in fact made up of exlra--aestlietic elements. Upon 
analysis, every element in a work of art -- from the medium to the thematic content -
contains values that are basically extra-aesthetic. As Mukarovsky puts it: "If we ask 
ourselves at this point what has happened to aesthetic value, it appears that it has dissolved 
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into individual extra-aesthetic values, and is really nothing but a general lerm for the dynamic 
totality of their mutual interrelationships" (88). The values contained in the art work, 
however, are different from the complex system of values in the collective because the values 
have been regrouped and thus transformed in the work of art. Art, in this sense, does not 
directly reflect but mediates reality. This view is very close to that of Lukacs: "Form is the 
truly social element in literature... the connecting link between creator aiid audience, the only 
category of literature that is both social and aesthetic" {Art and Society 36). The task of art 
is to alert us to this link between the mediation (form) and the reality mediated (life): "[o]nIy 
a tension between extra-aesthetic values of a work and life-values of a collective enables a 
work to affect the relation between individual and reality, and to affect is the proper task of 
art" (Mukarovsky 93). In other words, art provides opportunities for its audience to reflect 
on their relations to reality -- the aesthetic experience is at the same time an educational 
experience for the perceiver. Art, afterall, enlightens. 
This argument reveals that the debate between the aesthetic and pedagogical function 
of children's literature is in fact a pseudo problem. Aesthetics and pedagogy are not 
mutually exclusive although there is an intrinsic tension between them. Didacticism, an overt 
and oppressive form of pedagogy, would stifle aesthetic pleasure. But quality children's 
literature is able to fulfil both aesthetic and pedagogical requirements. For the best form 
of pedagogy is dialogic, and the highest goal of pedagogy is perhaps enlightenment activated 
through dialogism. Simple transmission of facts, knowledge or values can easily be achieved 
by other means but we have to draw on children's literature for its function to enlighten. We 
have all seen children being moved by a book, which shows that children, like adults, are 
equally susceptible to the "affective" power of the art form. Good children's books, like 
adult ones, pose questions of life to us. As C.S. Lewis says, "I am almost inclined to set 
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it up as a canon that a children's story which is enjoyed only by children is a bad children's 
story. The good ones last" (59). If we recognise that self-reflection on our relationship 
with reality is one of the central concerns of life, then perhaps we should be more than 
willing to let children be exposed to the benign influence of literature without too much 
interference. Art for art's sake could give way to art for the child's sake. 
IV. DIALOGISM，THE EVALUATION OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
Having refuted the claims that children's literature is inferior to adult's literature, we 
can tackle another central issue in genre criticism: with what criteria should we use to 
evaluate children's literature? 
If children's literature is "equally" literary as adult's literature, should we judge it by 
the "same” standard (or standards) we use in evaluating adult's literature? Can we suppose 
that books enjoyed by children would also be enjoyed by adults, and for the same reasons? 
Or should we treat children's literature as a completely different category and develop some 
generically specific set of critical tools for them? Even in adult literary criticism, different 
literary circles in different societies at different times use different standards to evaluate 
different literary genres. A polyphony of evaluation criteria seems to be a healthy sign of 
development in literary criticism. It would be reductive to claim that one evaluates 
children's literature by the "same" standard of adult's literature for there is no single set of 
criteria; it would be equally reductive to say books enjoyed by children must be enjoyed by 
all adults. As emergent art forms mature, it is natural for them to develop their own 
standards for evaluation. As the development of children's literature gains momentum in 
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both quality and quantity, we should recognise its specificities and formulate additional, if 
not entirely different, critical framework for its assessment. 
Such an approach has its own problems though. One representative position is held 
by Peter Hunt, who expresses his worries this way: "In suggesting that we require additional 
critical weapons [in evaluating children's literature], there is often the implication that our 
subject is not just different, but lesser’ and instead of examining where the difference lies by 
analyzing texts, the emphasis often shifts to the intended audience" (Bentor ed., Signposts 
to Criticisms in Children's Literature 115-6). Hunt proposes to avoid the danger of being 
diverted from the text by simply excluding the intended audience, the. child, from the critics， 
consideration. He says that what is regarded as good and popular among children is not 
important at all; in order to uphold the high literary standard, one should judge by means of 
the current aesthetic standard used in adult's literature. 
Hunt's view c ^ o t attract too many supporters because it is certainly unrealistic to 
ignore children in the evaluation as they are the actual readers of the books. The job of a 
critic is to serve the audience by providing useful insights. This is a critic's conscience and 
cannot be neglected. Hunt is right in pomting out realistically that most criticisms are 
written for adults, not children; but it would be fatal to induce that we can exclude children's 
taste and concerns from our consideration. It may be true that literary cnticisms are mostly 
written for the select few who would bother to read them; but this should not exclude the 
majority of the audience from the consideration of the critics. 
As we have pointed out eadier, children's Hterature is still a young genre. It would 
be premature to demand that we use a c o _ e t e l y different set of critical tools for its 
evaluation. However, we can appropriate existing cridcal concepts from the adult's literary 
system and with refinement, apply them on children's literature. 
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For a starting point, there is one criterion on which further development of critical 
concepts on children's literature could be based: the dialogic possibility opened through the 
work of art -- a unique trait that would allow both the aesthetic and the pedagogical function 
to be addressed. 
The highest ideal of children's literature is to affect and arouse reflection so that 
enlightenment could be attained. This can be done most effectively through dialogues --
dialogues between reader and the text, between author and the reader, or those as mediated 
between one text and another. 
Let us confine our discussion to narrative literature. Although the family of 
children's literature houses a large number of sub-genres ranging from poetry, fiction to 
drama, narrative fiction is by far the most popular form among children. As discussed by 
Applebee, a child possesses a sense of narrative at a very early age and develops this sense 
as he or she grows up. Story-telling is a universal activity found in parents-children 
interaction. Fairy tales, myths, fables and children's fiction including fantasies and realistic 
stories are all children's favourites, which outnumber the reading and production of other 
genres such as nursery rhymes and children's poetry. This situation is especially evident in 
Hong Kong. The use of narrative in children's literature is only an instance of its general 
popularity in the society at large. As Margaret Meek points out, "narrative is a primary act 
of mind, and the emphasis on the fact that we live by the stories we tell ourselves about 
ourselves, has now become the cosmology of literature" (cited in Hunt, Children，s Literature 
173). And Jerome Bruner argues for the importance of narrative in the study of culture this 
way: "we organize our experience and our memory of human happenings mainly in the form 
of narrative" and "narrative is a conventional form, transmitted culturally and constrained 
by each individual's level of mastery and his conglomerate of prosthetic devices, colleagues, 
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and mentors" ("The Narrative Construction of Reality" 4). Like all art, which focuses on 
one's relationship with reality, a narrative is "a version of reality whose acceptability is 
governed by convention" (4). Bmner calls the understanding of narrative the mastery of one 
of our "cultural tool kits," to be learnt as we read, hear or create stories. It is in narrative 
literature that the space for interactive dialogue can be found. 
Dialogue between reader and text is possible when the "magic" of the book works on 
a child. Walter Benjamin has written a moving piece titled "Child reading" which describes 
a child's wonderful interaction with books. It is worth quoting in full: 
Child reading. - You are given a book from the school library. In the lower 
classes they are simply handed out. Only now and again do you dare to 
express a wish. Often, in envy, you see coveted books pass into other hands. 
At last desire was granted. For a week you were wholly given up to the soft 
drift of the text, that surrounded you as secretly, densely and unceasingly as 
snowflakes. You entered it with limitless trust. The peacefulness of the book 
that enticed yoii further and further! Its contents did not much matter. For 
you were reading at the time when yoii stiil made up stories in bed. the child 
seeks his way along the half-hidden path. Reading, he covers his ears; the 
book is on a table that is far too high, and one hand is always on the page. 
To him the hero's adventures can still be read in the swirling letters like 
figures and messages in drifting snowflakes. His breath is part of the air of 
the events narrated, and all the participants brcathe with his life. He mingles 
with the characters far more closely than grown-ups do. He is unspeakably 
touched by the deeds, the words that are exchanged, and, when he gets up, 
is blanched over and over by the snow of his reading (Benjamin 71-2). 
This "magic" is what scholars like DoIezel, Bmner or Benton analysed as the experience of 
entering the "possible worlds." According to Benton, the experience of the possible world 
is both fictional and real: fictional because it oniy exists in the text; real because we actually 
feel and experience it. It has a three-dimensional structure conceptualised in terms of level, 
distance, and process, which corresponds to the primary world. "Level" refers here to the 
conscious or unconscious activity during the reading process; "distance" is related to the 
degree of involvement, and "process" implies the time frame in the story. In the possible 
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world, it is the reader's mental imagery lhat lends the secondary world substance. That is 
why a child would feel that the literary world he or she enters is real. 
Compared to adults, children are more willing to assume literary beliefs and enter 
possible worlds. Children identify with characters easily and tend to involve themselves 
more readily iri the text. It might actually be suggested that quality children's literature 
should possess the ability to induce children to visit the possible worlds. This in fact is an 
example of appropriation: in adult's literature, there are criticisms against identification 
because there is the danger of socialisation and the fear that reader would accept the ideology 
of the text without questions. However, empathy is necessary for children, who tend to read 
and react affectively with their entire beings 一一 physically and mentally, with all their hearts. 
Possible worlds give rise to intertextuality, and allow the reader to interact with a 
variety of texts. Benton thinks the mode of the secondary world is "dialogic" in nature. 
When they entrust themselves to the possible world of the text a dialogic relationship is 
created. Borrowing Bakhtin's concept of dialogisin, which states that the novel "is a 
phenomenon multiform in style and variform in speech and voice" (261)，Benton says the 
"very variety of discourses within the novel both prevents the imposition of a single authorial 
view of the world and leads to the creation of a multiplicity of secondary worlds as readers 
exercise their capacities for 'responsive understanding' during reading" (32). The diversities 
found in fictional narrative enable a reader to experience a sense of a living possible world 
that is creatively dialogic. It is an experience limked to a rich intertextuality opening up to 
other possible worlds yet to be created. 
Through interacting with the texl: the child reader is also able to interact with the adult 
author, sharing the experience of reading with other adult readers. In this way, one mission 
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of children's literature - to open up possibilities for communication between children and 
adults -- may be achieved. Hopefully children's literature can become a site where 
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exchanges on questions of life are conducted between children and adults. 
This chapter examines the nature and characteristics of children's literature. The fact 
that children's literature has developed out of a "fissure" from adult's literature and its 
apparent pedagogical function can account for its current subordinate status in the literature 
family. Drawing on Jan Mukarovsky's aesthetic theory, I have argued that the aesthetic and 
pedagogical function of children's literature are not necessarily antagonistic, but can be 
complementary to one another. As a relatively young genre, there is still heated debate over 
the nature of children's literature and so far, we have not yet developed many sophisticated 
critical tools for its evaluation. The fact that children are more willing than adult readers to 
assume literary beliefs and enter into the "possible worlds" of the text, especially narrative 
fiction, can become the starting point for us to re-shape critical concepts for the evaluation 
of children's literature. The concept of possible worlds, itself tied to the opening up of 
dialogic possibilities in children's literature, will be explored in the next chapter with 
reference to textual analysis in the local context. 
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Notes for Chapter Three: 
1. Western publication industry in the west thrived in the 19th century, lending great support 
to the development of children's literatiire in both Britain and America. Simplified versions 
of adult literature appeared for children, such as the renowned Tales from Shakespeare 
written by Charles and Mary Lamb. A number of important works were translated and 
published, including Grimm's Fairy Tales (1823), Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales (1846) and 
The Arabian Nights (1841). Children's fiction flourished and many of the books published 
in the century became canons of children's literature. There were fantasies such as Lewis 
Carroll's classics, Alice 's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, 
published in 1865 and 1872 respectively. School stories such as Thomas Hughes's Tom 
Brown's Schooldays appeared in 1857. By then people accepted children can also be readers 
of good literature and famous writers began to write for them. Examples included Walter 
Scott, W. M. Thackeray and Charles Dickens. The laUer finished his Child's History of 
England in 1855. Literature targeted at boy and girls separately gradually came into the 
American scene. In 1880’ Johanna Spyri wrote Heidi on the Alps and in 1868，Louisa M. 
Alcott created the four sisters in Little Women. Mark Twain's Adventures of Tom Sa^yer 
and Adventurers ofHucklebeny Finn was printed in 1876 and 1884 respectively. Entering 
the 20th century, the market for children's books expanded with more diversifications. New 
genres appear, including animal stories, adventure stories, detective stories and science 
fiction. One will always remember the thrill when we first met the beaver in Wind in the 
Willows (1908，by Kenneth Grahame), the horrible single-legged pirate in Treasure Island 
(1881 by Robert Louis Stevenson), or Peter Pan (1904, by John Barrie), the boy who 
refused to grow up, and the highly intelligent Sherlock Hom1es. After the war, children's 
literature became an immensely profitable industry. The Children's Literature Association 
was set up, and several prize award appeared in the Anglo-American woiid, including 
Newbery, the Eleanor Farjeon and the Carnegie Medal. C. S. Lewis, Raymond Briggs, Roal 
Dahl and' Maurice Sendak are some of the great names which move our children's hearts 
today. 
2 Western children's literature was introduced jnto China by a group of keeii translators 
including Liang Qichao (梁啓超），Lin Shu (林経）Zhou •口3丨5116叩（周貴生），Xu Nianci 
(許年慈）.Lu Xun (魯迅 ) and Zhou Zuoren (周作人）also translated a number of stones 
and fables. 
3 Dr Wong Wang-chi has kindly pointed out that translation of such "children\s literature" 
in late Qing was in fact meant for adult readers in his comments on the final draft ot my 
thesis Here I quoted his views iii full: "[I]t is important to bear in mind that these works 
were translated during the late Qing not as children's literature. I have wntten several 
articles on the translation activities in the late Qing, and my main argument is people 
translated out of various reasons, and the most important one was political: for national 
salvation They hoped to introduce western ikeratm.e as a means to enlighten the people and 
in this way strengthen the country. Of course, they were education, as most children's 
literature are But they were never meant for children. Children, as readers ... were largely 
neglected In Shu the most important translator of the period, could never agree that he was 
translating children's literature for the children. Readers, like Lu Xun, Zhou Zuoren and 
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even Bing Xin, were not children when they read Lin's translation. Moreover, Lin translated 
in standard and beautiful, hence sophisticated classical Chinese, the Tungcheng guwen, which 
was undoubtedly too difficult for kids. I may also cite one more example, Aesop'e Fables. 
The first translation of Aesop's Fables was done in 1840, by a British missionary in 
Guangzhou. His purpose was to use this translation as a language instruction book to teach 
foreigners Chinese, or more specifically, Cantonese. 
4. After Ye, Feng Zikai (豐手1、豈）appropriated the western fable and wrote a collection of 
short stories which were imbued with the Buddhist idea of "yin-guo “ (「因果」）[Karma]. 
Chinese children's fiction also appeared, such as works of Guo Moruo (学-|5、沫若）.One 
special genre in Chinese children's literature is the prose, sanwen ( 散 文 ) a n d its 
representative writer Bing Xin ( ^oj> )，author of the renown Ji 1/<30(^ "功殘寄小讀者力〉[丁0 
Little Readers]. A large number of children writers appeared in the thirties, such as Chen 
Bochui (陳伯吹），Zhang Tianyi (張天翼），who wrote Tutu Dawang (《秀秀大王》）[The 
Bald King] , and Wong Hing-wan ( 黃 慶 雲 ） ’ the editor of Modern Children Magazine. 
Chen remains an important Chinese children writer who composes poetry, prose, fiction, 
fables and drama for children today. 
5. A large amount of secondary information in the present study comes from books written 
by Taiwan scholars, who have done a particularly good job in historical research. Wu Ding 
(吳鼎），Qiu Gerong (邱各容），Lin Wenbo (林文寶） a r e examples of contemporary 
important children's literary scholars from Taiwan. 
6. For a good discussion on this issue, see chapter two in Peter Hunt's Criticism, Theory and 
Children 's Literature and Perry Nodelman (ed.) Festschrift: A Ten Year Retrospective. For 
views of Chinese critics, refer to the first two chapters in Wu Ding's Ertong Wenxue Yanjiu. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
GENRE OF LONGING 
In the last chapter we have tried to identify the characteristics of children's literature 
and discuss the concept of dialogism in quality children's literature. In this chapter we 
proceed from a general review of forms to the specific level of individual works. We would 
focus on one specific form of children's literature -- the narrative fiction -- and examine 
selected works produced by local authors in order to exemplify the dialogic characteristic of 
children's literature as discussed earlier. The three groups of texts (autobiography, short 
story and fable) analysed below represent different sub-genres of narrative literature written 
within the period of 1985-1995. The texts are carefully chosen to allow comparison and 
contrast in its structure and the thematic content. Structurally the various demands of 
different sub-genres have prompted writers to employ different textual strategies -- such as 
the evocation of possible worlds, shift of generic mode and the use of intertexuality -- to 
achieve dialogism. The following analysis would show how children's literature is adopted 
as a means to: (1) come to lerms with our past through childhood, (2) negotiate with our 
present social identity, and (3) carry out social criticism with a sense of longing for utopia 
with emphasis on the themes of death, home and dystopia. Positioned as works that belong 
to a genre of longing, the selected texts would allow us to mediate the ciiUural problematics 
faced by Hong Kong people and empower us to deal with life problems with a heart of hope. 
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PART I 
COMING TO TERMS WITH PAST SELF --
LONGING AND CHILDHOOD AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
The first group of texts, including Wong Hing-wan's Qinqin Xiao Shihou ( 
《親親小時候》）[Kissing Childhood, hereafter abbreviated as Kissing] and Ho Chi's 
Tongnian de Wo (《童年白勺-我》）[Me as a Child, abbreviated as Me] are chosen because 
of two reasons. Firstly, both texts are reminiscences of childhood written in the form of 
autobiography. This sub-genre involves the presentation of a past childhood to the modern 
child reader and contains both nostalgic and forward looking dimensions. Therefore it is the 
best example to illustrate the unique longing (as argued in chapter one) that is found in 
children's literature. Secondly as autobiographies, the two books lay claims to being realistic 
narratives that seek to portray a "truthful" representation of the past. Autobiography is a 
good example of "expressive realism,"^ which emphasises the mimetic function of literature 
and locates the writer as the text's source of meaning. This notion is held by a large number 
of people as "common sense" and accounts for the popularity of realistic fiction. The 
realistic short story, as observed in the last chapter, is the most popular form of children's 
literature in Hong Kong. An investigation into the operation of dialogism, which stresses 
the mediating function of literature and the interactive meaning construction process among 
author, text and reader, would provide fresh angles in reading realistic texts. 
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I. STORY, TEXT AND NARRATION 
Narratologist Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan provides us with a convenient schema to 
analyse narrative literature in Contemporary Poetics when he suggests that a narrative is 
composed of three levels: story, text and narration (3). "Story” refers to the narrated events 
and the participants as abstracted from the text. It involves elements of plot and 
characterisation. "Text," or sometimes called "discourse," is the spoken or written stretches 
of language which undertake the job of telling. Although this level has been explored by 
literary scholars for a long time, it is by no means exhausted. The recent focus on the 
problematics of ideology and subjectivities as inscribed by the literary text still provides new 
perspectives for literary analysis. It is also the level where literary devices that facilitate the 
construction of "possible worlds" can be found. The third level "narration" refers to the 
communication process of relating the story from narrator to the narratee, or more precisely, 
from the implied author to the implied reader. The implied author is an authorial presence 
deduced from the text and correspondingly, the implied reader is the reader the text creates 
for itself who would reconstruct meaning upon its invitation.^ In the case of children's 
literature, the implied reader, by convention, is the child. This is the level where dialogic 
interaction among text, reader and author takes place. The following analysis would first 
concentrate on the exploration of the issue of death with reference to the idea of the child, 
and then proceed to show dialogism works through the interaction of text and narration. 
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II. STORY ON DEATH: ADULTS AND PAST SELF IN ME AND KISSING 
Me is Ho Chi's autobiographical account of his own childhood from 40s to 50s in 
Hong Kong. The 39 short chapters of the book can be divided into three chronologically 
ordered parts marked by two major transformations. Chapter one to seven is a narrative of 
Ho's sad childhood days when he and his widowed mother suffered from the horrors of war 
during the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong. When the news of Japanese surrender finally 
arrived, Ho was transformed from a sad chiid to a happy one. The second part, which forms 
the bulk of the book, stretches from Ho's entry to primary school at the age of eight to the 
loss of his close friend Molly at twelve. It is a period of happiness substantiated by 
friendship, in particular with Kou Chai and Molly, two cherished friends whom he would 
sadly lose by the end of the book. Kou Chai is drowned in an accident and Ho is forced to 
give up his friendship with Molly after a night time adventure at Wan Chai playground that 
winds up at the police station. The third part consists of the last three chapters of Me, 
which relate Ho's subsequent transfer to another school, marking his transition to 
adolescence. 
Instead of recounting a long period that spans over ten years of childhood like Me, 
Kissing is Wong Hing-wan's recollection of a relatively short period of time when she lived 
in a garden at Shatin as a child. The 31 chapters in Kissing focus on describing Wong's 
happy time there and the occasional disruptions that piiiicUiate the harmonious life. Unlike 
Me, which stresses the chronological sequence of the narrated events, temporal linkage 
among the episodes in Kissing are not emphasised. Instead, the narrative is organised 
according to Wong's interactions with three different groups of subjects. They include 
interaction with plants and animals (chapters 2，8, 10，11，17, 20 and 22); interactions among 
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the three sisters (chapters 12 to 16, 18, 28 to 30) and interactions with and among the adults 
(9，21’ 23 to 27). The remaining chapters (1’ 19 and 31) are "pivotal" narratives which act 
as an introduction, a mid-way summary and a final recapitulation respectively. By the end 
of the story Wong also loses two of her best friends -- the dog Ah Lok is beaten to death by 
robbers and her cousin Jane dies of malaria -- and she subsequently moves out of Shatin. 
What distinguishes these two stories is the importance attached to death and its related 
images throughout the texts. 
Death, in either physical or spiritual form, is the force behind every transformation 
in Me. The transformations are caused by disillusioimients which force Ho to grow up. 
The earliest disillusionment experienced by young Ho is the realisation of the horrors of war 
as he encounters real corpses after an air raid. The surrender of the Japanese, which brings 
peace, means Ho is no longer under the threats of death. The second disillusionment 
experienced by Ho is the death news of his playmate Kou Chai. After the event, Ho dares 
not go back to the mine where they used to play and where Kou Chai was drowned. 
Interestingly he refers to the mine as the "paradise lost" (23)，which symbolises the loss of 
innocence in humanity as in Ho's childhood. The third and most important disillusionment 
is the night adventure at Wan Chai. The playground at Wan Chai, long imagined as a "holy" 
place of mystery (53), turns out to be a place of crime where Ho first witnesses cruelty and 
the lesser side of human nature. Rascals bully a weak old man, rob him and beat his dog 
to death. When Ho and Molly try to help, they are beaten up and rescued later by the 
police. The incident signals the end of Ho's stage of innocence/ignorance: "I finally realise 
how high the sky and how deep the earth is ... “ (70). The final disillusionment comes when 
Ho indirectly causes the death of Molly's dog and brings an end to their friendship. Later 
Molly moves away and Ho "moves further and further away from childhood" (90). 
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Afterwards Ho changes to another school; he "enters adolescence and childhood ends 
abruptly in a sense of loss" (92). 
Indeed images of death, which fill the entire book, forni an integral part of Ho's 
childhood: corpses on the wet ground (4); attempted murder of a woman by a Japanese (4); 
death of his father (6); threats of death caused by bombing (10); ghost stories (21); death of 
Kou Chai's father (29) and taboos on miscarriage (43) are a few of the examples. 
Adults are also closely connected with images of death. They are presented as the 
direct or indirect actant responsible for all the disillusionments in Ho's childhood. For 
example, Kou Chai goes to the mine at midnight because he has been badly scolded and 
beaten by his mother, and is finally drowned there. A gang of worthless adults beat the old 
man's dog to death and seeks revenge after their wicked deeds are exposed by Ho, Molly and 
her cousin. It is parental interference that causes Molly and Ho to give up their precious 
friendship. To a certain extent adults are the "angels of death" that brings destruction. 
Despite the adverse conditions of life, childhood is highly idealised in Me. 
Interactions among the children in the story are perfectly harmonious and happy; though 
sometimes children love fun, they often act with the best intentions. The golden days of 
childhood, such as the time spent playing at the mine and on the rooftop, are depicted 
without the interference of adults. 
This idealisation reminds us of Lukdcs' description when people enjoy a life free from 
alienation. Childhood, viewed by Ho with an incessant sense of longing, could here be 
compared to our lost authentic life. From this perspective, death in Me is nol to be read only 
in physical terms; in fact it represents the final alienation, the force that negates the goodness 
in life. Adults, who are always associated with death, represent the negation of children. 
As a child Ho's reactions to the authority of death and adults can be described as 
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passive acceptance. Surely he can do nothing to stop death; but afterwards he does nothing 
to resolve his inner agonies and even avoid facing this important fact of life. For instance, 
he would never visit the inine again after Kou Chai's death; he would refrain from the 
playground and the rooftop after Mo Mo died and Molly left. Death has become a taboo that 
blocks dialogues. In front of adults Ho is also acquiescent and never has a voice. He is 
heavily scolded and beaten by his mother whenever he did something wrong and is not given 
any chance to defend. Take the time he mixed up the mahJongs by mistake as an example. 
The incidents are put down in reported speech because the child Ho has to depend on the 
adult Ho to give him a voice: "Mother was furious and I was badly beaten for what I did. 
I couched myself up in bed and cried till midnight" (38). Similar to tlie power death holds 
over life, adults possess absolute authority over children. Under this circumstance, dialogue 
between adults and children becomes impossible. 
Here Ho has depicted a "monologic" paradigm of adult-child relationship which is 
hierarchical. Only an authoritative one-way communication is in place here. Power is 
reserved for adults alone, and children has no means to relieve themselves from the 
hierarchical relationship except to outgrow their childhood and become adults. 
In terms of perspective and orientation towards death and the adult-child relationship, 
Kissing is in complete contrast to Me. The story begins with a happy state characterised by 
the harmonious relationship between nature and people. Wong treats every animal as an 
equal being and makes friends with (hem. Her relationship with her elder sister and cousin 
Jane is in perfect harmony. Even relationships among adults, such as maid Foon and 
labourer Ah Kai, are presented as smooth and friendly. Death, on the other hand, is a motif 
that links up the childhood events with the disruption of harmony. The death of animals are 
frequent: fishes, hens, pigeons, pigs and diicks all die. Their deaths are significant because 
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as Wong says, she "loves every animal as a friend." Jane soon dies of malaria and upsets 
the loving circle of Wong and her sisters. By the end of the novel the dog Ah Lok dies in 
defending a gang of armed robbery, a catastrophe that negates the trust among adults. 
Death, however, is viewed as something natural and Wong's reaction to it is much more 
positive. She scolds the fisherman who bombs the fish and investigates into the cause of the 
pigeons' death. She refrains from mentioning Jane in front of Jane's mother only because 
she is afraid that it would make her unhappy; and she tries to come to terms with the death 
of Ah Lok by mourning and visiting the graves. Although death cannot be reverted, other 
disruptions can more or less be remedied in terms of either understanding or hope for a 
better future. The robbers, for instance, are finally caught and a government official 
promises for them a safe environment free from malaria. Death is not the absolute negation 
of life but may actually bring new hope. 
Similarly the adult is not viewed as the negation of children and childhood in Kissing. 
Here, adults are no longer seen as the angels of death but are benevolent beings. The power 
of adults are fully recognised but they do not impose mles or make use of their often 
advantageous position to control children. For instance, Father, Foon and Ah Kai have all 
been described as "gods" as they are a source of knowledge (also a kind of power) to the 
children. They act as guardians who help children to grow up. Under the guidance of 
adults, in particular Wong's father, children go to pick beans, watch waterfalls, plant 
mushrooms and discover knowledge about nature. Adulthood, for Wong, is to be admired 
because being ati adult is "fun and knowledgeable" (105). However, the weakness of adults 
are also criticised. For instance, Wong rebukes the fisherman who uses explosives to kill 
fish and exposes the cruelty of adults when her family slaughter "Madam Hen" heartlessly. 
Neither are children idealised in Kissing. They are portrayed as lovely innocent creatures 
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and normal beings with faults. For instance, upon knowing that her sister comes first in 
class, Wong becomes jealous and loses her temper. 
As compared to the helpless and submissive child in Me, children in Kissing enjoy 
a much more comparable status with adults, which can be seen from the fact that Wong，s 
voice can be heard in every event. Wong, assuming a child's role, speaks freely and loudly 
to every individual being in every single incident. She is on equal status with the adults. 
She speaks playfully to her father, whom she loves; boldly to her teacher and mother, whom 
she respects; and exchanges dialogues with Ali, Foon, Ah Kai and even the monk. When 
she does something wrong, like wanting to keep a kitten as pet, or becoming jealous of her 
sister, she is not scolded, but gently led by her father to realise the wrongdoing through 
reason (66, 102). Imagination is presented as a source of power for children. For instance, 
after meeting the group of secondary students, in order to combat the disadvantages of being 
a child, Wong and her sisters "imagine" they have grown up already. Although Wong has 
to depend on adults in her acquisition of knowledge, her imaginations allow her to create 
stories with her sisters. The children are masters of their creations; and stories empower 
thern as they enter new worlds through creative imagination. A "dialogic" paradigm of 
adult-child relationship is shown in Kissing. Adults' power, derived from their knowledge, 
can be shared with children; and children are endowed with the gifl. of imaginations, which 
empower them in disadvantageous situations. Both children and adults are given a voice as 
dialogue between adults and children is not only possible, but also encouraged. 
Though the story moves towards the negation of tl)e happy status of childhood, 
childhood itself does not die. Disruptive experiences are part of childhood experiences 
though they need not bring an end to childhood; hence "We left Shatin when we were not 
yet grown up" (117). To Wong, childhood is the happiest period for we enjoy close, 
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harmonious relationships with nature. But one is "bound to grow up" (112) and disruptions, 
among them incidences of death either natural or humanly induced, are part of this inevitable 
process. 
As autobiographies written for children, the two works also represent different efforts 
by the respective writers to review their past selves, reorganise events and recreate them in 
the form of stories. In reviving the memories, childhood is resurrected and lived once again. 
Theoretically literature can thus act as the site where the past and the present meet and any 
discrepancies between them are reconciled. In Me Ho has presented a childhood picture that 
is filled with dilemmas: on one hand he portrays a childhood that is threatened by death and 
oppressed by adults; on the other hand, he shows that childhood can be perfectly happy if 
not for the interference of adults. However, he does nothing to bridge the discrepancies 
between the two views. He accepts the monologic power relationship between adults and 
children with little criticism. From this perspective, childhood, as far as Ho is concerned, 
is dead. So is the past. That is why Ho can only communicate with the past in the 
monologic language -- because it is the language of mourning. If Kissing is also viewed as 
an attempt for Wong to come to terms with her past, she does it in a most complacent way. 
Instead of the monologic model of mourning as found in Me, Wong presents to us a dialogic 
model of empowerment. Unlike Ho, Wong was not suppressed by adults and was able to 
express her opinion as a child. By giving a voice to the child and putting in hope where 
death strikes, she succeeds in empowering her inner longings and conducts a dialogue with 
her past self. 
The above analysis on the level of story shows two different paradigms of 
relationship. What we have found in Me is a monologic relationship, and in Kissing, a 
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dialogic one. In fact such an orientation is consistently mirrored on the levels of text and 
narration. The concept of "possible world," which is central in unravelling the meaning 
construction process in children's literature, would next be explored. Its application in the 
present context should also provide us with fresh perspectives in the interpretation of realistic 
narratives. 
III. DIALOGISM, THE CONSTRUCTION OF POSSIBLE WORLDS 
1. Possible Worlds and Children's Literature 
The concept of "possible world" was first coined by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz in 
Theodicy in 1790 when he said God has created "the best of all possible worlds" for us. 
Actually, the idea can be traced back to a philosophical discussion a year before in another 
article ”De libertate": "It cannot be denied that many stories, especially lhose we call novels, 
may be regarded as possible, even if they do nol: actually take place in this particular 
sequence of the universe which God has chosen" (263). The application to the concept of 
"possible worlds" in narrative literature is put clearly by Leibniz's advocate Christian Wolff 
half a century later: "We could elucidate this notion [of possible worlds] also by referring 
to invented stories which are usually called novels... I have to consider each such story as 
nothing else than a narrative of something that can take place in some other world.'" 
Lubomir Dolezel describes this notion as "a radically new theory of the relationship between 
literature and reality."^ The "old" theory Dolezel has in mind is the Aristotelian notion of 
mimesis, which regards literature as an imitation and reflection of reality. "Possible worlds" 
is thus a pioneering concept that emphasises that literature is a construction and bears no 
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direct relationship to reality. 
This concept is revived by modern theorists such as Jerome Bixmer and Michael 
Benton when research emphasis on meaning production develops towards an interaction 
model.5 In the words of Michael Benton in "Possible World and Narrative Voices," the 
possible world can be conceived thus: 
[D]uring reading, when we are "lost in a book,，we inhibit a mental space 
between the individual psychic reality that is biologically determined for each 
of us and the actual world that is our common properly; and, in that space, 
between the reader's inner self and the words on the page, a literary hologram 
is evoked (27). 
The reading of narrative literature is an activity of entering possible worlds made viable by 
the interaction of author and reader through the text. In other words, the dialogical meaning 
construction process begins once the reader enters the possible world. The entrance to 
possible worlds is mostly found in narratives and requires the surrender of self to text. 
Though the entrance is open to readers of all ages the nature of a child is more conducive 
to such a condition. Eco suggests that the accessibility of the possible worlds depends on 
one's psychological "conceivability." This conceivability is not only a logical evaluation of 
such a possibility, but actually relates to an intuitive belief. As Tolkien points out in his 
essay "Children and Fairy-Stories": 
Children are capable, of course, of literary belief, when the story-niaker\s art 
is good enough to produce it. That state of mind has been cailed "willing 
suspension of disbelief. ” But this does not seem to me a good description of 
what happens. What really happens is that the story-maker proves a 
successful "sub-creator." He makes a Secondary World which your niind can 
enter. Inside it, what he relates is "true”： it accords with the law as of that 
world. You therefore believe it, while you are, as it were, inside. The 
moment disbelief arises, the spell is broken; the magic, or rather art, has 
failed. You are then out in the Primary World again, looking at the little 
abortive Secondary World from outside (114). 
As compared to adults, children are more willing to suspend their disbeliefs, or, to put it in 
other words, they are more willing to assume a belief in things outside the realm of logic for 
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fun's sake and thus, enter the possible world with elegant ease. Hopping in and out of the 
possible worlds is a pleasurable aesthetic experience for all readers. But more importantly, 
it is the literary text itself which leads and constrains readers in the building of possible 
worlds. Quality narratives in children's literature can induce children to visit such worlds, 
which is another way of saying they are discourses that keep meaning productively open and 
performable by their readers. 
Me and Kissing are put under scrutiny from this perspective. A large number of 
devices can be employed in texts to facilitate the building of possible worlds but three aspects 
are considered crucial. Firstly, the evoked story world has to be perceptibly credible and 
internally "authentic."^ Moreover, the creation of a subject position allows the possibility 
of effacing the reader's self into the created world. Thirdly the existence of dialogic "space" 
is important for readers to exert their reflective power and imaginations. As realistic 
autobiographies, Me and Kissing are concerned with the agenda of authenticity and the 
creation of subject positions. The mode of discourse and use of narrative filters in the two 
texts, as devices related to the aforementioned problematics, would be examined accordingly 
in the following analysis. The third point, which concerns "space" and thus a discussion 
on intertextuality, would be better illustrated with other genres such as fables in the coming 
sections. 
2. Credibility and Authenticity in Possible Worlds in Me and Kissing 
Discourse in the third person point of view is regarded by convention as most reliable 
and credible because the anonymous omniscient narrator, as a covert "disinterested" party, 
gives readers the impression of objectivity. First person autobiographical narratives, such 
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as Me and Kissing, however, give rise to another form of authority. Although (he first 
person point of view is limited in its observation and cannot reach the mental states of other 
characters, the complete identification of the actual author and narrator in autobiographies 
lends the discourse extra credibility. In such cases the first person narration is able to show 
extensive privileged knowledge on the narrator's own mental frame, thought and actions with 
absolute authority, thus fulfilling the pre-requisite of credibility in the formation of possible 
worlds. 
Both Me and Kissing show sophisticated awareness of their intentions and abilities 
to construct possible worlds out of the discourse. On the first page of Me the narrator says: 
"Sometimes sharing our childhood stories to other people is a good way of bringing people 
close together... people who are born in the same age often echo in harmony, and those 
younger than me would stare as if they are listening to a story from another worJd" 
(emphasis mine). On the other hand, Wong compares her task of story telIing in Kissing to 
the opening up of a world: "Now I am opening this little door for the readers so that 
everyone can go inside and look at the wonders and mysteries" (preface). The nursery 
rhyme -- Childhood Garden -- that comes before the narrative at the beginning of Kissing has 
an important function. It signals that a literary world is about to unfold and has an alienation 
effect on the reality. Being an entirely different genre from the rest of the narrative, it is 
like a spell that prepares the reader psychologically and acts as a passage into the possible 
world. 
When Todorov discusses the act of reading in Genres in Discourse, he points out 
certain conditions that facilitate the construction of an imaginary universe. First, the 
sentences in the narrative have to be predominantly referential. General and particular 
expressions, perceptible and non-perceptible events are juxtaposed to knit iip the narrative 
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but particular and perceptible events give a sense of immediacy and facilitate the evocation 
of possible worlds. The mood of the discourse also affects construction. Direct discourse, 
which eliminates all differences between narrative discourse and the universe it evokes, 
enables a direct and immediate construction (41). Referential descriptions and the use of 
direct discourse resemble the traditional ways of "showing" as opposed to "telling," with the 
former often considered more literary and more authentic. Both texts under discussion strive 
to show rather than tell. Although occasionally passages of commentary would appear in 
Me (e.g. comment on the need for national education on p. 36), most sentences are 
perceptibly referential in both texts. For example, in describing the "horrible loneliness" (8) 
Ho felt in the war days as a five-year-old child, he would qualify it by specific descriptions: 
when bombing comes, he, would hide under the cars, alone, and patiently play with the seals 
of soft drinks until everything returns to normal. And in Kissing, Wong vividly describes 
the fun they have playing with the beans: how they imagine that the beans are bracelets, 
ponytails, opera hats, earrings, moustache and even fighting weapons (14). 
Direct discourses are used to elaborate character traits in Me. For instance, in 
recalling how Ho's childhood friend Kou Chai reacts to the beating of his mother, Ho quotes 
the words of Kou Chai: "Why would it hurts? It's fun to have somebody to scratch my itch!“ 
This shows the strong, optimistic character of Kou Chai, and contrasts with his later tragic 
death. Dialogues play an important role in unfolding the story in Kissing. The entire chapter 
on story telling among the three sisters, and the description of the trip to the temple, for 
example, consist almost entirely of dialogues. Dialogues are also used frequently as a means 
of explanation and of recording discoveries. When Wong's father explains things to her, the 
explanation is always conducted through dialogues. Construction of possible worlds in these 
cases are direct and immediate. 
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3. Construction of Subject Positions in Possible Worlds in Me and Kissing 
A credible, authentic text that uses a lot of dialogues does not guarantee an evocation 
of a possible world. The dialogic potential of any text depends on how well the text can 
make the reader forgets his/her own position and efface him/herself into the created world. 
Identification and creation of subject positions are literary concepts that explain the "magical “ 
operation of possible worlds. 
Identification involves a change in point of view, or more precisely, it is an alignment 
process: from the reader's subject position to one that is close to the dominant "focaliser" 
in the text. Focalisation is an important concept in explaining the subtle shifts of 
consciousness and the constmction of subject positions. Rimmon-Kenan explains the 
difference between point of view and focalisation succinctly: when we examine the issue on 
point of view we ask "who sees?“ whereas when it concerns focalisation, the question is 
"who speaks" (72). Narrator and focaliser can be distinctly different even in autobiography, 
which uses the first-person point of v i e w � T h e most common situation is typified by a grown 
up narrator speaking in the voice of the child focaliser. John Stephens distinguishes between 
two types of texts in Language and Ideology in Children's Fiction: one type of narrative 
adopts strategies to distance the reader from the text, and the other type of narrative 
encourages readers to adopt a stance identical with that of either the narrator or the principal 
focaliser. The former discourages reader's identification by frequently unclermining the 
focaliser's authority such as showing his/her erroneous perceptions. For discourses which 
encourage an identical stance, the reader aligns him/herself with focaIising characters, 
effacing one's own selfhood and is thus reconstituted as subject within the text (68). This 
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is also the moment the reader reconstructs the imaginary universe, enters the possible world, 
and becomes "lost in a book.“ 
Although Me presents a perceptibly credible universe and also uses direct dialogues 
in its discourse, it does not encourage identification. The major indicator is the constant 
shift in focaliser, which provides a distancing effect. The narrator in Me is consistently Ho 
himself, but focalisation shifts to and fro between Ho as an adult and a child. Examples like 
this are abundant:? 
War — this cruel monster had left me with two horrible childhood memories. 
The first one was the burst of the water pipes. One day after an air-raid, 
water suddenly stopped coming from the pipes. This had happened before. 
I was only five but already knew I had to go downstairs with basins to bring 
some water home (it was not until I reached eight or nine that I knew buckets, 
a better container for water, existed). But this time water had really run out, 
even for the families downstairs. Somebody said, "The big water pipes have 
burst open! Water is coming oiUfrom the ground right around the corner of 
Fleming Road! “ I heard the news and headed towards the street corner with 
the basin. It was true that water was bursting forth from the cracks of the 
ground like a fountain. However, corpses and casualties lay around on the 
street in chaos at the same time. Some oftheir arms or legs were broken and 
their blood contaminated the water which flowed from the cracks into the 
colour ofpink. People who needed water urgently had to walk through all the 
corpses to the "fountain “ eyefor clear water. Water splashed everyone wet... 
and I was struck dumb-founded. After that incident, the horrible scene would 
reappear in my head whenever the water pipes burst or water supplies break 
down (4). 
Although it is the adult Ho here who serves as the narrator, the sentences in italics are 
focalised on the child Ho, though at the end the adult self resumes his voice again. Such a 
technique can be found on almost every page in Me. The narrator usually begins the chapter 
with the adult focaliser. As he narrates the story, he shifts to a child voice and then resumes 
his adult role eventually. This switching of identity corresponds to the changing time franie 
of the story: a narrator enters his memories, and travels to the past, speaks in the past as a 
child, and then returns to the present by the end of the story. This arrangement gives an 
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impression that the adult is always in control, and sometimes a commentary or moral would 
be given in conclusion: 
Nonetheless I believe a little struggle is not unwholesome to us. Young 
people nowadays seem to over-emphasise their own impoverishment, and their 
indulgences are often greeted with "cheap social sympathy" which is in fact 
harmful to them. I feel that disadvantages in life can become a power that 
leads us forward. When peaceful days come after the war, I cherish every 
second and embrace my life dearly (8). 
Indeed this kind of commentary, frequently seen at the end of many chapters, gives a sense 
of closure to every episode. Such closure is probably related to the fact that the story was 
first published as a serial in the newspaper though they also act effectively as a distancing 
tool. As commentaries are argumentative sentences and carry little narrative content, 
closures with commentaries disrupt the narrative flow and distance the reader from the text. 
To summarise, a reader's identification with the narrator is interrupted every time a shift 
in focalisation and commentaries occurs. Such a subject position discourages reader's 
alignment with the text and alienates the reader from experiencing the possible world. 
Unlike Me, Kissing tries its best to invite readers to identify with the text. Shifts in 
focalisation also occur here, but much less frequently. In fact, the dominant focaliser 
throughout the discourse is the child Wong and the text is designed to highlight the chilcfs 
voice. The adult narrator keeps a low profile throughout the text. Direct comments froin 
an adult's consciousness are never made. In order to highlight the child's focalisation, 
sometimes the conflicting views between child and adult towards a certain incident are 
brought up for the purpose of contrast, as in the case of Madam Hen's death: 
Not long afterwards, a dish of chicken appeared on the table for dinner. My 
cousin said, "They have killed Madam Hen." I was so shocked. "But 
Madam Hen has raised chickens for us, and one of her eyes is blind! “ I cried. 
"She is blind and cannot be cured. This is also a kind of mercy killing. 
Besides, if we had waited until she laid another nest of chicks, her meat would 
not be tender anymore," she replied. 
I wailed, and refused to eat any of the chicken. Adults were bad! Adults 
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were even worse than Ah Lok! (30) 
The focalisation here, obviously, is that of a child. The hen, to a child, is her friend and not 
food. It is cmel to kill a friend. The untagged direct free speech at the end of the passage 
shows deady the inental state of the child, reducing the distance between the character and 
the reader to a minimum. There are other occasions in the book when adults' and children's 
views diverge, and the narrator often assumes the child's voice. For instance, Wong 
considers beans as toys while the adults treat it as food (14). In another instance, Wong 
picks some firewood from the road as part of a make believe game but is scolded by her 
mother (51). One cannot help liking the lovely child-focaliser and the temptation to identify 
with her is strong. 
The successful construction of identical stance is seen most clearly when one 
compares the beginning with the end of the narration. Kissing begins with a narrator 
addressing a narratee: 
If you ask me, where is my favourite place in Hong Kong? I would rep]y, 
without any hesitation, Shatin! Shatin? Do not stare at me; after I have told 
you the story, you would like Shatin as much as I clo (1). 
Two different subject positions are present: you, the narratee, and me, the narrator, who hold 
different views towards Shatin. The narrator proposes to bridge the gap by raeans of a story 
and starts telling it. When the narration ends, the overt narratee disappears: 
We left Shatin when we were not yet grown ups. Our whole family left Hong 
Kong. But time cannot wash away the memory of Shatin, because that is 
really, really something beautiful. Shatin has become a modern new town 
now, and the past Shatin is the childhood of Shatin today. Childhood is, ever, 
the most memorable time in our lives (96). 
The pronoun "you" has disappeared, indicating the narrator does not address tlie reader 
overtly anymore. Most remarkably the narration ends with a maxim - childhood as the 
most memorable time in our lives - that everyone agrees and shares. This marks the final 
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alignment of the subject position of the reader to that of the narrator. The text opens itself 
up, waits for the reader to efface him/herself and enters into the created world. 
The analysis on subject positions reveals two different models of power relationship 
between the text and the reader. I would again label one monologic and the other, dialogic. 
In fact this mirrors the adult/death-chiId/life relationship discuss in the earlier section. The 
monologic model is found in Me, which exercises tight authorial control through the overt 
presence of an adult narrator. The subject position created is one that distances the reader 
from the text. Readers are invited to listen to the story but not participate in them -- to 
look into the possible world but not encouraged to enter it. In contrast, the dialogic reader-
text relationship is present in Kissing. Readers are encouraged to identify with the dominant 
focaliser and align their subject positions with the one presented in the text. They are invited 
to enter into the possible world that stems from the interaction between the reader and the 
book. Although the possible world cannot be completely free from authorial control, the 
readers can at least experience the imaginary universe directly as a kind of dialogue. In this 
sense, dialogic exchanges heighten literary experience� 
However, a large number of critics, including Stephens, consider the alignment of self 
with the focalising characters dangerous. Readers, he says, would then be "highly 
susceptible to the ideologies of the text" because ideology is inscribed within the language.^ 
When identification takes place, readers internalise the perceptions and attitudes of the 
focaliser and unquestioned socialisation takes place. Only interrogative texts,^ which 
encourage estranged subject positions offer readers the freedom to negotiate their own selves. 
But is Stephens' observation applicable in every context? And is the process of 
identification necessarily oppressive? Our analysis above seems to point towards another 
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direction. Texts that offer an estranged position may also gear towards socialisation. 
Although Me offers an estranged position in its text, its overall tone appears to be didactic 
and does not give much room for reflection. Kissing, on the contrary, encourages a subject 
position close to the narrator's but offers its readers more reflection space in a less 
oppressive tone. The adoption of the narrator's subject position in a text can be viewed, not 
as an unquestioned identification, but as an experience of empathy. Upon entering the 
possible world, one gains insight into the views and life of another person momentarily. 
Reading literature so as to explore different possible worlds is one of the direct ineans we 
can engage in dialogues with ourselves and other people. Through exchange one comes to 
understand, interpret and reflect on other's views; one can then integrate and negotiate his 
or her own subjectivity. This view, of course, is iii line with the spirit of Bakhtin, who 
believes that "life is dialogical by its very nature. To live means to engage in dialogue, to 
question, to listen, to answer, to agree, etc" {Problems of Dostoevsky \s Poetics 318). As 
Mukarovsky says, to affect is the task of literature. And in possible worlds such forms of 
dialogic magic take place. 
IV. LONGING, DEATH, CHILDHOOD AND PAST SELF 
All the time when we are struggling to retrieve the lost utopia ofchildhood, children's 
literature remind us that the longing for an authentic life is not a game about things lost and 
found, but a battle against the shadows of death. Death is the big negation of everything. 
The loss of authentic life might be taken as a spiritual death, the death of meaning. 
Nostalgia for childhood is built on the basis of a longing to go back to the days when this 
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evil power has not yet touched us. 
Me and Kissing are nostalgic attempts of two Hong Kong authors to go back to their 
childhoods and recount how theirs are gradually negated in the growing process and 
subsequently, their respective ways of coping with it. Ho narrates a story of lost paradise 
in Me\ childhood is idealised as a time of perfect happiness supported by friendships, but 
interference from adults brings an end to it. Just flip the coin and we can see how Ho is in 
reality describing childhood as dystopia. Children are seen as lesser beings and controlled 
by adults; childhood must die before one can grow up to be an adult. Ho can only 
communicate with the past in the language of mourning, which distances oneself as an 
onlooker of death and is a kind of one way and monologic language. Utopia is an 
irretrievably lost dream, preserved only in memories. In Kissing, childhood is also a time 
of happiness characterised by harmonious relationships between nature and people. The 
disruption of this happy state is a natural, though painful process. Childhood, however, 
never dies out completely. The child in us can be evoked even when we have grown up, as 
in the case of Wong herself. She is motivated to conduct dialogues with her past by writing 
the story of her childhood. This, in a way, is a combat against death: dialogues trigger an 
interaction between past and present and creates meaning. And in meaning we find the hope 
to live. 
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Notes for Chapter Four, Part I: 
1. Catherine Belsey gives a brief introduction to this notion in Critical Practice (7-14). The 
tenets of expressive realism, according to Belsey, are twofold: first, it maintains that art 
reflects life, a notion rooted in Aristotle's concept of mimesis. Coupled with the idea of 
mimesis is the Romantic conviction that literature expresses personal feelings of the author 
who is the text's source of meaning. She said the rise of expressive realism can be traced 
back to the period of industrial capitalism when a notion of art as mimesis fused with the 
Romantic conviction that poetry, as "the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings," 
expressed the perceptions and emotions of a person. By the mid-nineteenth century this 
theory has become widely established and is still shared as "common sense" by many people 
today. 
2. Seymour Chatman proposes a model of narrative-communication in Story and Discourse, 
as follows: 
Narrative text 
Real author - > [Implied author - > (Narrator) - > (Narratee) - > Implied reader] - > Real reader 
The [ ] indicates that only the implied author and implied reader are immanent to a 
narrative, the narrator and narrative are optional. Although the real author and real reader 
are practically indispensable, they are outside the narrative transaction (151). 
3. Christian Wolff, Vernunftige Gedanken von Gott, der Welt imd der Seele des Menschen 
(para 571) as quoted in Lubomir Dolezel's Occidental Poetics: Tradition and Progress (40). 
4. See Chapter Two "Leibnizian Poetics: Wonderlands from Switzerland" in Lubomir 
Dolezel Occidental Poetics: Tradition and Progress (37). 
5. Many contemporary scholars, including linguists and literary critics, take interest in this 
concept when they examine the experience of reading. Instead of "possible worlds", other 
names have been used. Michael Benton summarises the usage as follows in "Possible Worlds 
and Narrative Voices, “ in Reader Stance andLitemry Understanding: Exploring the Theories, 
Research and Practice: "For many writers such a world is incidentally described as fictional, 
story, imaginative, alternative’ and so on -- diverse referential adjectives which indicate a 
sense of otherness. What is remarkable is the frequency with which theorists of fiction 
reading, via particular coinage, make special reference to this concept. As we have seen, 
Langer (1953) uses the philosopher's term virtual, whereas Tolkien (1938) and Auden (1968) 
prefer the adjective secondary as more apposite to convey the feel of literary creation. Eco 
(1981) and Bruner (1986) refer to possible wotids\ Iser (1981), under fire from Fish, resorts 
to literary. Fish (1989) sees fiction and everything else as part of a rhetorical world. 
Ingarden,s (1973) world is portrayed, Sartre's (1972) a mere presence, and Bruner's (1986) 
is subjunctive'' (29). The possible world, with its positive connotation of liberating 
possibilities and thus related to a possible utopia, is used in the present study. 
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6. The concept of "authenticity" is taken from Lubomir Dolezel's semantics of possible 
worlds. A narrator's statements in a fictional narrative cannot be assigned truth-values 
because they do not refer to a world, but construct a world. Therefore the evaluation of 
whether a world is authentic or not depends internally, self-referentially, on the consistency 
within the text. A narrative statement is considered authentic if it corresponds to narrative 
facts. See Dolezel's article "Truth and Authenticity in Narrative," in Poetics Today. 
1. My translation. A grammatical difference between Chinese and English must be noted 
here. Unlike English, Chinese verbs don't change with different tenses. Temporal markers 
are the only indicators to distinguish among different time frames. This contributes to subtle 
shifts of time frames between sentences. I have translated the passage in the past tense but 
have noted the subtle temporal markers in italics. 
8. See John Stephens' Language and Ideology in Children's Literature. 
9. This term comes from Catherine Belsey in Critical Practice (85-102). Interrogative text 
is posed in contrast to texts of classic realism that is characterized by illusionism, narrative 
leading to closure and a hierarchy of discourse. Interrogative text contains devices that 




THE NEGOTIATION OF IDENTITY -
SHORT STORY ON HOME 
I. LONGING, HOME AND IDENTITY 
1. Longing and Home 
In the last section two nostalgic accounts of lost childhood are analysed, in which 
different approaches of coping with the past are examined. In this section as our concerns 
move from the past to the present, we would investigate longing for home and identity of a 
child as portrayed in Hong Kong's children literature. A special type of intertextuality, 
namely the recognition of narrative modes, would be given as an exposition of the 
relationship between form and content. 
Home defines life. Every living creature -_ whether it is a plant, an animal or a 
human being — has a home where it lives, grows and thrives. When home destroyed is not 
rebuilt, life somehow ends. As human existence cannot be fulfilled by mere physical needs, 
home suggests more than a physical habitat. Home is the source of meaning and our ultimate 
reference point: it is where we belong. Home is our identity. 
Home is closely tied to the idea of child in every culture. It is where a child is loved, 
protected and grows — the dwelling place of our childhood. We also work for our homes 
in the future and shape it according to the expectations we project on our children. We be-
long to it — and we long for it, in both the nostalgic and future sense. 
Home is a crucial motif for children's literature too. A large portion of children's 
stories begin with the embarkment of a journey, or with the protagonist getting lost. No 
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matter it is an adventure story, a fairy tale or a realistic tale, problems with home are often 
the major force of disruption and there is no happier ending than a safe return to a warm 
home with love. Although the physical and spiritual challenges met by the heroes in those 
possible worlds are diverse, the desire and determination to return to where one belongs is 
always certain and unwavered. 
If home leaving and home coming are challenges of life tliat everyone must encounter 
in every epoch, modem society aggravates the problems by magnifying them on a cultural 
dimension. Lukacs' argument on life and form need not be repeated here, but it is worth 
quoting one of our own contemporary voices, that of Jonathan Rutherford, who interprets the 
situation from a cultural angle in the backdrop of a postmodern society: 
Modem life ascribes to us a multiplicity of subject positions and potential 
identities which hold the prospects for historically unparalleled human 
development, but they also represent a predicament that threatens 
fragmentation and psychosis -- terrifying in their lack of personal, collective 
and moral boundaries. In this postmodern, 'wide-open' world our bodies are 
bereft of those spatial and temporal co-ordinates essential for historicity, for 
a consciousness of our own collective and personal past. 'Not belonging', a 
sense of unreality, isolation and being fundamentally 'out of touch，with the 
world become endemic in such a culture. The rent in our relation to the 
exterior world is matched by a disruption in our relation to oiir selves. Our 
struggles for identity and a sense of personal coherence and intelligibility are 
centred on this threshold between interior and exterior, between self and 
other. If we cannot establish that sense of selfhood, only retreat an 
entrenchment are the viable alternatives to a schizophrenic and disturbed 
existence. Only when we achieve a sense of personal integrity can we 
represent ourselves and be recognised -- this is home, this is belonging (24). 
Rutherford offers to give a specific interpretation on Liikacs' observation on modern man's 
pitiful condition. Identity crisis is one of the central problems human beings faced in 
postmodernity. For Rutherford, modern man is on the bi:iin of schizophrenia' because we 
are overwhelmed by differing values and have virtually lost our orientation: regarding what 
we are and where we are. We lose ourselves in the jungle of identities as well as the tracks 
to our homes. Banished to a life of exile, everything is chaotic and meaningless. Like oiir 
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ancient heroes, we long to go home; but the terror is, we do not know where to go back to. 
The only solution, says Rutherford, is to rediscover and reconstruct a totality, a home 
which we can identify with. What he has in mind is a cultural utopia that is founded upon 
our inner landscape of self, constmcted through "the formation of values and collectivities 
that move beyond the postmodern its fragmentation of the social" (25). Meaning is to be 
constructed, out of sheer will, beyond the postmodern reality. To put it another way, 
meaning must be found at home, in other possible worlds. 
Surely the project to battle alienation in the contemporary world is an extremely 
difficult, if not impossible one. To transcend the present defective reality and fix it through 
subjective forces is easier said than done. What concerns us here is not the viability of 
Rutherford's proposed solution, but the impact of the implied postmodern condition on 
children. 
In a spiritual sense, home once represented a stable, "ready-made" identity that a 
child accepted and was attached to. Of course challenges exist for everyone, but one knows 
where to return to afterwards. Modern children, however, are born into a more difficult 
situation. Home, as an interplay between structure and self, has become unstable in tlie 
historical process. This has nothing to do with whether a home exists physically or not; it 
is a state of cultural deprivation. Children have to deal with personal challenges as well as 
imposed socio-cultural ones. The sense of belonging is still immanent, but children have to 
grapple with different positions and negotiate their own sense of identity. What makes the 
situation worse is tbat children are often the most powerless and marginalised group in our 
society. 
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2. Hong Kong and Identity Crisis 
Hong Kong children are presently living in a world full of uncertainties. As a colony, 
the issue of identity crisis has always occupied a prominent, though suppressed position, in 
the discussion of Hong Kong culture. But within the last decade, the problem is exacerbated 
by the socio-political problem of 1997. The transfer of British sovereignty to the Chinese 
government is not just a political issue, but has triggered off practical questions like 
emigration and shaken our fundamental concepts of home and identity. The changes in the 
"cultural sensibility" of the Hong Kong people, which is in fact an essential part of the 
community's concept of home, has been discussed in chapter three. We live under the 
shadow of 1997 from day to day. As Ashis Nandy points out, childhood frequently becomes 
a battleground of cultures and children are left to understand and cope with forces that act 
on them. Curiously, very few works of children's literature in Hong Kong deal with these 
issues. The subject matter for most local children's stories remains conservative and limited; 
the treatment of such "safe" themes as love and friendship set in a realistic background 
remains the norm. Politics rarely hits the scene. This reflects a general reluctance on the 
part of the adults to touch upon relatively sensitive issues. 
The next text to be studied is exceptional, in its direct treatment of the issues on 
identity and home although it does not tackle the issue of 1997 head on. The short story 
"Xing Deng de Shu" ( ® i P ® S ) ) [A Tree named Tang, Tree hereafter], written by 
Yim Ng Seen-ha,2 was produced in a time when the local people began to face the 
uncertainties posed by 1997. The story was first published in Sunbeam Monthly in August 
1987 and subsequently won the Chen Bochui Children's Award in the mainland. 
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II. HOME IS WHAT WE CONSTRUCT 
A Tree Named Tang is a short story that portrays the longing and frustrations of a 
twelve year old boy for a home and an identity in Hong Kong. It is a rare story that 
represents the assertion of a local consciousness in Hong Kong children's literature. The title 
alone states its position strongly: trees, with their roots holding fast to the earth, are 
conventionally regarded as a metaphor for home and origin. The Tang clan is the most 
famous and powerful indigenous people known in Hong Kong. A tree named Tang has an 
identity, a local identity recognised by everyone and a legitimacy granted by history to exist 
and thrive. 
Home is the central motif. The name of the child protagonist, Tang Ka-tung, which 
literally means "the vertical beam of the Tang's family," echoes with the image of the tree 
and candidly marks the motif. The story begins by presenting home as a fixed, unchanging 
identity as represented by the old oak by the house. In Ka-tung's dream, the oak transforms 
into his grandfather and asserts: "We, the Tangs, have been living here for almost a thousand 
years, and our children are going to live here for generations more! ” (299). Home is lineage 
and continuity: home is one's source of identity. 
The story quickly proceeds to show this value as besieged by forces from all sides. 
Changes, presented as sharp dialogues between the past and the present, infiltrate into all 
aspects of life and shake the foundation of the village home. Machines and western 
civilisation encroach the original lifestyle and change it into a "half-Chinese, non-western" 
culture (300): Mercedes Benz replaces the human feet as means of travel, Spanish villa 
displaces traditional Chinese houses, farmer turns into property agent, and children's 
entertainment changes from story-listening to electronic games. What used to characterise 
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village life is now neutralised and transformed. Only the old house in which Ka-tung and 
his grandmother live resists the changes, as symbolised by the weak gesture to cook with a 
traditional stove. But plans to sell the old house to the business developers indicate, 
eventually, the impossibility of the resistance and an ultimate uprooting of home. 
Children, like Ka-tung, are always the site of the most intense contention. Home has 
never been a stable identity in which he can comfortably grow up. When his parents 
divorced five years ago, Ka-tung was robbed of his own home in Britain and sent back to 
Hong Kong. Separated from his flesh-and-blood "roots" — his parents — he had to fight all 
by himself and renegotiated his own sense of identity in a new environment. With the 
nourishment of his grandparents, he resettled in the village and began to pick up the identity 
of being a Tang descendant. Ka-tung builds a relationship with each of the three things that 
signifies and maintains the lineage of Tang: he lives in the old house, loves the oak tree, and 
listens to family history in the form of stories and records as recited by his grandfather. But 
this sense of belonging to the village home of Tang, built labouriously, is constantly 
threatened by an identity crisis because Ka-tung's mother is a British. His nickname, "Huang 
Mao Dong"(黃笔棟），which literally means "Yellow-haired Tung," signifies his struggle. 
He first hates the nickname as yellow hair represents a foreign identity; but later he got used 
to it as yellow is also the skin colour of the Chinese people. The name, like his feelings 
towards his home in the village, has transformed from an sense of alienation to a friendly 
identification. 
But just as the sense of identity and home stabilise, despite himself Ka-tiing has to 
leave for Britain again. As a child, he is powerless and has to follow the will of adults and 
live with the consequences of their decisions. Even the old house, the symbol of his home, 
is under the threat of being pulled down because his uncle has sold it to a land developer. 
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Ka-tiing wants to save it but lacks the means to do so. There is no greater frustration than 
being unable to control our lives, and no greater grief than to witness the destruction of our 
homes. It is tempting to bring in our horizon of expectations and read the helplessness as 
a general sentiment shared by Hong Kong people and the story as a portrayal of our 
situation. Ka-tung's identity crisis, caused by the nationality problem and the confrontation 
of old and new values, is also shared by us. 
Finally it is a miracle performed by the spirit of the tree that saves the house. Upon 
seeing the house in danger, the oak tree suddenly decides to make its statement: "That's 
enough! I am a tree named Tang, and I cannot just stand by and watch our oldest house 
being destroyed!" (305). And then roots sprout out and surround the house, preventing 
people from pulling it down. It is almost like a traditional fairy tale and Sleeping Beauty 
jumps into mind: the oak freezes the time, casts a spell on it so that everything remains 
unchanged and waits for its saviour, the child, to grow up. And Ka-tiing does grow up and 
comes back to realise his not-yet-forgotten ideals. 
III. THE POLITICS OF HOPE 
To make possible the miracle, the story suddenly departs from the norm of realistic 
fiction and changes into the fantastic mode. The reader, in this case, brings up his own 
reading repertoire and recognises that the story has shifted to the convention of fairy tales, 
which calls for a different reading and interpretation strategy. This ability to recognise 
different narrative conventions is what Jonathan Culler calls "literary competence," an ability 
acquired through the accumulation of exposure to different texts. This "intertextual" activity 
f 
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is crucial in deciphering the meaning of the text. As Culler says, "The work has structure 
and meaning because it is read in a particular way" ("Literary Competence" 102). 
The change in form is closely related to the content. The fairy tale ending is a 
gesture of resistance against a status quo ruled by the macro structure of the modern 
capitalistic society that can hardly be changed. Children in Hong Kong are born into a 
capitalist economic world reigned by its ideology: nothing is free, everything has an 
exchange value and everyone has to work for it. One cannot even inherit a home and an 
identity. As seen in the case of Ka-tung, children have to construct and negotiate a home 
for themselves. These attempts, however, are often frustrated by the fact that they are one 
of the most marginalised groups in the system. Although children are regarded as the future 
"asset" of society, they are poweiiess because they remain emotionally and economically 
dependent on adults. This hierarchical power relationship is observed and, in a subtle way， 
condemned in the text. For instance, Ka-tung is given a full voice and is the dominant 
focaliser of the text, which contrasts with the fact that he has never been consulted by adults 
in important matters. This succeeds in arousing sympathy among the readers, as does the 
sympathy one feels in the text towards old values of the past. 
However, nothing can be done to upset these power relationships — not in a reaiistic 
world that values logic and profit. Ka-tung must remain povver!ess over his own future until 
he grows up; and old buildings must be pulled down to give way for new modern ones. As 
it is hopeless to change the present status quo by normal means, only with a fairy tale touch, 
and through a shift to another possible world, can the confrontation between the new and old 
values be resolved. This sudden shift of mode conjures iip a possible world, in a logic very 
different from the former "realistic" one. In the fairy tale world, magic reigns and the most 
difficult problem can be resolved easily. Goodness overcomes evil and a happy ending is 
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always guaranteed. It is only under such a fantastic context that home is shown to be 
possible, if not for Ka-tung, at least for the next generation. 
But upon examination, one would quickly point out that on a cultural level, the fairy 
tale ending is not "progressive" at all: it does not change the power relationship. For 
instance, the retainment of traditional values symbolised by the resistance of the oak is a 
pseudo one: although the house is prevented from being pulled down, no one lives in it 
anymore. Life drains out. Old values can only be preserved as relics. Traditional lifestyle 
has to give way to the modem urban life. Moreover, the hierarchy between adult and 
children and our dependence upon the capitalist structure also remain unchanged: Ka-tung 
has to become an adult and be qualified as a powerful professional before he can return to 
build a better home. 
Yet the significance of the shift in mode is this: it calls for a convention of reading 
fairy tales, which focuses not on a politics of cultural struggle, but on a politics of hope. As 
pointed out by Jack Zipes, fairy tales are not famous for changing social relations but they 
narrate wish-fulfilment stories and project utopian visions of better worlds (132). Yim, as 
author, poses questions for our system but is trapped, as we are, and can do nothing but 
continue to live with the situation. We long to return to a time when we are fulfilled, happy 
with a stable identity; but actually we never had that home. So what one can rely upon now 
is hope. Ka-tung's return to the village, to the roots where he belongs, is a fulfilment of a 
wish to renegotiate his own identity, a continual construction of a home he has never been 
able to acquire as a child. The wish would then be fulfilled in the next generation. What 
we hope our children could enjoy is not only a comfortable material life, but a life with 
dignity, in the sense that they would have the freedom and wisdom to choose their lifestyle, 
and not be forced to conform to values they do not agree; that they would aspire for 
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goodness and a higher existence; and they would enjoy a less alienated life so that their 
search for identity would be less painful and more fruitful. We never know whether our 
goodwill can enable our children to live a happy life, probably not, as they have their own 
destinies and need to construct their own homes. But in this age our only thread to the future 
is hope. 
Literary functions have worked beyond mimesis. Literature uncovers our deepest 
feelings and thoughts, and recreates them into utopian possibilities. Children's literature, in 
particular, is a utopian operation capable of showing us that even in the most adverse 
condition there are possible worlds to be fulfilled. It is this belief that enables us to carry 
on with the search and rebuild the homes we have lost. 
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Notes for Chapter Four, Part II: 
1. For a detailed discussion on schizophrenia and modern capitalist society, see Gilles 
Deleuze & Felix Giiattari's Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia and A Thousand 
Plateaus: Captialism and Schizophrenia. 
2. Yim was born and received education in Hong Kong. She has worked as a teacher and 
librarian, and was the chairperson of the Hong Kong Children's Arts Society from 1986 to 
1990. She then emigrated to the United States but had returned in 1995 and is now the 
Editor-in-Chief of Sun Ya publications. Yim is representative of a generation who grew up 
and witnessed the development of Hong Kong and thus, has a strong sense of identification 
with the Hong Kong society. It is ironical that "A Tree named Tang," which, as one of the 
stories that best represent the rise of local consciousness in Hong Kong children's literature, 
has never been published locally in any book form but has been reprinted several times by 
Chinese publishers after it won the Chen Bochui Award in China. Yim disclosed lately (in 
November 1995) that plans for publication by Sun Ya are under way. As its original 
publication on Sunbeam Monthly is unnumbered and difficult to, for convenience sake I have 




LONGING FOR UTOPIA -
SOCIAL CRITICISM AND FABLES 
Having discussed longing for childhood and home in the last two sections, we shall 
discuss the longing that focuses on the future -- longing for utopia -- in this section. 
C.S. Lewis has once said, "I am almost inclined to set it up as a canon that a 
children's story which is enjoyed only by children is a bad children's story. The good ones 
last" (59). Although his words have more than a grain of truth in it, the boundary between 
adult and children's literature remains largely rigid, and is transcended only in the case of 
masterpieces such as Alice in Wonderland or The Little Prince. The distinction between 
adult and children's literature in Hong Kong, traditionally, has been watertight. FIowever, 
in recent years some local works with tlie intention to appeal to both adults and children have 
emerged, and curiously, gained much popularity. The third group of texts to be examined 
here belongs to this speciai category of literary works, whicb, incidentally, are fables. The 
first group of fables are written by A Nong (Chii Pu-sun) is a collection called A Nong Shuo 
Giishi 100 (《阿濃說故事》）[ANongTellsStories] ,publishedinl994. A Nong states 
at the outset that the stories are "suitable for people ranging from three to a hundred years 
old" (n.p.). The second group of fables, published as part of the McMug (麥：“麥)series, 
consists of a number of short stories accompanied by cartoons. The fables are written by 
Brian Tse Lap-man ( 謝 立 文 ）and iilustrated by Mak Ka-pik ( 麥 家 碧 ) . T h e 
pedagogical potential of intertextuality in reading and its relationship with Vygotsky\s idea 
of "zone of proximal development" would also be explored in the following discussion. 
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I. "URBAN" FABLES 
Fables are stories with a moral. There was a time, dated far back to Aesop's days, 
when fables were intended for kings. They were subtle ways of persuasion and a source of 
wisdom. The value of storytelling for building character was a generally held belief and 
fables used to be the best form that integrates moral philosophy and literature. Today the 
belief in the pedagogical value of stories has not changed, but the age group deemed suitable 
to listen to fables seem to have shrinked from adults to children. Nonetheless fables still 
possess unique qualities that make them a genre appealing enough to both adults and 
children. Imagine a poem, or a novel: it would be more difficult to write these genres with 
a double audience in mind. But fables, by convention, are short, equipped with an easy 
language and crisp to the point. These qualities naturally appeal to children's mode of 
understanding. Moreover, as Tobin Siebers says, fables are usually "illustration of a 
universal principle" and help us to acquire or to verify the "desire for moral generalisations" 
(38-39). Inherently fables expose foolies and deal with truths and virtues, and very often, 
they are empowered with utopian visions. These qualities also help to retain adults' interest 
in them. Thus the identity of fable's implied reader is highly flexible; whosoever 
comprehends the story and seeks to understand its moral is competent to read it. 
Like other ancient literary genres, fables have changed a lot throughout history. New 
sub-genres constantly rewrite and expand its definition. We in the modern world have 
witnessed a distrust of morals and it is easy to find fables that are rewritten as parodies. 
British children's literature writer Roal Dahl, for example, has rewritten fables like "The 
Tortoise and the Hare" in the form of parodic nursery rhymes in Rhyme Stew, which 
becomes so popular that it was reprinted three times the year (1989) it was published. The 
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modern critic is ready to sneer at any kind of overt didactism nowadays. However, it does 
not mean we do not care for morals anymore; we still do. For we still face difficult moral 
decisions everyday and we need insights and guidance. Fables provide the space for 
reflection. That is why many fables now drop their moral "tail" to open up more space for 
reading and interpretation. The "moral" inside the stories is no longer necessarily considered 
a universal truth that represents dominant ideology; it may even carry a subversive message. 
Hence, the definition of fables is relaxed: any short story that aims to convey a message 
involving a cultural or moral choice may readily be called as a fable. 
This is the criterion we use in defining the two collections of stories discussed in this 
section. At first glance A Nong and the McMug stories do not readily fit into the genre of 
fable. In the Chinese tradition, they would be categorised as "tonglma” (童：雪舌)[children's 
story], a concept that is borrowed from Japan at the beginning of the c e n t u r y � T h i s generic 
concept, however, is too vague as tonghua includes all imagined stories such as children's 
novels, stories, fairy tales and fables. The more specific western concept of fable is 
preferred here. Although the moral of these stories are seldom spelled out, each story is 
oriented towards a strong idea that concerns a cultural or moral choice, which makes them 
essentially fables. 
These new fables are imbued with an urban consciousness: plural, logical and filled 
with references to city life. The stories are plural in their origin; they are inspired by a wide 
spectmm of sources including fairy tales, fables, animal stories, proverbs, myth and even 
real life experiences. Many of them are rewritten versions of those old stories and together, 
they form an intricate network of intertextuality. New interpretations or new endings are 
given to the stories, and characteristically, the new plot conforms to more realistic, logical 
explanations. For instance, in his rewriting of Anderson's "The Ugly Duckling," A Nong 
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explains the appearance of a swan egg in ducks' nest as planned by a reluctant swan who 
leaves her eggs because she has to fly to other places for the winter (17). "Scientific" 
explanations frequently appear in McMug's stories. Settings for many stories are shifted to • 
the urban landscape although there is a sense of simplicity and fantasy around them. The 
rich intertextuality conjures up references of other possible story worlds, which gives each 
fable a fantastic atmosphere. This sense of fantasy is essential because of two reasons. In 
the first it would be easier for readers to generalise and identify with the story in a fantastic 
atmosphere because there is no s oc io -h i s t o r i c a l context to limit the readers' imaginations. 
Moreover, fantastic texts are no longer bound by logical rules and realistic demands. As a 
i-esult, our wildest dreams and foolies can be read and our true selves can be revealed. 
The rich intertextuality also accounts for the ability of the fables to appeal to a double 
audience. By generating dialogues and communication from texts to texts, the intertextiial 
references made these urban fables some of the most dialogic texts found in local children's 
literature. These urban fables act as open sites where adults and children expose themselves 
to the same pieces of art and share a certain utopian vision together. Naturally the utopian 
visions in A Nong and the McMug stories differ. A Nong's stories call for a specific moral 
Utopia and invite reader to draw parallel references with the present reality, whereas tbe 
McMug stories present a relatively more "fantastic" world which alert us to the utopian 
dreams in us. 
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II. INTERTEXTUALITY AND FABLES 
1. Intertextuality and Establishment of New Values 
The urban fables written by A Nong resemble those described by Alastair MacIntyre, 
the moral philosopher and author of After Virtue. Fables, for MacIntyre, is the site where 
moral issues can be examined at the level of cultural conversations and not in terms of 
minute phrases, words, or singular meanings? Fables provide a specific context where a 
society's cultural values is reflected so discussion of choices can be conducted. The first 
section of A Nong's collection of fables - rewritten stories -- readily highlights our society's 
cultural values through intertextuality, a dialogue that mingles the past with the present. 
Essentially intertextuality implies that a text cannot exist as a self-sufficient holistic 
system for it is inextricably woven up with references and influences of every kind. To 
examine intertextuality in practice is to examine strategies of composition and interpretation: 
of how different forces ~ including literary, social, cultural, political and even personal (if 
applicable forces) — form connections with the work and affect its meaning construction 
process. Apart from the deliberate planning of the author, different genres induce particular 
forces to predominate. For instance, in reading a sermon, besides conjuring up biblical 
references, the genre usually calls for connections to be made to a personal spiritual world. 
By convention fables conjure up an intertextual repertoire that orients towards a socio-cultural 
direction. 
The twenty five stories from the first section of A Nong's collection are rewritten 
from a variety of sources, including western fairy tales, fables, Chinese proverbs and even 
local folklores. In each case, the original story would first be summarised, and then a new 
ending would be added. Take the "Pea Princess" as an example (5-6). One night a princess 
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loses her way in the forest and has to ask for shelter in a farm. In the next morning she 
complains of a sleepless night. Upon examination, the farmer discovers a pea under the nine 
layers of mattress; and her sensitivity confirms her royal identity. The original story ends 
here. The new one continues: the princess takes her fancy to the farm and wishes to stay. 
Naturally she must learn to adapt to the tough life on the farm. After nine days she has 
adapted and is able to sleep soundly on the floor of peas. Therefore she is allowed to stay 
in the farm forever. 
What happens when we read this fabIe? How is meaning constructed? Siebers 
suggests thal two standard moves, or what he calls "calculations," which would be made by 
readers of fables (39-40). First, a possible world would be constructed from the text. As 
we have discussed earlier in the analysis ofMe and Kissing, the process is quite complicated 
in the case of fiction. However, the process is relatively straightforward in fables. It is 
dictated by the conventional practice in which readers are to adopt a temporary litemry belief 
in the possible world of fables. This is demonstrated in the text through various features, 
such as the use of present tense, an objective narrator who rarely shifts his/her focalisation 
to create a sense of authenticity and immediacy. The readers do not merely read; the sense 
•f immediacy makes them feel they are actually witnesses who watch how the story unfolds. 
As fables are short, such a stance is not difficult to maintain. The second move is to acquire 
and verify the moral of the story, which demands the reader to compare the story with the 
social text. A clear message is conveyed: the pea princess is welcomed when she makes the 
right move in learning to adapt to a different environment. Immediately comparisons and 
references are made between the text and our social text: in a capitalist society where 
competition is keen and the fittest survives, the ability to adapt to the environment is one of 
the most valued qualities in our society. The meaning construction process in this specific 
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fable, however, can be broken down to two other levels. On an intra-textual level, the first 
part of the story is involved in a dialogue with the latter part: the princess who first arrived 
on the farm versus the princess who lived on the farm. For readers who have never read the 
original story, the message is based ori the transformation of the princess in the text. The 
reader comprehends the plot of the story and then generalise the moral: to survive, 
everybody should adapt to the environment. But for readers who know the original reference, 
an exchange on the intertextual level is possible. When the old story is remembered by the 
more knowledgeable reader, the old moral can be compared with the new one. The 
difference between the societal values in the two timeframes can be read intertextually. The 
original fairy tale praises the delicacy of the princess and a prince finally marries her. The 
message was: real royalty (or quality) proves itself. Of course we no longer have aristocrats 
in our society and royal blood has little (exchange) value. In our modern world, adaptation 
power, not lineage, is important. In citing a past story, contrast is set up and the present 
values are highlighted. 
2. The Working of Intertextuality: Scaffold aiid the Zone of Proximal Development 
A gap exists between the experienced readers who know the original story and those 
who don't, such as children: the comprehension process of the fonner would be faster than 
the latter. The reason, however, is not only that experienced readers already knew the moral 
of the story, but rather that they possess "scaffolds" that allow them to process and interpret 
the story quickly. Scaffolds belong to the territory of the mind; in psychology the concept 
refers to simple frameworks built to facilitate the reception of information. IIere we limit 
its usage to reading. Scaffold is a cognitive as well as cultural construct. It is likely that 
every reading gives rise to a simple individual scaffold, and within the same genre the 
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scaffolds are similar. Information across the scaffolds are accumulative and can be 
exchanged. Intertextuality involves the invoking and mixing of different scaffolds. For 
instance, upon reading the original story of the pea princess, we obtain a certain amount of 
information: we learn more about fairy tales as a genre; we also learn something about the 
culture in aristocracy -- that, for example, women, especially princesses, are valued for their 
dependency and delicacy. This scaffold is invoked when we read A Nong's pea princess, 
which allows us to literally "grasp" the meaning of the fable quickly. The gap between the 
experienced reader and the child who has never read the fairy tale before can ultimately be 
bridged; it may involve more hard work but the child can always work out the message of 
the original story her/himself intratextually on the basis of A Nong's narrative. The child 
would apply former scaffolds in comprehending the present text, and in the process of 
understanding, another scaffold would be added. If the child succeeds in comprehending the 
original pea story, s/he would be able to obtain a richer meaning by comparing the past 
values with the present one. There are cases when a child could not "get" the story, in 
which case s/he has probably failed to construct a full scaffold and therefore cannot bridge 
the gap. 
This "gap" bridging activity calls into mind the Russian thinker Lev Vygotsky's idea 
of the "zone of proximal development" (ZPD), which plays a crucial role in his theory of 
learning. Vygotsky proposes that learning is based on social interaction; learning occurs 
when a competent person with a higher level of consciousness (e.g. adult tutor) guides a less 
competent person (e.g. a child) to bridge the gap of difference between them. The optimal 
zone of difference the child is able to bridge is called ZPD. Abstractly ZPD is defined as 
"the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem 
solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under 
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adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers" {Mind in Society 86). Take 
the task to teach children to build a pyramid out of a set of interlocking wooden blocks as 
an example.^ First the tutor is to understand what the child can do independently. Then she 
sets things up in such a way that the child could recognise a solution and performs it later 
with necessary help from the tutor. As the child gains mastery over the task, the tutor 
gradually withdraws her assistance. It is as if "scaffolds" are set up and "loan of 
consciousness" occurs from a more able to a less. The procedure repeats on another higher 
level once the child finishes learning on the practised level. The "zone" between what a child 
comprehends and what the child can generate on her/his own is called the "zone of proximal 
development". Learning no longer depends on one's developmental level, but becomes a 
negotiable transaction. It is the negotiation and translation between the more capable adult 
and the learning child. From an educational perspective, a child Iearns best if the zone of 
proximal development is made use of optimaUy. 
Substitute the tutor with the literary text and we would find that the child is engaged 
in an active learning process in reading. Reading is fun for an adult as s/he can conjure up 
many scaffolds, aiid hop from cme possible world to another as s/he partakes in intertextual 
activities. For a child, reading a rich literary text is equally fun because s/he can learn 
actively as s/he struggles and interacts with the text. The child's competence is his/her 
general level of comprehension, which means her/his ZDP is the gap between his original 
comprehension ability and final comprehension. This means s/he can always start from an 
appropriate individual level; and then step by step, through the meaning deciphering process, 
the child bridges her/his own ZDP. As s/he builds a scaffold, s/he approaches the 
understanding of the intertextual meaning and achieves a higher consciousness. 
This process takes place not only when a text spells out the intertextuality overtly, as 
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ill the case of A Nong's pea princess. Intertextual references often leave traces in the fable 
and one can work it out accordingly. For covert inlertextual references often enrich the 
meaning of the text and seldom contradict it. ,Thus, even if the reader cannot grasp the 
intertextuality, the meaning of the story is not altered. Next time when the child reader 
comes across the reference again, s/he would be able to recognise it and bridge the ZDP 
easily. 
The implication of this analysis is twofold. First, it helps us to understand how fables 
can work on different audiences, including the experienced and inexperienced reader; in 
many cases, this highlights the differences between an adult and a child. Second, it 
highlights the pedagogical possibilities in a dialogic text, a point which we have stressed in 
Chapter Two. 
One can see that when a child reads, s/he is actively involved in a meaning 
construction and interpretation process. From one viewpoint this is also a socialisation 
process. In this way socialisation is not a one-way transmission but an interactive process, 
which suggests that the activity is much less oppressive than it generally sounds. For 
instance, when A Nong establishes the new cultural values in the fables, a process of 
negotiation takes place between readers and the text. Upon comparing the past and present 
values, one can never be sure that contemporary values would be preferred; the readers are 
free to choose whatever they like. Dialogue, negotiation and sharing take place. 
Adopting a similar type of rewriting, A Nong continues to establish urban capitalist 
values in the remaining 24 stories. The values, which include the regard for adaptation, 
experience, justice, independence, hard work and honesty, are all considered as virtues in 
our present society; and these values lay down the backbone of the moral utopia he presents 
in other stories. 
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III. DYSTOPIA AND UTOPIA: THE COLLECTIVE AND THE INDIVIDUAL IN A 
Nong'S FABLES 
The rest of A Nong's stories, 75 in total, are sub-divided into stories about land, 
about things and about people. People, things, land - just from the categorisation one senses 
the unfolding of a universe. 
This universe, however, is not an entirely utopian one; instead, A Nong has 
deliberately created a dystopia so as to warn us against the evils of them. Dystopia is 
portrayed most directly among the group of stories on land. The first seven stories describe 
experiences of the eight countries, and each one of them highlights a particular quality of 
dystopia. People in the first country do not know how to smile; the second one is a country 
that does not know how to cry; people are always in great hurry in tbe third country; the 
fourth is a nation of loudness; fifth, a nation runs by numbers; sixth, a country of 
conspiracy; and lastly, a country where everyone is obsessed with beauty pageants. 
Everyone of them represents a vice that the author wants to warn iis against, and together 
they form a highly abstracted dystopia that probably does exist in our own society. 
Take the fable of the nation run by numbers as an example (93-96). The story 
describes A Nong's journey to a nation reigned by numbers. People are identified by their 
numbers and speak in numbers. Their national flag and emblem are composed of numbers. 
Citizens there concern themselves with investments of all kinds, and they love gambling with 
Bingo and Mark Six. All business are run by an automatic credit card system. Finally A 
Nong wins a lottery and the prize is an opportunity for uncondilional emigration to the 
country, which, he turns down immediately. The message of the story is clear enough: no 
one would like to live in a society obsessed with numbers. Immediately comparisons and 
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references are made between the text and our social text: our society measures its success 
in terms of growth in our GDP; we feel insecure when our employment rate drops; winning 
Mark Six and horse racing are many people's dreams; and just like the people in the story, 
we gossip about the fortune of successful people and the figures of famous woman. We also 
live in a society that attaches great importance to numbers -- or is A Nong simply describing 
our society in his fable? 
Covert intertextuality is also at work. For instance, the series of fables calls into 
mind the Jian Hua Yuan ( $竟花緣 )[Romance of the Mirror] , the traditional Chinese 
novel which also portrays the experience of travelling to strange nations. The intertextual 
reference is covert as one either has read or has not read the novel, and no hints are dropped 
throughout the text for this information. The fiction is consensually regarded as an allegory 
of society and life which exposes the hypocrisy and follies of inan and society from a 
buddhist point of view.' The recognition of this intertextuality conjures up a scaffold which 
allows experienced readers to jump into an interpretation framework more easily. This 
knowledge reinforces the connection of the present fable to our lives. 
For A Nong, dystopia seems to exist abstractly on a collective level in the form of 
. "nations" whereas utopia relies on virtuous individuals. For exainpIe, the stories on the 
postman and the police tells the lives of an old postman and a police, who fulfil their duties 
diligently everyday (116-118, 123-126). Their efforts transform the town in which they live 
into a beautiful friendly place. There are a number of stories in the collection that are based 
on real life references in Hong Kong that are fast disappearing. For exainpIe, the story on 
the "Single Umbrella Company" is adapted from the history of a famous local umbrella store 
called "Leung's Umbrella Company"(梁|茅言己），wliich closed several years ago after 
serving Hong Kong for decades (288-291). The "Drugstore which Never Closes" and the 
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"Single Shoe Store" are both elaborations on this theme. These virtuous people, like the old 
man as portrayed in the "The Story of the Little House," are often loners who fight to 
preserve his little house among the long rows of skyscrapers that surround him. The loners 
all attach to the old values (capitalist values as laid out earlier) and resist changes. The 
Utopia that A Nong longs for is positive and specific: it is a moral Hong Kong society in 
which people live harmoniously by the efforts of individuals. 
The last story in the collection, however, aspires to something beyond a moral 
society. The fable describes an old man who has been telling stories to others for a long 
time. All his life he has been rewriting and creating stories but lately he has grown so old 
that he keeps on repeating old stories. People stop visiting him and the old man feels 
deserted and lonely. A group of young people learnt about his sadness and come to cheer 
him up every Sunday by acting as good listeners and learning to tell the stories with him. 
A Nong is obviously comparing himself to the old man, who holds the hope that the power 
of the stories could pull the young and the old together. In a way the adult-child hierarchy 
is broken here: by sharing stories, which is a part of cultural heritage, or as Bruner says, 
cultural tool kits, communication between adults and children becomes possible. With the 
help of children, we can rewrite our stories together, and a better understanding and empathy 
could be achieved between us. 
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IV. MCMUG AND DREAMS 
1. Fantastic Urban Fables 
In contrast to the urban fables presented by A Nong which draw overt references to 
reality, the McMug stories are relatively more fantastic, often infiltrated with a dream-like 
quality that transcends beyond reality. The fables centre on the happenings around a pig 
called McMug and his cousin McDull; they live in a family with four other human beings 
including Papa, Mama and their children, Yuen-yuen and Da-da. Although McMug and 
McDull are pigs, they are in fact personifications of children and are treated as full human 
beings who can be happy, or have worries and fears. The possible world as revealed in 
the fables is full of inner tensions: it portrays a dream in-between the real and the unreal. 
Life, as portrayed in the fables, are mundane and unreal at the same time. The settings of 
the fables are of urban daily life: home, school, work place, lifts, MTR; characters in the 
fables have to work, go to restaurants, watch TV, go to the market and toil hard to pay their 
mortgages. The universe of McMug is almost too good to be true. There are no bad guys 
and no evil; even the monsters and the wolf in the "Three Little Pigs" are benevolent 
everyday life figures who do not bully others, but only work hard to survive {McMug Sanzhi 
Xiaozhu 《麥噯三隻小豬》 [McMug: Three Little Pigs]). Mak Ka-pik's illustration 
concretises this dream, with a landscape of indeterminacy painted in soft pastel water 
colours. 
Many of the fables are rewritten versions of old stories from a number of sources, 
with old characters substituted by those in McMug. As Brian Tse himself says in the 
epilogue of the first collection of McMug, McMug: Adult's Fables, many of the stories are 
integration of stories he has heard; what he does is to "interpret the stories from McMug's 
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point of view." 
What makes these fables so interesting is apart from the fantastic atmosphere, they 
embody a lot of intertextual references that drew from our local references, which are 
especially meaningful to the generation who had grown up in the 60s. Although A Nong's 
fables also have such references, the McMug stories work in a very different way. A Nong 
usually borrows the reference (e.g. Leung's Umbrella Company) and rewrites the story 
without changing its original spirit. For McMug, the references are taken out of their 
original contexts and reworked individually into "pastiches." For instance, the secret 
identity of Papa and Mama aie xialu (俠侶） [Swords_couple] , a pair of heroes who rob 
the rich to serve the poor and punish the evil. They are in fact adaptations and reminiscences 
of figures in the Cantonese films of the 60s. Superman, ultraman, wonderful woman, 
dinosaurs, Beatles and the Woodstock concert are common figures in our growing up 
experience. Tse took these figures from our memories, robbed them of their original heroic 
qualities and reinserted these figures in the context of McMug's world. The appearance of 
so many familiar figures together in turn contributes to the dreamy quality of the fables. 
2. Intertextuality in McMug 
Tse often likes to enclose the original story before he begins the rewritten McMiig 
version, but unlike A Nong's fables, they are never treated as part of the new story. In 
most stories the intertextual references are covert and can only be deciphered by adults 
because they consist of the community's growing up memories and other scientific references 
which children are not expected to understand. However, children can usually work out the 
message by relying on the text alone. 
Take the collection of "Mrs Mug's 100 Moral Stories" as an example. Here is the 
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transcript for Story 23 in Mai Ruo Dou Dou (《麥肉究究》 ) [ M c D u l l ] : 
Once upon a time a child wanted to play with some tatoo stickers. Therefore 
his mother told him to kneel down and carved three big words -- HONG 
KONG U -- onto his back. The child grew up and entered HONG KONG U. 
The year he graduated from the university, he wrote an almost error-free job 
application letter, and later, he got rich! (end) 
The intertextual reference is apparently Yue Fei ( 岳飛）， w h o s e mother carved "serve 
the country with royalty" onto his back and he grew up to be a great General, a legendary 
story which everyone is familiar with. The McDull version is obviously a parody of the 
original story. For those who recognise the reference, the parody is directed at two levels: 
first at the traditional moral story of Yue Fei and the ideology it conveys; secondly, at the 
present society. However, for the child reader who does not know the reference, s/he would 
still be able to deduce the parodic meaning from the text by logic alone. Flouting the 
convention of narratives is the reason why the story works. In narrative we usually assume 
there would be a logical relationship between the sentences. This convention is flouted 
deliberately in the McDull story. Tatoo stickers have absolutely nothing to do with carving 
words on the back; and it is logical that the child enters university because of his diligence, 
not because of the words on his back. And normally an application letter would not turn 
people rich. Therefore, even a child knows the tone of the story must be ironical. Yet the 
message is: this is the kind of logic our society holds and expects our children to conform 
to. Most children in Hong Kong are crushed by the expectations of their parents; they want 
their children to study well, enter a university and get a good job. But when such 
aspirations are put down in black and white, its faulty logic is revealed and becomes a 
parody. This message is definitely for both adults and children. 
3. Longing and McDull 
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Some people might think there is little literary merit in the McMug fables as they are 
just cartoons, although I find in them more valuable qualities than many other mediocre 
children's stories. The narratives of McMug are especially significant to the present study 
because they deal with many of the themes we have discussed: the longing for childhood, 
nature, death and home/ 
One of the greatest contributions of the fables is that it brings forth a breakthrough 
in the idea of the child. The typical child-adult relationship in local children's literature is 
hierarchial and the child is highly dependent on the adults. However, this power relationship 
becomes reversible in the McMug stories as occasionally a child is portrayed as someone 
who has the power to change the world. Such a situation occurs in "Waking McMug Up" 
(McMug Chengnianren Tonghua《麥唼成年人童話�[McMug: Adult Fables]). McMug 
has to get up at six o'clock in the morning to attend swimming lessons; as a result, a series 
of chain reactions are triggered off: 1. Yuen-yuen and Da-da have to go to bed early so they 
can wake McMug up on time; 2. the family has to eat dinner one hour earlier so the children 
can have ample time to finish their homework; 3. Papa leaves work earlier than usual 
because he has to get home earlier; and he writes to request changing the time of the news 
broadcast from 9:30pm to 8:30pm. 4. A heated debate follows; 5. the news time is finally 
changed to 8:30pm. But after all the efforts, McMug still refuses to wake up at six in the 
morning. Of course this is a parody of how a controversy can be easily stirred up in a 
society, but then the fact that a child can be empowered to change the adult world upsets the 
traditional hierarchical model of child-adult relationship. For once, a child's needs are no 
longer considered trivial but respected; it triggers off a snowball effect and is able to change 
1 
the world. 
Children in the McMug fables are also able to change an adult's life on a smaller 
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scale, as in the narrative of "Teacher Lulu" and "The Magnificent Detention Man" {McMug 
Chengnianren Tonghua). The first story is about how a strict teacher is transformed by the 
good-will and dancing of Da-da, McMug and his friends. In "The Magnificent Detention 
Man," a teaching inspector's life is also transformed by Yuen-yuen, who makes him look 
much better by cutting his hair during a lesson. Subversive behaviour out of goodwill can 
at times result in unexpected goodness. In both stories, the children are able to arouse the 
true selves of the authority figures -- their teachers -- and open them to the possibilities of 
a happier life. 
The clearest statement on a reformed idea of the child is shown in the character of 
McDull. McDull, as his name suggests, is a dull pig (child). He is slow, stupid and a loser. 
He mis-spells easy words, believes a fishball would metamophise into a fish, and thinks the 
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responsibility of a goal keeper is to decorate the football gate. However, in the dream 
world of fables, although occasionally he is scolded, he is still well-loved and accepted by 
his friends and mother. Despite the fact that he is slow, stupid and a loser in a society which 
loves only successful, smart person, McDull as a child has an equal right to be respected and 
loved. Adults should not project and force children copy their own desires as every child 
has a right to determine his own fate. Love and tolerance, not oppression, should be the 
theme. 
From a broader perspective McDull represents more than a typical stupid child. As 
Brian Tse himself says in the epilogue of "My life as McDull," McDull exists in both 
children and adults; McDull is a lesser part of us, which we have to learn to accept {Mai Ruo 
Dou Dou). Every living being should be able to radiate his own light of life, and whether 
this ideal can be achieved depends on how we treat the "McDulls" in ourselves. We are one 
step closer to utopia if everybody would reflect on what it means to respect life tmly. The 
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search for utopia turns out to be a self-reflection process. 
4. A Dream in Ambivalence 
Is the McMug world our ideal utopian world? The answer is no. For even the 
McMug dream world is not as happy as it seems, and beneath the peaceful pastel images is 
an undercurrent of ambivalence. One evidence is the repeated portrayal of the 
unpredictability and the absurdity of life. In "McMug Learning to Fly" the little pig thinks 
he would be able to fly if he practices running long enough {McMug Tiankong Feizhu 
《麥唼天空飛豬》[McMug: The Flying Pigs]). Of course his dream to fly does not come 
true, yet his long practice of running enables him to win a Marathon by co-incidence. The 
futility of life is expressed poignantly in "Once Upon a Time," when McBill (a grown up 
pig) starts asking himself the following questions: "Oh? How come it's time to finish work 
when it seems to me I haven't started my work yet? ... When did the taxi raise its fare? 
Oh? How come all the lights and the TV in my house are turned on?... When did I start 
wearing suits? •.• When did I marry this woman?... How come I would become like this?" 
With the loss of one's ideal, life indeed has gone out of control. This prominent theme is 
being elaborated in the series of fables on xialu collected in McMug Jiuhuan Rumeng 
( 《麥唼舊歡如夢》 )[McMug: Lost Dreams]. What used to be a group of righteous 
superbeings twenty years ago are now domesticated by life. They got married, have 
children, and instead of working for the old ideals - the betterment of the entire human race 
-_ they are now preoccupied with trivial matters, such as getting a good kindergarten for their 
children and defrosting chicken wings for tomorrow's dinner. With the loss of ideals, the 
world no longer belongs to them. In order to re-establish their ideals, they attempt to hold 
a concert, but that also fails miserably. But despite these ambivalences, hope still reigns: 
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. . T o be frank, what can a Superman do in this age? -- Yes! -- Yes! 
Something can be done... It's me! It's my voice, a voice I have lost for 
years! Does it really matter whether this is still the age of the Superman or 
not? The most important thing is we must not bury the voices of the 
superman in our heart!... And the Superman flies up to the sky ancl across 
the fields... Other super beings arrive, and beside them are groups of big and 
small honest and romantic creatures. They stare and take in every second of 
this impossible reality. Strangest of all is the couple who used to look so 
clumsy; they now fly through people and shuttle in the sky swiftly, as if they 
have finally returned to where they belong {McMug Jiuhuan Rumeng n.p.). 
As long as the longing for dreams has not died, the voice in our heart can be awakened and 
we can "start a dialogue with our dreams"-^ -- despite the ambivalences of life, despite all the 
challenges we Hong Kong people face, despite all the frustrations. And it is through 
literature that we can awaken the voice in us and give vitality and meaning to our lives again. 
Perhaps this view is more optimistic than Lukacs'. For Lukacs, perpetual longing is a 
perpetual regret in our lives. The Greeks told us that the first fiasco of human beings came 
when Pandora opened her box and hope alone remained. Probably the twin sister of hope, 
dream also remains to comfort us. We should rejoice that at least we are left with literature, 
which provide us with the means to dream the impossible reality� 
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Notes for Chapter Four, Part III: 
1. Zhou Zuoren is the first person to point out that the name of tonghua originates from 
Japan, which first appeared in 18th century Japan. For a detailed discussion of tonghua in 
China, refer to Ertong Shaonian Wenxue (《兒童少年文學》 ）[Children's and 
Adolescent Literatiire] by Lin Zhenghua (林政華）（2 5 6 - 2 8 0 ) and Lin Wenbao's 
(林文寶）E r t o n g Wenxue Gushiti Xiezuolun (《兒童文學故事體寫作論》)[Theories on 
Writing Narrative Children's Literature] (214-243). 
2. For a discussion on MacIntyre's view on narrative and morality, see Tobin Siebers，Moral 
and Stories (49-57). 
3. This is a real experiment collaborated by David Wood, Gail Ross and Jerome Bruner. 
Gail Ross is the tutor. See Bruner Actual Minds, Possible Worlds (75-76). 
4 Many of the fables are filled with a sense of nostalgia for childhood. The best example 
is a short story, written in prose style called "Childhood Times"(〈兒時時候〉）in McMug: 
Three Little Pigs. The longing for nature and an unpolluted lite is best represented by 
"Uncle Curve"(〈攣弓舅舅〉）mMcMwg/ The Youth Dances. "Funeral" in McMug: The 
flying Pig deals with the theme of death, whereas a discussion on home and identity appears 
i n a fable called "Going H o m e " ( ( 還 鄉 記 � ) i n McMug: Adults Fables. 
5. "Start a dialogue with your dreams" ( 「和你的夢對話」 ） i s taken from the 
poem attached behind the superman story in McMug, written by the Chinese poet Shu Ting 




"A critic is one who glimpses destiny in forms: whose most profound 
experience is the soul-content which forms indirectly and unconsciously 
conceal within themselves" (Lukacs, Soul and Form 113). 
"Why study children's literature?" 
This question, which seeks to clarify the relationship between a specific art form and 
life, is posed at the very beginning of the present study. To a certain extent, this thesis is 
a long justification on why I have chosen to study children's literature. But before I 
recapitulate and summarise the major arguments presented in the earlier chapters, I would 
like to account for the circumstances that compelled me to take up this study and thereby, 
re-articulate a critical relationship with this art form. 
It all started with a dialogic interaction with a piece of cultural criticism. I read 
Baudrillard's Simulations in the first course I took in cultural studies two years ago, and felt 
really upset by it. According to Baudrillard, we are living in an age of simulation where 
nothing is real anymore: with the implosion of image and reality, reality has disappeared and 
we are left only with depthless images, signs pretending to yield meaning in the absence of 
any meaningful reference. Communication among people becomes almost impossible. I 
majored in communication studies in my undergraduate years and had always evaluated 
media impact in quantitative terms; I was actually appalled at Baudrillard's claim, which 
seemed too bold, too philosophical and without empirical ground, I vehemently attacked his 
observation, and yet I could not wave him off my mind. It was after months of reflection 
that I came to terms with my over-reaction, and understood I had resisted him only because 
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his observation has a grain of truth in it. I finally realised we were living in a rotten world, 
in a state of cultural alienation, where meaning could no longer exist. 
Form mediates with life but does not shape it. Baudrillard's book shocked me into 
better understanding of our culture but did not turn me into a nihilist. Intellectually I felt 
restless as an urge grew inside me: an urge, a longing to find a way out of the present 
situation by either returning to the good old days when meaning seemed to have existed 
4 
unproblematically, or searching for solutions to our alienated condition of existence. 
My restlessness was partially relieved a year later, when I read Bruner's Actual 
Minds, Possible Worlds. Here is a passage that has given me particular insights: 
When and if we pass beyond the unspoken despair in which we are now 
living, when we feel we are again able to control the race to destruction，a 
new breed of developmental theory is likely to arise. It will be motivated by 
the question of how to create a new generation that can prevent the world 
from dissolving into chaos and destroying itself. I think that its central 
technical concern will be how to create in the young an appreciation of the 
fact that many worlds are possible that meaning and reality are created and not 
discovered, that negotiation is the art of constructing new meanings by which 
individuals can regulate their relations with each other... For if we have 
learned anything from the dark passage in history through which we are now 
moving it is that man, surely, is not "an island, entire of itself" but a part of 
the culture that he inherits and then recreates (149). 
Bruner's concept of possible world in literature and his optimistic remarks on creating a new 
culture with our children rekindled my hope and gave me a vision: children's literature, as 
a form that mediates directly with children, would be the site where the battle against 
alienation is fought. As Lukacs would put it, I "glimpsed destiny" in this form. To 
articulate and formulate this destiny of mine have thus become my rationale for partaking in 
this study. 
In this light, Chapter One identifies the central problematic in modern culture and 
ascertains the important role of children's literature in cultural studies. According to Lukacs, 
the central problematic in modern culture is alienation, which deprives human beings of all 
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fulfilment and leaves us in a condition of perpetual longing for totality. This longing is 
manifested in the idea that best represents the cultural sensibility of that particular epoch and 
society, which in turn gives rise to new forms of cultural representation. It is therefore in 
this perspective that the study of literary genres can be taken as an important aspect of 
cultural studies. Bearing both nostalgic and forward looking dimensions in our contemporary 
world, the idea of the child brings forth the new form of children's literature that carries our 
oldest longing to the future. Children's literature is the site where the past (childhood 
longings), the present (the reading child) and the future (hopeful projections on the child) 
meet and negotiate. 
Chapter Two elaborates on the relationship between longing and form from a local 
cultural-historical perspective. The review on the growth of children's literature in Hong 
Kong illustrates how the development in the idea of the child reflects evolving cultural needs 
and brings forth the new genre of children's literature. The longing for home and for a 
sense of local identity is behind the formation of the idea of child in Hong Kong, which in 
turn gives rise to the development of a local children's literary system. The idea of the child 
as found in Hong Kong before the fifties was a continuation of the nationalistic discourse 
developed in early 20th century China. As a result, Hong Kong's children's literature was 
largely a legacy of the mainland Chinese system. Western ideas and works had been 
instrumental in shaping the modern Chinese children's literature system; therefore apart from 
works produced by Chinese writers which highlighted national concerns, translated works of 
western children's literature classics printed by mainland publishers were also popular in 
Hong Kong. Changes in the socio-demographic condition of Hong Kong in the fifties 
prepared for the rise of an idea of the child filled with hopes for the future. This projection 
materialised in the early seventies with the formation of local identity in Hong Kong, when 
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the expanded institutional discourse on children signified the fruition of the idea of the child, 
and the first works of children's literature, appeared. This local idea of the child had a 
strong western element because Hong Kong had grown apart from the mainland system and 
reasserted its own identity as a thriving colony. Several local children publications appeared, 
and translated or rewritten western works were published side by side with local works. The 
eighties saw the development of a full fledge literary system with all sorts of subgenres that 
flourished in parallel with the idea of child characterised by a strong sense of belonging to 
Hong Kong as home. The total output of children's literature in this period increased 
tremendously. More local works appeared and proportionally speaking the percentage of 
translated western work decreased. The objective conditions for the development of local 
children's literature grew less favourable in the nineties when unstable social forces set in. 
The problem of 1997 uprooted the concept of home and filled us with ambivalence. The idea 
of the child was subsequently revised, and new genres that sought to bring up a nostalgic 
childhood in order to illuminate the future emerged. 
An exploration on the nature of this genre of longing - children's literature -_ is then 
attempted in Chapter Three. As compared to other literary genres, children's literature is 
often regarded as inferior because of historical, cultural and literary reasons. Historically 
children's literature in both the west and in China was a fissure from the adult literary 
system; culturally speaking, the inherent power relationship in the adult-child concept 
accounts for the subaltern status of children's literature. Its literary value is often questioned 
because of the general emphasis on its pedagogical value. Aesthetics and pedagogy, 
V 
however, are not necessarily mutually exclusive to one another. Art, as Mukarovsky points 
out, seeks to enlighten through mediation; it provides opportunities for its audience to reflect 
on their relations to reality, which is thus an educational process all by itself. Quality 
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children's literature，which enables the building of possible worlds, are full of dialogical 
possibilities that enlighten. 
In Chapter Four we proceed from a general review of forms to the specific study of 
individual works by examining selected works of local authors written within the last decade. 
Three particular sub-genres, namely autobiographies, short story and fables are selected for 
analysis because they shed light on the way longing towards the past (childhood), present 
(home) and the future (utopia) are formed respectively. Childhood, home and utopia are 
treated specifically as significant aspects of the idea of the child in the local context. The 
dialogical possibilities presented in each work are evaluated. 
In the first section, two autobiographies written by Ho Chi and Wong Hing-wan 
respectively out of a longing for childhood are compared and contrasted. Both works 
highlight how the two narrators deal with death -- the final alienation and negation of life --
in their childhood, but each adopts a different strategy to cope with it. Ho，s work, which 
portrays a suppressed child who has no power to communicate with the adult, reveals a 
corresponding reluctance for the author to conduct dialogues with his own past and with the 
reader. In contrast, Wong's work belongs to the dialogic paradigm, as she empowers the 
child in the text and attempts to create a dialogue with the reader through the establishment 
of possible world. The autobiography becomes a mediation between Wong's past and 
present, and shows that longing for childhood can lead us through the nostalgic mode to 
empower us with a soul-affirming form which helps us to face the present life. 
The longing for home, which had been instrumental in forming the local idea of the 
child in Hong Kong, is analysed in section two. Irene Ng's short story is a rare exposition 
on this theme. Here, Ka-tung, the protagonist, is forced to leave his New Territories 
childhood home and re-negotiates his identity in A Tree Named Tang, an experience which 
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parallels the present identity struggle of Hong Kong people. However, the sense of 
helplessness in such a diasporic state is diluted by a shift from the realistic mode to fantastic 
mode, as miraculously Ka-tung returns as a grown-up and transforms his old home to a 
playground, a site where dialogues between adults and children take place. This calls for 
a dialogic relationship that frees the reader from realistic constraints and urges the reader to 
re-discover hope and project utopian vision of better worlds. 
The last section investigates the longing for utopia, the projection of an ideal world 
in which the child is to live and create in the future through a reading of some of the fables 
written by Ah Nong and Tse Lap Man. Intertexuality in both fables requires the reader to 
interact dialogically with the local social reality, which gives a strong local sensibility to the 
fables and allows them to be used as a means of social criticism. Some of Ah Nong's fables 
portray a dystopia which can be readily read as a caricature of Hong Kong society, whereas 
a number of Tse's fables make fun of the absurdity of life with an undertone of ambivalence. 
Utopia as presented in Ah Nong's fables is a social one: it is a universe in which virtuous 
individuals are respected and adults and children are linked together by heritage. For Tse, 
Utopia is an abstract state of fulfilment; due respect is to be given to every life, including our 
own, which involves the search of our lost ideals. Both fables alert and impel us to reflect 
on our relationship with the alienating reality. 
The analysis of these local texts has provided us with insights both into the idea of 
the child as found in Hong Kong context, and into the function of children's literature as well 
as suggestions on what can be done to improve our present situation. 
The child characters as found in the texts analysed are not borrowed stock characters, 
but original, lively and constructed with reference to local context. This suggests that a local 
idea of the child has been established although the content of the idea varies. For instance, 
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the adult-child relationship differs from text to text. Sometimes it is portrayed as highly 
hierarchial but sometimes adults and children interact in a more democratic spirit. 
Interestingly a corresponding power relationship can be observed between the adult/child and 
reader/text: if a text portrays a hierarchial adult-child relationship, it is often associated with 
a structure that discourages dialogical exchanges. On the other hand, a more harmonious and 
productive adult-child relationship tends to be found in texts that present more dialogical 
possibilities. I do not suggest there is a causal relationship between them; but as content and 
structure interact to form a complete text, it is natural for the levels to affect and mediate 
with one another. Such dialogic exchanges are also pedagogical as they invite us to come 
face to face with reality and encourage our participation in reflecting and evaluating our own 
culture. In the present context, the texts do much more than simply reflect and show us how 
Hong Kong people interpret our past selves; or how we struggle to negotiate our identity; 
or present to us our lost ideals. Instead they recreate the cultural values, offer possibilities 
and lure their readers to interact with the representation. Children's literature is not only 
a neutral site where the past, the present and the future meet, but also a possible world where 
dreams are produced to empower the reader to discover and create meanings. This in fact 
is a process of "culture making" because education is not an individual event but a communal 
activity. Through the process of negotiation and sharing, a child becomes an agent of 
knowledge making as well as a recipient of knowledge transmission. Actually the same 
process occurs to the adult too: in reading children's literature we reflect on the way we treat 
and relate to our children, gain understanding to our own culture as well as participate in the 
culture making process. In this way, children's literature achieve the noble task of 
enhancing empathy and communication between adults and children. 
Theoretically all these sound sweet but practically how do we relate ourselves, as 
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cultural critics, to children's literature and what can be done in Hong Kong in this regard? 
One obvious work is to incorporate the study of children's literature and the idea of the child 
into the agenda of local cultural studies. Research on children has mostly been limited to the 
domain of education department or social studies on practical learning or welfare policies; 
other areas related to children such as their cultures and their roles in our society have 
largely remained unmapped. The rich research possibilities offered by texts such as 
children's literature had largely been overlooked. Like other areas (such as mass media 
research) in cultural studies, the study on the idea of the child would require interdisciplinary 
knowledge and efforts. 
As for literature departments, efforts could be made to open up a space for children's 
literature criticisms. Critical works on children's literature have been an important shaping 
force in the west; quality criticisms would compel children's literature writers to improve 
their works, assist readers to appreciate the full value of literature and prolong the life span 
of good works. Criticism is important for a healthy development of all literary systems. The 
importance of critical works in children's literature is recognised in both Taiwan and the 
mainland. Hong Kong is extremely weak in this aspect. Very few people conduct research 
on children's literature and very little public space is devoted to its criticisms. Despite its 
popularity, little critical attention is paid to local works or children's literature from other 
countries. With the advert of 1997，Hong Kong's local literary system is bound to be 
incorporated into the mainland one. Differences in the culture and ideologies between the 
two places would have to be negotiated and reconciled; and the development of critical 
awareness would be important to the continual survival and improvement of local children's 
literature. 
Another aspect that needs to be addressed is how we can promote children's literature 
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in such a way that more children would be able to participate in the process of cultural 
meaning production. Although comparatively speaking, children in Hong Kong today have 
more opportunities to read children's literature than our past generations, less advantageous 
children are still deprived of the chance. One solution is to incorporate children's literature 
into our school curriculum. Of course this is a highly complicated issue as it is related to 
our language policies, curriculum planning and even teacher's education. At present the 
marginal status of children's literature in our education system is reflected by the fact that 
no academic institution in Hong Kong offers a permanent course on children's literature. 
Occasional courses, however, are offered by the Institute of Education, and the School of 
Education in the Chinese University has offered a one term introductory course on children's 
literature in 1995. But this is far from adequate. As Hong Kong develops, our society has 
become more complicated and our life more stressful. Our children have to face a world of 
complex social and personal relationships, bear much more pressure and confront more 
questions of life imaginable to us twenty years ago. Maybe if more children are exposed to 
the benign influence of children's literature, the situation could be mediated and life would 
become a bit easier for us and for our children. 
For, after all, "literature is our only hope against the long gray night" (Bruner 159). 
In this sense children's literature is not only a genre of longing, but most prominently, a 
genre of hope. Quality children's literature offer us hope in a world of alienation because 
it is liberating. Its dialogic quality presents possibilities for pedagogy, which is a process 
of re-invention that breaks down old forms, reinterprets and recreates old values through the 
negotiation with other people's views via the text. 
The ultimate aim of the present study is to examine how form mediates with our life. 
Carlos Fuentes puts it beautifully: Literature, he says, is the utopian operation that would like 
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to reduce "the distance" between "words and things" (70). He also says that when science, 
ethics, politics, and philosophy discover their own limitations they appeal to the grace and 
disgrace of literature to go beyond their insufficiencies. I agree and believe children's 
literature comes closer than any other discipline to understanding our culture. Hopefully this 
research could stipulate the workings of the "words" so that at least we would be able to 
know how far away we are from our ideal "thing." For me, the "thing" is to create a better 




The following bibliography is divided into three parts. The first part consists 
of the primary works of children's literature cited in the present study. The second 
part is a list of secondary works consulted. The third part is an annotated bibliography 
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Zhongwo.i Tonghua Daguan [A Collection of Chinese and Foreign Fairy Tales]. 
Hunan: Hunan Press, 1988.(《中外童話大觀》。湖南：湖南，1988�） 
Zhou, Zuoren. Ertong Wenxue Xiaolun [Short Essays on Children's Literature]. 
’ Shanghai: Children's Bookstore, 1932.(周作人著。《兒童文學小論》。上 
海：兒童書局，1932。） 
___. ”Ertong de Wenxue” [Literature for Children]. Originally published in Xin 
Qingnian 8.4 (1920). Now republished in Wang Quangen ed. Zhongguo 
Xiangdai Ertong Wenxue Wenlunxuan. [A Selection of Essays on Modern 




Zipes, Jack. In Breaking the Magic Spell: Radical Theories ofFolk and Faiiy Tales. 
London: Heinemann, 1979. 
___. "Marxists and the Illumination ofFolk and Fairy Tales." Fairy Tales and Society: 
Illustion, Allusion and Paradigm. Ed. Ruth B. Bottigheimer. Philadelphia: 
University ofPennsylvania Press, 1986. 237-243. 
-„. Fairy Tale as Myth, Myth as Fairy Tale. Lexington, Kentucky: University of 
Kentucky Press, 1994. 
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III. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CRITICAL WORKS ON CHILDREN'S 
LITERATURE 
The bibliography contains four parts: 1. General Works (comprehensive reference 
books); 2. Theory and criticism; 3. History and 4. Bibliography and Others. 
** "Children's literature" is abbreviated as "cl." 
1. General Works 
Arbuthnot, M.H. Children andBooks. 3rd ed. Chicago: Scott & Foresman, 1964. 
An earlier edition of cl, "bible". Very interesting if compared with a more recent 
edition (1986). Gives a good glimpse ofhow cl. has developed during the 20 years in 
between. The basic skeleton of the two editions remained unchanged, though the new 
one has a few more chapters (e.g. developmental theories in the field ofpsychology as 
related to cl.). However, in the 1964 edition, there is a useful section called 
"suggested reading, problems and projects" at the end of each chapter. This section 
disappears in the later editions. 
Burns, Paul C., ed. Teaching Readings in Today's Elementary Schools. Boston: Houghton 
’ Mifflin, 1984. 
Targeted at teachers, the book discusses the process of reading in children. It provides 
a good introduction to the development of reading habits in children: how they learn 
to recognise words, comprehend exts, and how they choose their favorite books. 
Chen, Yuan, ed. Taiwan Gangaoyu Haiwai Huawen Wenzi Cidian [A Dictionary of Chinese 
’ Language Writers in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau and Foreign Places], Shanxi: 
Taiyuan Shanxi Press, 1990.(陳元編。《台灣港澳曁海外華文文字辭典》。山 
西：太原山西，1990。） . . • 
A comprehensive reference on Chinese writers who reside outside mainland China. 
The book is divided into four parts: a. General knowledge: contains references on 
popular children magazines; b. Authors: with notes on popular Chinese cl. writers; c. 
Works: with bvief introductions of major cl. works could be found; d. Bibliography: 
introduction of relevant research and scholarly works conducted in the area by 
mainland scholars. Useful for general information. 
Chen Zidian, ed, Ertong Wenxue Dachuan [A Primer of Children's Literature]. Nanning: 
‘Guangxi People's Press, 1988 .(陳子典編。《兒童文學大全》。南寧：廣西人 
民，1988 o ) 
This "bible" of Chinese cl. is extremely valuable to my present study. It is very 
comprehensive: topics include a discussion on the nature of cl., its definition, function 
and history of both western and Chinese cl. Most of all, it contains a chapter on Hong 
Kong's cl. development, which camiot be found anywhere else. Tbe book is also a 
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handy "dictionary" with entries of Chinese cl. writers, their works and details of many 
cl. periodicals published in this century. It has a very good chronology and a section 
that discusses the situation of cl. research conducted in China. 
Ertong Wenxue Cidian [A Dictionary of Children's Literature]. Chengdu: Sichuan Shaonian 
Ertong Wenhuo Yisu Press, 1 9 9 1 . (《兒童文學辭典》。成都：四川少年兒童文化 
藝術，1991 ° ) 
A comprehensive reference book which contains a chronology of both Chinese and 
western cl.. Recipients and works of internationally renowned awards ofcl . are listed 
in the dictionary. The Appendix contains a useful list of reference books and materials 
on cl. published in China. 
Fu Lin-tong. Ertong Wenxue de Sixiang yu Jiqiao [Thoughts ancl Skills in Children's 
Literature]. Taipei: Cultural Affairs, 1 9 9 0 .(傅林統著。《兒童文學的思想與技 
巧》。台北••文化事務，1990。） 
A general introduction to cl.. Rather comprehensive: the first and last chapters 
("Fundamentals of cl." and "Synthesis") are particularly insightful, with discussions on 
the status of cl. and the development of criticism with ample examples from western 
cl.. A highly readable book although the short articles sometimes lack depth. 
Hiick, Charlotte, Susan Hepler & Janet Hickman. Children's Literature in the Elementary 
School New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989. 
A comprehensive "textbook" for children's literature students in college. The thick 
book is divided into three sections: "Learning about books and children" (a general 
introduction and background on the importance of children's literature in the growth of 
children), by "Knowing children's literature" (discussions on different genres and 
works of children's literature) and finally, "developing a literature program" (on the 
planning and evaluation of a literature programme for elementary school). A useful 
reference book. 
Kirkpatrick, D.L., Twentieth Century Children's Writers. 2nd ed. London: MacMillan, 1983. 
A big encyclopedia on the life and works of twentieth century children's writers in the 
west. Extremely resourceful. A necessary reference book. 
Sutherland, Zena. Children and Books. 7th ed. Glenview, I11.: Scott & Foresman, 1986. 
The English cl. "bible". Extremely comprehensive, resourceful and exhaustive; the 
book nearly covers all the issues that concern western cl.: definition, history, criticism, 
works, genres, biographies of authors, illustrations, selection of children's books etc.. 
Tlie book also branches out to other disciplines such as developmental psychology. 
Because of the huge number of topics it wishes to cover, it does not have space to 
conduct any textual analysis. A necessary reference book. 
Zhongwai Tonghua Daguan [A Collection of Chinese and Foreign Fairy Tales]. Hunan: 
Hunan Press, 1988.(《中外童話大觀》。湖南：湖南，！988。） 
Exhaustive summaries of popular fairy tales from China and other countries 
(including western countries such as Germany, Britain etc. and eastern countries like 
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India and ethnic minorities such as Xinjiang). The book is helpful in checking up the 
plots of miknown stories, especially in the case of the less widely published ones. 
2. Theory and criticisms 
Bator, Robert ed. Signposts to Criticism of Children's Literature. Chicago: American 
Library Association, 1983. 
This is a very good collection of critical essays written by authoritative children's 
literature theorist in the west, including Adian Chambers, Peter Hunt and Felicity 
Hughes. Most of the essays deal with fundamental theoretical questions, such as the 
definition of cl,, its status and the adoption of different approaches. Altogether they 
provide a good overview on the present situation in western children's literature 
criticism. 
Bettelheim, Bruno. The Uses of Enchantment: The Meaning and Importance ofFairy Tales. 
New York: Vintage Books, 1977. 
A classic in the study of fairy tales from a psycho-social point of view. By analysing 
classical fairy tales like the "Three Little Pigs," "Little Red Riding Hood," 
"Cinderella" and many more, the writer argues that fairy tales empower children and 
enable them to come to terms with the dilemmas of their inner lives. Highly readable 
and interesting.. 
Bottigheimer, Ruth B., ed. Fairy Tales and Society: Illusion, Allusion and Paradigm. 
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1986. 
‘ The book is an excellent collection of critical essays on fairy tales. The discussion, 
however, is not confined to the Anglo-American tradition or simple literary 
appreciation. One of the articles, for instance, gives an illuminating discussion on the 
development of Grimm's fairy tales and explores their relationship to nationalism. 
See also the annotation on Zipes. 
Butts, Dennis, ed. Stories and Society: Children's Literature in its Social Context. London: 
MacMillan, 1992. 
The book is a collection of essays that focuses on a society's influence on the 
development of children's literature, namely how the changing social context affects 
the change of values and then the form, and leads to changes in the popularity of 
different genres. On the other hand, individual writers or works may reflect, argue 
with or even subvert the ideologies of the society in which the particular works were 
produced. The introduction written by Butts is clear and concise. Provides useful 
arguments about how social changes may give rise to the new genre ofcl.. 
Catterson, Jane H., ed. Children and Literature. Newark, Delaware: International Reading 
Association, 1970. 
A collection of essays that focuses on the reading of cl.. The book is divided into 
three sections: "The point ofview;" "Choosing the books;" "Using the books." "Ten 
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Values ofChildren's Literature" and "Adolescent and Reading" clearly outline some of 
the traditional arguments for the importance of cl, which is still valid today. Though 
published 20 years ago, the book already adopts an inter-disciplinary approach. E.g. 
"Lnterpretation and comprehension in sex-typed materials" takes upon a sociological 
point ofview. Provides a general background to the study ofwestern cl.. 
Ertong Wenxue Yantaohui Baogaoshu [A Report on Children's Literature Seminar]. HK: 
HKCAS, 1990.(《兒童文學硏討會報告書》°香港：香港兒童文藝協會， 
1990。） 
This is a rare collection which contains papers presented in the bi-annual seminars on 
cl. held by HKCAS in 1990. Writers such as A Non and Ho Chi contribute their 
papers. Although many ofthe papers may lack depth in their analysis, they represent a 
local voice in cl. literary criticism. 
Frey, Charles & John Giffith. The Literary Heritage of Childhood: an Appraisal of 
,Children's Classics in the Western Tradition, New York: Greenwood, 1987. 
The book concentrates on the development ofclassics, especially children's romances 
that deal with the theme of eternal childhood in the western tradition. It pinpoints the 
importance of cl. in developing a child's imagination and provides a diachronic view 
on the evolution ofwestern children's literature. For background reading. 
Huang Mei. Transforming the Cinderella Dream: From Frances Burney to Charlotte Bronte. 
New Brunswick & London: Rutgers University Press, 1990. 
An interesting work written by a Chinese female writer in the States, the book traces 
how a motif develops and manifests itself in different literature. Iii this case, the 
organising motif is "Cinderella as the paragon." Very readable and well-researched. 
Useful for opening up further research areas such as "The Rewriting of Fairy Tales in 
East-West Literature." 
Hunt, Peter, ed. Children's Literature. London, : Routledge, 1990. 
, A collection of essays on cl. criticisms in the west. The earliest essay were written in 
1749 and the latest one, 1987, so readers can get a fairly comprehensive view ofhow 
criticism changes iii the west. The editor has an article entitled "The contemporary 
critical scene: a review," which provides good insights on the future direction ofcl . 
development. 
Hunt, Peter. Criticism, Theory and Children's Literature. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991. 
, A n extremely useful book. A general introduction and a sincere attempt to map the 
field o f d . . Hunt discusses major issues in cl. such as its definition, its situation, its 
ambiguous status, ways to approach cl. as text, narrative strategies, issues of politics, 
ideology and the criticisms ofchildren's literature. 
Hunt, Peter, ed. Literature for Children: Contemporary Criticism, London, : Routledge, 
, 1 9 9 2 . 
The essays on children's literature criticism collected here cover topics such as cl. and 
ideology, state of the art, internationalism and its relationship with other disciplines. 
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It contains a discussion on the latest research ofcl . , such as relating cl. with cultural 
studies and psychology. A fine collection that provides update information on 
western criticism. 
Laurie, Alison. Don't Tell the GroMm Ups: Subversive Children Literature. Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1990. 
Laurie explores the function of what she calls "subversive children's literature," 
referring to a group of texts that overturn the conventional social values. Books 
written by E. Nesbit, Frances Hodgson Bumet, William Mayne and Tolkien etc. are 
analysed, and the empowerment offered by the subversive text to the reader is studied. 
An interesting book written in simple and concise language. 
Lesnik-Oberstein, Karin Beate. Children's Literature: Criticism and the Fictional Child. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994. 
This book is a revision ofLesnik-Oberstein's unpublished dissertation "Principles and 
Practice in Critical Theory: Children's Literature" written in 1992 and extra sections 
on the therapeutic uses of cl. is added. The dissertation has been instrumental in 
turning me to the study of cl.: when I first came upon it in 1993, it gives me a new 
refreshing framework in analysing cl. and shows me cl. is not "kid's stuff." It alerts 
me to tbe relationship between the idea of the child and cl., and demonstrates how the 
hierarchical relationship between adults and children affects the subsequent 
development oftlie genre. Highly recommended. 
Lin, Wenbao, ed. Ertong Wenxue Lunshu Xuanji [Selected Readings on the Criticisms of 
, c h i l d r e n ' s literature]. Taipd:Youshi, 1989.(林文寶編。《兒童文學論述選集》。 
台北：幼獅，1989。） 
A selection of essays on the development of Taiwan's children literature. A useflil 
book as it contains a detail bibliography which documents books and academic work 
done on the research of cl. within Taiwan. The list is suggestive and points to 
possible directions ofcl. criticism development iii Hong Kong. 
Lin, Zhenghua. Ertong Shaonian Wenxue [Children's and Adolescent Literature]. Taipei: 
’ Fuchun Cultural Press, 1991.(林政華著°《兒童少年文學》。台北：富舂文化， 
1991 o ) 
The book focuses on comparing the similarities (in origin) and differences (in their 
respective developments) between cl. and folktales and then goes on to discuss 
concrete works of cl.. Introductory reading. 
Lii Bin. Jiaoyu Ertong de Wenxue [Literature that Educates Children]. Shanghai: Shaonian 
’ £〃(洲3,1992.(魯兵著°《敎育兒童的文學》。上海：少年兒童，1992 °) 
Lu is a famous Chinese cl. critic and the book collects some of his best essays. The 
pedagogical value ofcl. is stressed and explored. The book demonstrates the views of 
a Chinese communist critic with a marxist outlook and deeply influenced by the 
national policies. 
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Mao Dun Mao Tun vu Ertong Wenxue [Mao Dun and Children's Literature]. Zhengzbou: 
‘ ‘ H e n a n Shaonian Press, l 9 8 3 . (茅盾著。《茅盾與兒童文學》。鄭州：河南少 
年，1983 。 ） ， • 
Mao Tun is one of tbe earliest writers ofc l . and cl. criticism in China and this is a 
good collection ofh i s work. Mao Tun's writings show that the advert of cl. in China 
was closely tied to the May Foriith Movement which called for the establishment o f a 
new literature in China. Background reading. 
Meek, Margaret, The Cool Web: The Pattern of Children's Reading. London: Bodley Head, 
‘1977， 
A collection of critical essays written before the seventies when ci. was not yet an 
established academic discipline in the west. Despite its eaiiy date ofpiiblication, the 
articles collected in the book are still interesting and of extremely high quality even if 
judged by today's standard. 
Nodelman, Perry, ed. Touchstones: Reflections on the Best in Children's Literature, Vol 1 - 3’ 
West Lafayette, IN: Children's Literature Association, 1985-9. 
Published in three volumes in a time span of four years, the book contains some of 
the best articles of children's literature criticism written in this century. The three 
volumes deal with different themes: one collects general pieces tbat provide a 
theoretical background to the study of cl., the other focuses on the study of genres 
such as children's poetry and fiction, and the third one is an exploration on children's 
picture books. Highly recommended. 
Richards, Jeffrey, ed. Imperialism cindJuvenile literature. Singapore: Longman, 1992. 
The book is a collection ofessays on the relationship between ideology and literature. 
Through the analysis ofdifferent western texts, various writers argiie that cl. is used as 
a means ofsocialisation and seek to establish thc connection between imperialism and 
juvenile literature. 
Saltman, Judith. Give them Wings: the Experience of Children's Literature. Melbourne: 
MacMillan Company, 1985. 
A comprehensive collection of essays mostly by Australian scholars grouped under 
four sections: the value ofcl.; discussion ofcl. by genres; the international world ofcl.; 
cl. and reader's response. So far this is the only book that provides a inore global view 
011 the present situation of cl. with, for instance, discussions of cl in the light of 
nationalism and internationalism. 
Stephens, John. Language and Ideology in Children's Fiction. Harlow, Essex: Longman, 
1992. . 
The author gives a clear and structured argiinierit of the need to analyse children's 
literature as a site of discourse where struggles in ideology take place, and 
demonstrates how individual selfliood is constructed in the text. Stephens provides a 
new view on how children's literature embodies ideology and is being affected by 
society and its hidden ideologies. A very useful and insightful book; I developed part 
of my argument on possible worlds froni this book. 
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Summerfield, Geoffrey. Fantasy andReoson: Children's Literature in the Eighteenth Century. 
Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1984. . 
Although the book deals primarily with the history of cl. in 18th century England, it 
provides a very good discussion on the importance of cl., which is also relevant today. 
It is also a good example ofusing an organising theme to interpret a certain period of 
history. 
Townsend, John Rowe. A Sense of Story: Essays on Contemporary Writers for Children. 
New York: Lippincott, 1971. • 
Unlike Peter Hunt, who is good at digging up essays that deals with theoretical 
questions, Townsend presents to us a set ofessays that focuses on the description ofcl. 
authors and various analysis their works (including Sendak and Dahl). Fun to read. 
Taxel Joel "Children's Literature as an Ideological Text." Critical Pedagogy，the State, and 
，Cultural Struggle. Ed. Henry A. Giroux and Peter McLaren. Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1989. 205-221. 
The author attempts to argue children's literature is an ideological text governed by a 
selective hegemonic tradition and thus deeply implicated in the process of 
socialisation. He studies the narrative structure o f32 novels on American Revolution 
that were published between 1899-1976, and concludes that the selective tradition is 
being reshaped and redefined in different periods and directions of further research 
into theories ofresistance is suggested. 
Tiedt, lris M. ExploringBooks with Children. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1979. 
,Another general book that gives a good introduction to the study of cl. Wbat 
distinguishes this book from others is that it focuses on the sharing of cl. between 
children and adults. After giving a theoretical background at the beginning of each 
chapter, the text would suggest some concrete texts that one could share with the child. 
It also h3S several good chapters on the pedagogical aspects of cl, e.g. cl. to be used as 
a means to acquire information, cl. as social studies, realism in cl. and a chapter on 
developing a literature programme for children. Shed insights on the future 
development of Chinese cl. 
Wall, Barbara. The Narrator's Voice. London. Macmillan, 1991. 
，Barabara starts by observing cL as basically an adult narration directed towards 
children, and goes on to argue that it would be essential for the development ofcl. to 
change its narrative voice and takes into consideration the views ofchildren. The 
book gives a good discussion on the definition of cl and provides a handy framework 
of narrative analysis, 
Wang Quangen ed. ZhonggiwXiangdaiErtong Wenxue Wenlunxuan. Nanling: Guangxi 一 
People's Press, 1989.(王泉根編《中國現代兒童文學文論選》。南寧：廣西人民 
出版社，1989。） 
lt contains a classic collection of the most important critical essays ofchildren's 
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literature written by Chinese scholars from the beginning of the centmy to the fifties. 
Lu Xun's “ Women Xianzei zenyang Zuo Fuqing^^ [How Should We Behave as 
Fathers Today] and Zhou Zuoren's "Ertong de JVenxue” [Literature for Children], for 
instance, are some examples of the classic pieces collected in the book. This is an 
extremely valuable book.Highly recommended. 
Wu Ding Ertong Wenxue Yenjiu [A Study of Children's Literature]. Taipei: Yuanliu, 1988. 
((吳鼎著。《兒童文學硏究》。台北：遠流’ 1980。） 
A comprehensive attempt to defme cl., explore the relationship of cl. and other 
disciplines, and provides a brief history of western cl. and Chmese cl. before 1949^ 
Systematic and clear. Serves as a good introduction to the defmition and nature of 
children's literature. A valuable book. 
Zhang Feng,ed. Lu Xun lun Ertong Jiaoyu he Ertong Wenxue. Shangha^SJi^oni^ E^ong, 
g, 196L (蔣風編。《魯迅論兒童敎細兒童文學》。上海：少巧 ^ ^ ? = 1 。 : 
Lu Xun was the forerumier in modern China who cried "save our children. Zhang s 
book is a careful scholarly work that compiles all the articles, fragments and excepts 
written by Lu Xun on children and literature. 
Zipes, Jack. In Breaking the Magic Spell： Radical Theories ofFolk and Fairy Tales. London: 
Heinemami, 1979. . r r … � 
By examining the evolution of the genre in the context of ideology, pohtics and 
eulture the book is an in-depth study of folk and fairy tales. It also explores the 
contemporary manifestation of fairy tales, namely fantasy and its instrumentalisation 
in modem culture. An illuminating book. 
„_. Fairy Tale as Myth, Myth as Fairy Tale. Lexington, Kentucky: University ofKentucky 
Press 1994 
Zipe‘，s latest book Here Zipes turns his eye onto the contemporary context and seeks 
to analyse the hidden dynamics and meaning behind our enjoyment ofcontemporary “ 
myth" such as Disney stories. Illuminating. 
3. History 
Ertong Wenxue Dashi Jiyao [A Chronology ofImportant Events in Childre�)’ ^ L � e i ' : r e ] . 
Taipei: National Chinese Children's Literature Foundation, 1991.(《兒重大'7$大事杀已 
要》。台北：中華民國兒童文學學會，1991。） 
A detailed chronological account ofcl. development in China, Taiwan and Hong 
Kong, with some entries on Malaysia and Singapore. Extremely resourceful and 
exhausive. It contains a very usefoi list of cl. award-wimiing books in Hong Kong. 
An extremely usefUl book. 
Escarpit, D. (translated into Chinese). Ouzhou Qingshaonian Wenxue he Ertong Wenxue 
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[Juvenile Literature and Children's Literature in = o p e ] ? p e i ^ � ^ / z z ^ , 1989. 
E s c a r p i t , D .《歐洲靑少年文學和兒童文學》；，台北 :速流? 9二 : " "16 
The short book, translated from French into Chinese, gives a bnef histoiy of tJe 
= i t L n t of'children's literature in Europe. The nch history。[^^^；；:^/!^^’= 
literatoe is traced back to C}rhTUTi’s Fairy Tales and Anderson, as both had laid he 
i t io^of popular genres of cl. today. Escarpit talks about these canons and also 
S l t t e s on the r e c 4 developments in children's literature m Europe. A good 
background reading to understand the development ofwestern children s literature. 
Hong, Xuntao. Zhongguo Ertong Wenxue Shinian. H e n a n : f / O T , 1 9 8 8 . (洪迅濤編。《中 
國兒章文學四十年》。河南：海燕，1988。) . 
A^esourceful book on the development o fc l . m China smce the 40s. lnncludes a 
short chapter on Hong Kong and has an extremely detailed chronology. P = i d e an 
"insidefs[ point of view and very useful in understanding the immland development. 
Hu, C o _ n . 勵 &n, Ertong Wen.ue Gousken [ 个 ： 二 二 结 ^ 彻 m ^ l S S ^ ^ ' 
inLate Qing]. Shanghai: Shaonian Ertong, 1982.(胡従經者。《腕彳円九1乂子啦」 
沉》。〉匕海：少年兒童，1982。） 
A book onearly Chinese cL history. Hu argues that cl. already existedin late Qing as 
some of the popular literature and books for education are the early models ofcl. . 
][iifoimative. Provides a good background iti understanding Climese cl.. 
胸 細 JVen,ue XiaosM [A Short History of C l ， r e ， L = t U r ，；二；兰！ ^；拿 
Taipei, Zhonghua Mingguo Ertong Wenxue Xuehui, 1991’ .（《華乂兄里乂‘：小义 
(1945-1990)》。台北：中華民國兒童文學學會，1991。) 
Another informative book published by the semi-official organisation of cl m raiwan. 
The book contains different chronologies, which covers different areas o f c . wn ten in 
Chinese, including the mainland, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia. 
Serves as brief introductions. 
Iiiglis, Fred. The Promise of Happiness: Value and Meaning in Children's Fiction. 
‘CambridRe:CambridgeUniversityPress, 1981. . 
This book gives a good review on the history of childhood as shown in w = = i 
children's fiction. The third chapter, entitled "The History ot Children - Lmle 
Innocents and Limbs of Satan," gives a concise and convincing argument on the 
changes in the idea of childhood and its relationship to social change, with parhcu ar 
emphasis on the 18th century situation when views towards children experienced a 
breakthrough. 
Lei Qiaoyun. Zhongguo Ertong Wenxue Yanjiu [Study on C h i n e s ^ a . i M s Literature], 
l i p e i : XueshLg, 1988.(雷僑雲著。《兒童文學硏究》。台北：學生’ 1988。） 
A published dissertation oii the history of cl. development till 1949. Ihe book 
contains seven chapters, and each discusses a specific genre. Altogether it provides an 
overview on the development of cl. in China, with examples and the author's own 
commentary at the end of each chapter. There is a very good chapter on "family 
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pnnciples" literature (家訓文學）wWch highlighted the didactic ftmction o f c l . in 
China that cannot be found elsewhere. 
Lu Weiluan. Xianggang Wenzong [A Synchronic R e v i ^ of Hong K ^ g L i t e _ r e ] . HK: 
Huahan, 1 9 8 7 . (盧緯蠻著。《香港文縱》。香港：華漢 .， 1 9 8 7 � . . 
The book records the history of writers from the south visitmg or r e s ^ m g m Hong 
i o n g in the beginning of the century. There is a chapter on Fung Ziha, the ^ m e s e . 
w S famous L having the "heart of a child" but who also wrote for adults as w d 
Lu also recounts how she set out to fmd primary materials tor her research wh ch 
U i d e s me wHh some clues to begin my research. Although no chapters are d ^ : t = 
to cl., the book could still provide a background m understanding the local htemiy 
sceneand its interaction with the mainland China system m 1930s. 
Nodelman, Perry & Jill P. May, ed. Festschrift: A Ten Year Retrospective, West Lafayette, 
m . Children's Literature Association Publications, 1983. • , 
This is a special collection ofarticles written to commemorate the tenth anmversary of 
L Children's Literature Association in 1983. The collection includes bnefreviews 
on the development. ofChLA and good general discussions on genres and the toc ion 
o J l l d r e n ' s literature. An extremely useful index to the Children's Literature 
Association Quarterly (v. 1-7) is attached at the end of the book. 
Qiu Gerong, E_g Wen.ue Ski.Hao C / . . g . o [ U e F i ^ Dr，，；；^^^=;;"^；^】��^^ . 
Literature]. Taipei: Fuchun^ 1990.(邱各容者。《兒童乂學史枓描问》。「」儿‘ 
吉舂，1990 0 ) 
Oiuis one of the best children's literature historian in Taiwan and this book is ci 
collectioa ofliterary data that helps in understanding the development of ci. m both 
China and Taiwan from 1945 to the present. Rich in information and valuable to 
historical research. 
Scott, Dorothea Hayward. Chinese Popular Literature and the Child. Chicago: American 
Library Association, 1980. . . . 
The book provides a special perspective on the development of c . in C1iina as it s 
written by a western scholar. The historical account ranges from the ancient times to 
20th century. Its section on early popular children's literature is very informative. 
Published in 1980，it may not be very updated but it gives an excellent overview to the 
history of Chinese cl. 
Shi Qi Ertong Duwu Yanjiu [A Study on Children's Book]. Taipei: Commercial Press, 1983. 
^ (司琦著。《兒童讀物硏究》。台北：商務’�983。） . 
A short book that gives a brief glimpse on the development of cl. m laiwan. A 
special feature is that it deals with about translation works, a topic that many other 
works have ignored. Introductory reading., 
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Townsend, John Rowe. Writtenfor Children. New York: Lippmcott, 1983. 
A classic of western cL histoty, the book provides a historical review on the 
development of early British and American cL from the 17th century. Evolution of 
different genres are traced. An interesting background book. 
Xie, Zhangqing. Xianggang Xinwenxue Jianshi [A B r i e f H i ^ ^ J > f H o j ^ ^ « 2 ? ； 
Literature]. Guangzhou: Jinan University, 1 9 9 0 . (謝長靑者。《香港新乂學簡 
史》。廣州：曁南大學，1990。） 
The book, written from a communist point of view, heralds the emergence of "New 
Literature" with the take over of the communist party in mainland China after 1949. 
The writer points out that although Hong Kong was already a colony under British 
mle at that time，Chinese literature, nevertheless, remained popular because of i ts pre-
dominantly Chinese population. The book contains a short chapter (126-7) on the 
development of Modern Children's Magazine, an important periodical discussed in the 
present study. 
Wolf, Shelby Amie & Shirley Brice Heath. The Braid ofLiterature: Children's Worlds of 
,Reading. Cambridge, MA.: Harvard UniversityPress, 1992. 
This is an unusually creative and illuminating study by Wolf, who spent many years 
documenting her two young daughter's interaction with their everyday lives and cl.. 
Wolf and Heath then argue that cL produces make-believe story worlds that help 
children to negotiate with everyday life experiences. Very creative, readable and 
interesting. Highty recommended. 
4. Others 
Applebee, Arthur. The Child's Concept ofStory. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978. 
A psychological exploration on the development o f a sense of story in a child's growth. 
Interviews and various experiments are conducted to identify the specific types and 
the levels of complexity in stories that appeal to specific age group. A fascinating 
attempt io approach narratives quantitatively. 
Apseloff Marilyn Fain. They Wrote for Children Too: An Annotated Bibliography of 
Children's Literature by Famous Writers for Adults. New York: Greenwood Press, 
1989. ,1 . 
The book is an excellent example in demonstrating how to compile an annotated 
bibliography ofwriters. Though not directly relevant to the present study, it serves as 
an excellent background and provide hints for classification ofcI. in the west. 
Cuddigan, Maureen & Mary Beth Hanson. Growing Pains: Helping Children Deal with 
Everyday Problems through Reading. Chicago: American Libmry Association, 1988. 
A book that provides an alternative view on the function of cl: therapy. Maureen & 
Hanson talks about liow children use cl. to cope with behavioural problems, trauma in 
life (such as abuse, pain of dying) and everyday problems (e.g. friendship and fears). 
180 
A utilitarian yet refreshing view on cl.. 
Hong Kong Children's Arts Society 1981 - 1992, Hong Kong: HI^CAS, 1992. (《香港兒童 
文藝協會》。香港：香港兒童文藝協會，1992。） 
This is a bilingual report published by the only vohmtary organisation whose members 
consists ofmajor children's literature writer/ worker/ people who are concerned about 
its development in Hong Kong. It records activities held by the society from l9Sl to 
1992 Useful biographies of the members of the society as they are all active 
participants who contribute to the development of cl. in Hongkong. It is an important 
document that traces the formation ofHKCAS in Hong Kong. 
Poon Kam-ying & Yuen Hoi-tong, ed. Tongxin Yongzhai - He Zhi Jinian Teji [A Child's 
，Heart Forever - Special Issue on Ho Chi]. H K : H K C A S & H K W A , 1 " 1 . (潘金 
英、阮海棠編。《童心永在--何紫紀念特輯》。香港：香港兒童文藝協會與香 
港作家聯誼會，1991。） .， 
This is a special issue published by HKCAS to commemorate the death o fHo Chi in 
1991, one of the first and most important local cl. writers. It documents the life and 
works o fHo Chi and is extremely valuable for those who would wish to pursue 
further studies in this area. 
Sadler, Glerni Edward, ed. Teaching Children's Literature: Issues, Pedagogy, Resources. 
New York: Modem Language Association of America, 1992. 
A comprehensive reader on cl. and pedagogy. Good articles for both theory and 
practical purpose. Topics such as the values of cL, contemporary challenges faced by 
cl., and how to plan a literature programme are all covered. The part on resources is 
valuable for teachers especially in the States as it lists out institutions and libraries that 
have a good collection of cl. and related resources. It also contains a college list for 
flirther studies. Recommended. 
Tucker, Nicholas, The Child and the book: a Psychological and Literary Exploration. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981. 
An exploration of cL from a biological and psychological point of view. Tucker 
identifies and generalise the kind ofchildren's books read by children of specific ages. 
It also suggests "proper" reading for children ofdifferent ages. 
UNESCO Regional Workshop for Asian Writers and Editors of Books for children and 
Juveniles . Report of the Unesco Regional Workshop (1978:Seoul, Korea), Karachi: 
UNESCO Regional Office for Culture and Book Development in Asia, 1, 1978. 
This is a report based on a regional workshop organised by the United Nations. It is 
surprising to know that people has been paying attention to the development ofcl . in 
the Asian region as early as the 70s，while all these years the development had been 
slow. Interestingly, neither PRC, Taiwan nor Hongkong sent representatives to the 
conference. Useful for considering future directions. 
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Walker, Elinor, ed. Book Bait: Detailed Notes on Adult Books Popular with Young People, 
Chicago: American Library Association, 1988. 
The book provides an interesting illustration of the ambiguity in the definition of 
children's literature. Walker complies a collection of "adult" literature which young 
people found interesting, arguing that the defining line between adult and children 
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